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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORDER OF THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION</th>
<th>SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ACADEMIC COSTUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President, Board of Trustees, and Administrative Officers</td>
<td>The significance of the academic costume is determined especially by the sleeves and hoods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Official Guests</td>
<td>Doctors wear the round bell sleeve; the gown is faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with black velvet or color indicating the degree; the doctor’s hood is large. The doctor may choose to wear the gold tassel on the cap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>Masters wear the long, closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candidates for Advanced Degrees</td>
<td>Bachelors wear the long or pointed sleeve. The color of the tassel indicates whether the degree is in the field of arts (white), fine arts (brown), music (pink), or science (golden yellow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program

Presiding
Elder L. Tom Perry of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

3:00 P.M.
Prelude
Don Cook, Carillon

3:15 P.M.
Academic Procession
Color Guard, President, Board of Trustees, Administrative Officers, Official Guests, Faculty, and Graduates—from the Smoot Administration Building to the Marriott Center

3:45 P.M.
Processional
Douglas E. Bush, Organ

4:00 P.M.
Presentation of Colors
Air Force and Army ROTC

Welcome
Elder Cecil O. Samuelson, President of Brigham Young University and Emeritus Member of the Quorum of the Seventy

Invocation
Brandon G. Hatch, BYUSA President

President’s Greeting
Elder Cecil O. Samuelson

Conferring of Degrees
Elder Cecil O. Samuelson and Brent W. Webb, Academic Vice President

Induction into the Alumni Association
Michael O’Connor, President, BYU Alumni Association

Expression from Graduate
Conrad W. Rosenbrock

Musical Selection
Paganini Variations for Two Pianos
by Witold Lutoslawski

Commencement Address
Elder L. Tom Perry

Benediction
Jessica E. Godfrey, BYUSA Executive Vice President

Recessional
Douglas E. Bush, Organ

Postlude
Ariel Peterson, Carillon
Elder Perry spent his professional career in the retail business, serving as vice president and treasurer of companies located in Idaho, California, New York, and Massachusetts (where he also served as a stake president).

While working on the board of directors for American Stores, Elder Perry struck up a keen relationship with L. Sam Skaggs, who later generously funded the BYU library’s L. Tom Perry Special Collections to honor his inspiring friend.

Lee Perry jests about the bequest honoring his father: “His mother used to actually pay him to go to the library to check out books. . . . She would turn over in her grave if she knew there was a library named after him!”

In reality Elder Perry epitomizes how education can empower a person to give remarkable service to mankind. “The acquisition of knowledge,” he says, “is a fundamental part of the Lord’s eternal plan for His children.”

We are honored to have this beloved Apostle, a witness of our Savior, here today at our commencement services.
DOCTORAL
DEGREES

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Joseph Samuel Backman
MEd, Brigham Young University, 2007
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Confirming the Positive Relationship Between Professional Learning Communities and Student Achievement in Elementary Schools

TJ Bliss
MS, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 2010
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Educational Inquiry, Measurement, and Evaluation
Dissertation: A Model of Digital Textbook Quality from the Perspective of College Students

Troy L. Cox
MA, Brigham Young University, 1996
TESL, Brigham Young University, 1995
BA, Brigham Young University, 1994
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Investigating Prompt Difficulty in an Automatically Scored Speaking Performance Assessment

Matthew Ben Crook, Jr.
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Molecular Biology
Dissertation: Modulators of Symbiotic Outcome in Sinorhizobium meliloti

Yanli Geng
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Metallization of DNA and DNA Origami Using a Pd Seeding Method

Seth Michael Gurell
MS, Utah State University, 2007
BS, Utah State University, 2005
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Measuring the Technical Difficulty in Reusing Open Educational Resources with the ALMS Analysis Framework

Brett Jacob Hansen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Microfabrication Processes and Advancements in Planar Electrode Ion Traps as Mass Spectrometers

Seth Richins Holladay
MS, Brigham Young University, 2007
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Optimized Simulation of Granular Materials

Na Li
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Resorcinarene-Based Cavitands: From Structural Design and Synthesis to Separations Applications

Jie Long
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Animating Non-Rigid Bodies Using Motion Capture

Brian William Ricks
MA, Brigham Young University, 2007
BS, Idaho State University, 2002
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Closing the Church University in 1894: Embracing or Accommodating Secularized Education

Perry Gene Ridge, Jr.
MS, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, 2008
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005
Major: Biology
Dissertation: Mitochondrial Genetics of Alzheimer’s Disease and Aging

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Daniel J. Robertson
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Quantifying the Nonlinear, Anisotropic, Material Response of Spinal Ligaments

Farnaz Karimaday Sharifabad
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Covariance Modeling and Space-Time Coding for MIMO Systems

Alan Thomas Wall
BS, Utah State University, 2008
Major: Physics

Shuai Wei
MS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Protein-Surface Interactions with Coarse-Grain Simulation Methods

DOCTORAL DEGREES

Jason Samuel Adams
MS, Boise State University, 2008
BS, Brigham Young University, 1999
Major: Physiology and Developmental Biology
Dissertation: Regulation of Sensory Neurogenesis in the Trigeminal Placode: Notch Pathway Genes, Pax3 Isoforms, and Wnt Ligands

Stephen Dade Ashton
MS, Brigham Young University, 2011
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: From Teams to Communities of Practice

Abhishek Asthana
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Model Development and Application of Molecular Simulations for the Study of Proton Transport in Bulk Water and for the Prediction of Dipole Moments of Organic Compounds

Kyle Martin Brunner
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Chemical Engineering

Christopher Layton Clark
BA, Brigham Young University, 2000
Major: Educational Leadership
Dissertation: Viewpoints: Liberatory Ensemble and Character

Leslie Elizabeth Clark
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: Native American Students’ Experiences of Cultural Differences in College: Influences and Impact

Kari Guyer Cook
MS, Brigham Young University, 2009
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Understanding Noble Metal Addition in Cobalt Fischer-Tropsch Catalysts

Alexander John Cramond
MA, University of North Carolina at Wilmington, 2005
BA, University of North Carolina at Wilmington, 2002
Major: Clinical Psychology
Dissertation: The Longitudinal Stability of Memory in Males with Autism Spectrum Disorder

John David Cupp
BS, Brigham Young University, 2003
Major: Molecular Biology
Dissertation: Characterization of the Cellular and Organellar Dynamics That Occur with a Partial Depletion of Mitochondrial DNA When Arabidopsis Organellar DNA Polymerase IB Is Mutated

David Fawcett
MS, Brigham Young University, 2011
BS, University of Utah, 2007
BA, University of Utah, 2003
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy
Dissertation: Mental Health Treatment for Children and Adolescents: Cost Effectiveness, Dropout, and Recidivism by Presenting Diagnosis and Therapy Modality

Lisa Jeannette Fox
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: Influence of Family on Native American Students

Darren D. Hinton
MS, Utah State University, 2005
BS, Utah State University, 2005
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: Complexity of Bedload Transport in Gravel Bed Streams: Data Collection, Prediction, and Analysis

John Cameron Hunter
BS, University of Utah, 2006
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: Multiple Recoding Mechanisms Produce Cyclooxygenase and Cyclooxygenase-Related Enzymes from Frameshift Containing COX-3/1b Transcripts in Human and Rat
DOCTORAL DEGREES

David Scott Jensen
BS, Weber State University, 2008
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Microfabrication, Characterization, and Application of Carbon Nanotube Templated Thin Layer Chromatography Plates, and Functionalization of Porous Graphitic Carbon

Kathryn Birgithe Knight
MS, Brigham Young University, 2002
BS, Brigham Young University, 2000
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Mobile Dichotomous Key Application as a Scaffolding Tool in the Museum Setting

Françoise Suzanne Geneviève Kusseling
MOB, Brigham Young University, 1985
BS, Brigham Young University, 1983
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: A Corpus-Based Evaluation of the Common European Framework Vocabulary for French Teaching and Learning

James Robert Lattin
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Ultrasound-Induced Phase Change of Emulsion Droplets for Targeted Gene- and Drug-Delivery

Patrick Kevin Lewis
MS, Brigham Young University, 2010
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: An Optimization-Based Method of Traversing Dynamic s-Pareto Frontiers

Yubo Li
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Reliability Techniques for Data Communication and Storage in FPGA-Based Circuits

John Charles Macdonald Jr.
MS, Air Force Institute of Technology, 2006
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Efficient Estimation for Autonomous Multi-Rotor Helicopters Operating in Unknown, Indoor Environments

Kristine Perry Monteith
MS, Brigham Young University, 2007
BS, Utah State University, 2002
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Automatic Generation of Music for Inducing Emotive and Physiological Responses

Stanley Job Ness
MS, Air Force Institute of Technology, 2003
BS, United States Air Force Academy, 1995
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Functionalization of In-plane Photonic Microcavity Arrays for Biosensing Applications

Pamela Nsang Nge
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Microfluidic Devices with Integrated Sample Preparation for Improved Analysis of Protein Biomarkers

Kenneth B. Packer
BA, Brigham Young University, 2001
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Using Hypertext and Case-based Explanation to Help Learners Access Explanations to Unexpected Grammar Forms Encountered in Native Speech Examples

Anthony Craig Pearson
BS, Utah State University, 2007
Major: Physics
Dissertation: Nanoscale Surface Patterning and Applications: Using Top-Down Patterning Methods to Aid Bottom-Up Fabrication

Maria Portillo Posada
MS, University of Texas at El Paso, 1998
BS, University of Texas at El Paso, 1996
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Comparison of 3-D Friction Stir Welding Viscoplastic Finite Element Model with Weld Data and Physically-Stimulated Data

Bryce Benson Ready
BS, California State University, Los Angeles, 2000
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Filtering Techniques for Pose Estimation with Applications to Unmanned Air Vehicles

Jessica Mae Hancock Scott
MS, Brigham Young University, 2011
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: A Comparison of Attitudes Towards Time Management, Usage of Time, and Self-Expression by High-Performing and Low-Performing Students at Brigham Young University

Jadd Rigby Shelton
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Synthesis and Biological Evaluation of Various Derivatives of a Broad-Spectrum Anticancer Nucleoside
Keith Mitchell Stuart
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Application of SeaWinds Scatterometer Data to the Study of Antarctic Icebergs

Liang Sun
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dissertation: Dynamic Modeling, Trajectory Generation and Tracking for Towed Cable Systems

Ribeka Takahashi
MS, Brigham Young University, 2004
BS, Brigham Young University, 2000
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: Hybrid Bishop-Hill Model for Microstructure Sensitive Design

Sara T. Ulloa
MA, Brigham Young University, 1997
BA, Brigham Young University, 1993
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology
Dissertation: Service Learning: Engagement and Academic Achievement of Second Language Acquisition Students in an Advanced Grammar Course While Participating in Service Learning Activities

Daniel David Walker IV
MS, Brigham Young University, 2007
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: Computer Science
Dissertation: Bayesian Test Analytics for Document Collections

Deshun Xu
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: Syngas Impurity Effects on Cell Growth, Enzymatic Activities and Ethanol Production via Fermentation

Fan Yang
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: Gas Phase Characterization of Supramolecules Using Cross-Sectional Areas by FTICR and Sustained Off-Resonance Irradiation Collision Induced Dissociation Techniques in a Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometer

JURIS DOCTOR

Stephen Kekoa Aina
BS, Brigham Young University, 2003

Dale Albach
BA, Arizona State University, 2009

Collin Scott Allan
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Nathan Boyd Anderson
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

David Lawrence Armantrout
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Allison Arnold
BA, Brigham Young University, 2001

Aaron Dean Arnsen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Erika Backlund
BA, Westminster College, 2007

Joseph Goddaeus Ballstaedt
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2010

E. Garrett Barlow
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Mark Brandon Bastian
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Jonathan Beer
BA, University of Illinois at Chicago, 2009

Benjamin Tierney Beeson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Mary Elizabeth Bevan
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Brian Douglas Blakley
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

V. R. Bohman
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2009

BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Brutt Borgersen
BA, University of Southern California, 2009

Ryan Danny Brimhall
BS, Arizona State University, 2009

Jacob Ray Burgess
BA, Rivier College, 2010

Carly Castle
BA, University of Utah, 2007

Cory Scott Clements
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

James Edward Clissold
BFA, University of Utah, 2010

Tyler L. Cobabe
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Brian Kalani Congelliere
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree and Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cecily E Couture</td>
<td>BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Scott Cox</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody L. Cranor</td>
<td>MS, Idaho State University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS, Idaho State University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoffrey Shane Criddlebaugh</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Jeanine Dawson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam W. Dayton</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary A. Ditto</td>
<td>MPA, Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Mark Dougherty</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Erickson Dougherty</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Devin Driscoll</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton Seth Ensign</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Fisher</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefanie Marie Franc</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Frost</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Mae Galley</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brynne Gant</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew G. Gerla</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Kyle Gill</td>
<td>BS, University of California, Santa Barbara, 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aric James Green</td>
<td>BS, University of Utah, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Robert Hancock</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letisha Hansen</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Lee Hazen</td>
<td>MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyrum J. Hemingway</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Jeremy Hindman</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Dane Holladay</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Carter Horrocks</td>
<td>BS, University of Utah, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Paul Hoybjerg</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breckan H. Humiston</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory David Hundley</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University, 2006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Hunt</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troy Douglas Hunt</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Gregory Israels</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryant Wayne Jensen</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Jensen</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Arthur Johnson</td>
<td>MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Johnston</td>
<td>BA, Dartmouth College, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Jean Jones</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Richard Jones</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sondra Pualani Mew Lan Kahawai</td>
<td>MPA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Kern</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Kwaw Kwarm</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Thomas Lakey</td>
<td>BA, University of Utah, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Schenk Lasseter</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Michelle Clegg Lee</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alissa N. Leon</td>
<td>BS, Utah Valley University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Andrew Loughmiller</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szonja Gloria Ludvig</td>
<td>BS, Westminster College, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlene H. Lui</td>
<td>MPA, Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dao Anh Ly</td>
<td>BS, Westminster College, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOCTORAL DEGREES

Ian M. MacCallum  
BS, State University of New York at Binghamton, 2010

Justin Sean Mahoney  
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Kelsie Ann Maloy  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Laura Deborah Marquez  
BA, University of Virginia, 2008

Alex Gregory Mason  
BA, University of Arizona, 2007

Micah F. McBride  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Aaron Ray McKnight  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Kristin McLintock  
BA, Southern Utah University, 2009

Michelle Esplin McPherson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Ryan Michael Merriman  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Anna Miles  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2005

Cassondra Nicole Mix  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008

Lindsay Katherine Nash  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Joseph A. Orien  
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Thomas J Owens  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Gene Burton Pace  
MBA, University of Kentucky, 2005  
BA, Alice Lloyd College, 2003

Fredrick J. Peña  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Krystal Lynne Peterson  
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Jens Jacob Rasmussen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Joshua L. Roberts  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Travis J. Robertson  
BA, University of Utah, 2010

Ronald Conrad Schoedel III  
BGS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Gregory William Schulz  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Brandon L. Seal  
PhD, Arizona State University, 2004  
BS, Arizona State University, 2000

Andrew Brent Sellers  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Christine Seminario  
BS, University of Utah, 2010

Chen Shen  

Rachel Michelle Snow  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006

Joshua S. Stanley  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Wesley Russell Stapley  
BS, University of Utah, 2009

Joseph Andrew Stewart  
BA, University of Utah, 2009

Thomas Stone  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Garret Story  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2010

Curtis L. Thomas  
MPP, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Dayna Thomas  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Marshall M. Thompson  
BA, Utah State University, 2003

Natalie Thorsen  
BA, Utah State University, 2010  
BA, Arizona State University, 2010

Bret D. Tingley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Samira Torshizi  
BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 2008

Jared M. Trent  
BA, Charter Oak State College, 2002

Katelyn Elizabeth Trottier  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Axel Trumbo  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Brigham Larson Udall  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

Patrick D. Utleay  
BA, Southern Utah University, 2009

Rebecca Grace Van Tassell  
BA, University of Utah, 2010

Emily Ann Velardi  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Heath Logan Waddingham  
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2010  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Samuel Case Wade  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

J. Glen Wagstaff  
BA, University of Southern California, 2010

Rex Wayne Watkins  
BS, Utah State University, 2005

Timothy Neal West  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010
David A. White  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Camille Wight  
BS, Utah State University, 2008

Crystal Si Wai Wong  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Natalie Rae Wyson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Summer Lee Young  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Tyler Albrechtsen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

Jennifer Lindsay Bohning  
BS, University of Florida, 2008

Justin D. Caplin  
BS, Utah State University, 2010

Cameron A. Carter  
BS, University of Utah, 2009

Cynthia Ann Hale  
BA, DePaul University, 2010

Jon M. Hogelin  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1999

Spencer Humiston  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Rachel Marie McDonald  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Matthew William McLane  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

James Ogden Partridge  
MAcc, Brigham Young University, 2012  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Spencer Joseph Salcido  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Breanne Elizabeth Christine Salmond  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Andrea Shattuck  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Aubrey Wright Stock  
BA, Arizona State University, 2010

Ivy Telles  
BA, University of California, Irvine, 2008
MASTER OF ARTS

Cherise Marie Bacalski
MFA, Brigham Young University, 2011
MFA, Saint Mary’s College, 2010
BA, California State University, San Marcos, 2008
Major: English
Thesis: Towards a Consummated Life: Kenneth Burke’s Concept of Consummation as Critical Conversation and Catharsis

Ariel Rebekah Bean
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Spanish
Thesis: Leaving the Dark to Find the Light: A Study on L1 English Acquisition of L2 Spanish

Udambor Bumandalai
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2010
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: TESOL
Thesis: The Development of Two Units for Basic Training and Resources for TESOL: “Developing English Language Learners’ Listening Skills” and “Developing English Language Learners’ Speaking Skills”

Austin Sterling Cameron
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007
Major: Mass Communications
Thesis: The Influence of Media on Himba Conceptions of Dress, Ancestral and Cattle Worship, and the Implications for Culture Change

Hillary Anne Carman
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Art History

Carolyn Carter
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: English
Thesis: “Sealing Their Two Fates with a Fracture”: Ted Hughes’s “Pyramus and Thisbe” as an Emblem of the Paradox of Translation

Corrine Esther Collins
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: English
Thesis: ’70s “Miscegenation” and Blaxploitation: Fran Ross’s Interracial Oreo, and the Super Bad Blaxploitation Hero

Edward D Gilbert
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008
Major: Mathematics Education

Rebecca Cecilia Hay
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: English
Thesis: Nostalgia: Movement and Stasis in Contemporary American Poetry

Maclane Elon Heward
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008
Major: Religious Education
Thesis: The First Mission of the Twelve Apostles: 1835

Adam Price Hock
BA, University of Utah, 2008
Major: Religious Education
Thesis: “Behold an Angel of the Lord Came and Stood Before Me”: A Cultural Examination of Joseph Smith’s 1823 Vision of Moroni

Steven Keith Holland
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2010
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008
Major: TESOL
Thesis: Toward a More Inclusive Construct of Native Chinese Speaker L2 Written Error Gravity

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Joanna Koenen</td>
<td>BS, Utah State University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Mass Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendon C. Kurzer</td>
<td>TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>TESOL</td>
<td>Bringing the Tutors to the Students: An Investigative Study of WAC Tutoring in Second Language Contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Susan Larsen</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Teacher Education</td>
<td>Thesis: Content Analysis of New Teacher Induction and Mentoring Documents in Five Partnership Districts: Reflections and Acknowledgments of Complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryn Kunz Lesuma</td>
<td>BA, Stanford University</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Thesis: Windows and Mirrors: Selecting Multiethnic Young Adult Fiction to Increase Adolescent Engagement with Academic and Cultural Literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Ann Litster</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Teacher Education</td>
<td>Thesis: Stories of Success: Three Latino Students Talk About School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Blake Miller</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Thesis: Speaking Like a Brahmin: Social Aspects of a Register of Spoken Telugu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebekkah Jean Mitchell</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Teacher Education</td>
<td>Thesis: Effects of Fourth- and Second-Grade Cross-Age Tutoring on Spelling Accuracy and Writing Fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrett Kimball Nay</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Thesis: Areal Patterns of Possessive Morphology in the Languages of Eurasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathon Robert Owen</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Thesis: “At the Coal Face of Standardization”: Uncovering the Role of Copy Editors in Standardizing of the English Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Page Payne</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Thesis: Baumrind’s Authoritative Parenting Style: A Model for Creating Autonomous Writers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob S. Rees</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Thesis: We Know Better and It’s Time to Act Like It: Ending Written Feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Marie Sorensen</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Language Acquisition and Teaching</td>
<td>Thesis: Student Attitudes Toward Social Media Technology as an Enhancement to Language Acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Olive Steele</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Mathematics Education</td>
<td>Thesis: Professional Development as a Community of Practice and Its Associated Influence on the Induction of a Beginning Mathematics Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ee Wen Ting</td>
<td>TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Major: Linguistics</td>
<td>Thesis: A Dictionary of Unorthodox Oral Expressions for English Learners and Teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma J. Top</td>
<td>BA, University of Utah</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Major: Language Acquisition and Teaching</td>
<td>Thesis: The Role of Intonation in L2 Russian Speakers’ Intelligibility, Comprehensibility and Accentedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Gerrit van Dyk</td>
<td>MS, Clarion University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Thesis: Translation as Katabasis and Nekyia in Seamus Heaney’s <em>The Riverbank Field</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rachel Anne Wise  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Art History  
Thesis: Blooming Vines, Pregnant Mothers, Religious Jewelry: Gendered Rosary Devotion in Early Modern Europe

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Justin Eric Anderson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2002  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: The Effect of Presumed Media Influence on College Athletes

Inna Yakutova Bell  
BA, Stetson University, 2009  
Major: Comparative Studies  
Thesis: Building the New Rome: Charles Cameron as the Architect of Catherine the Great's New Eternal City

Geoffrey Scott Biesinger  
MPA, Brigham Young University, 2007  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2004  
Major: Second Language Teaching  
Thesis: Linguistic Improvements and Correlates in a Japanese Study Abroad Program

Trent R. Boulter  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Mass Communications  
Project: Interactive TV News: A New Delivery System for Broadcast Television News

Jonathan Jay Call  
BS, Utah State University, 2009  
Major: Mathematics Education  
Thesis: Student Teachers’ Interactive Decisions with Respect to Student Mathematics Thinking

Ren Steven Carbutt  
BA, Adams State University, 2009  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: The Experiences of Hispanic International Students as Interviewees in a Cross-Cultural Interview Project

William Foster Carr  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2000  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Centers of Cultural Gravity: Cultural Translation in Nabíares

James Harvey Cloe, Jr.  
BS, Radford University, 2004  
Major: Language Acquisition and Teaching  
Thesis: An Evaluation of Online Annotated Readers Designed to Improve Chinese Character Comprehension for First-Grade Students Enrolled in Early Chinese Language Immersion

Alexander Lawrence Curry  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004  
Major: Mass Communications  
Thesis: The Intersection of Politics and Sports

Fernando Dealba  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Traducción de un documental para televisión con una visión integradora destinada a una audiencia diversa

Sarah Dibble  
BA, University of Utah, 2005  
Major: Art History  
Thesis: George Dibble and the Struggle for Modern Art in Utah

Renee Danielle Gaarder  
BA, University of Idaho, 2007  
Major: Music  

Susan Joy Garver  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: French Studies  
Thesis: “Une transformation profonde”: Decay and Beauty in Cléa from 5 to 7

Ernesto Raul Gonzalez  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Lo grotesco y la identidad nacional en Huasipungo y El Chulla Romero y Flores de Jorge Icaza

Carl Dean Gutke  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2002  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: Designing Pre-Tests for an Intermediate-Level University Spanish Course

Loraine Jones Hanson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1988  
Major: Mathematics Education  

Ashlee Marie Jessen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Spanish  
Thesis: The Effect of the Semantic Depth of Spanish Verbs on Processing Demands of Filler-Gap Relationships in Noun Clauses

Ashley Martin Jones  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mathematics Education  
Thesis: Mathematics Teacher Time Allocation

Ryan Frederick Lege  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2011  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2009  
Major: TESOL  
Thesis: The Effect of Pause Duration on Intelligibility of Non-Native Spontaneous Oral Discourse
Maria Teresa Company Lozano
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2009
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2006
Major: TESOL
Thesis: Error Frequencies Among ESL Writers: A Resource Guide

Jonathan C. McCollum
MA, Brigham Young University, 2007
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2007
BA, Brigham Young University, 2004
Major: TESOL
Thesis: The Correlation of Arab ELLs’ Academic Reading Fluency in Arabic and English

Jeremiah Lane McGhee
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008
Major: Linguistics
Thesis: Using a Cognitive Architecture in Incremental Sentence Processing

J. David Mecham
BA, Brigham Young University, 1989
Major: Mass Communications
Thesis: The Birth of Radio in the American Sector (RIAS) and Its Role During the Blockade of Berlin

Sandra Kay Utley Millet
BA, Brigham Young University, 1990
Major: Theatre and Media Arts
Thesis: Theatre History in the Secondary Drama Classroom and Beyond

Steven Lowell Peris
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: German Studies
Thesis: Marie von Ebner Eschenbach’s Ohne Liebe: A Translation and Commentary

Jeanne Sperry Prestwich
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002
Major: Teacher Education
Thesis: Teacher Definitions of Integration in Primary Grades

Keven Dell Proud
BA, Brigham Young University, 2002
Major: Art Education
Thesis: Visual Storybooks: Connecting the Lives of Students to Core Knowledge

Michelle Schooebel
BA, Butler University, 2007
Major: German Studies
Thesis: In Search of Real Fathers: Plenzdorf’s Die neuen Leiden des jungen W. and Vater, Mutter, Mörderkind

Amanda Janette Seeley
BS, Weber State University, 2008
Major: Mass Communications
Thesis: Power and Trust/Transparency: A Force to Be Reckoned with When Applied to Internal Strategic Communication Within the Department of Defense

Stephen Andrew Simon
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: German Studies
Thesis: Austro-American Reflections: Making the Writings of Ann Tizia Leitich Accessible to English-Speaking Audiences

Amanda Bingham Solomon
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Comparative Studies
Thesis: Haunting the Imagination: The Haunted House as a Figure of Dark Space in American Culture

Kristin Hacken South
MA, Yale University, 1993
BA, Yale University, 1993
Major: Anthropology
Thesis: Roman and Early Byzantine Burials at Fag el Gamus, Egypt: A Reassessment of the Case for Religious Affiliation

Shannon Melee Stimpson
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: English
Thesis: The River Duddon and William Wordsworth's Evolving Poetics of Collection

Charles Hamilton Stratford
BA, University of California, Los Angeles, 2007
Major: Music
Thesis: Aspects of Compositional Process in Luciano Berio’s Circles

Linda Walton
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Linguistics
Thesis: Nouns and Verbs in the Tagalog Mental Lexicon

David Scott Wetzel
BS, Eastern Oregon University, 2001
Major: Religious Education

Heather Dawn Zurcher
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Music
Thesis: Feminism and the New Woman in the Gilbert and Sullivan Operas

Michael Jeffrey Zwick
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2011
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: TESOL
Thesis: The Effects of Explicit Instruction on the Development of Reading Fluency
Reed E. Crosby  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering

David Paul Dean  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Instructional Psychology and Technology

Megan L. Denison  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Statistics

Will Brandon Drake  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Theory: Passive Stiffness of Coupled Wrist and Forearm Rotations

Nathan Tanner Dye  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering

Robert John Edgel  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Theory: Habitat Selection and Response to Disturbance by Pygmy Rabbits in Utah

Ryan Lee Eliason  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Statistics

Jordan Mark Ellingson  
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Technology  
Theory: Starch Resin Moisture Level Effect on Injection Molding Processability and Molded Part Mechanical Properties with Pure Starch Resin and Polymer Blends

Jared Neil Erickson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012  
Major: Civil Engineering

Sean Andrew Foster  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Food Science  
Theory: Construction and Performance Testing of a Solar Food Dryer for Use in Developing Countries

Bryan William Franke  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Theory: Passive Force on Skewed Abutments with Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) Wingwalls Based on Large-Scale Tests

Jared M. Franson  
BS, University of Utah, 2010  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Theory: Heat Penetration into Soft Tissue with 3 MHz Ultrasound

Stephanie Rae Bartholomew Gerla  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Food Science  
Theory: Emergency Preparedness in Utah Households with Emphasis on Water and Food Storage Conditions
Jarom Henry Giraud
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Physics
Thesis: Experimental Analysis of Energy-Based Acoustic Arrays for Measurement of Rocket Noise Fields

Meghan Elizabeth Grange
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Communication Disorders
Thesis: Test-Retest Reliability in Word Recognition Testing in Subjects with Varying Levels of Hearing Loss

Lucas Keith Hall
BS, Weber State University, 2009
BA, Weber State University, 2009
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation
Thesis: The Influence of Anthropogenic Development of Water on Coyotes and Kit Foxes in the Great Basin and Mojave Deserts

Erica Hansen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Nutritional Science
Thesis: College Students’ Fruit and Vegetable Intake According to Dinner Group Participation

Todd Martin Harper
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Technology
Thesis: Online Survey System for Image-Based Clinical Guideline Studies Using the Delphi Method

Mark Nicholas Helberg
MBA, Brigham Young University, 2013
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Technology
Thesis: Location-Allocation Optimization of Supply Chain Distribution Networks: A Case Study

Robert L. Henderson
BS, University of Oregon, 2010
Major: Youth and Family Recreation
Thesis: Meaningful Learning Experiences: The Influence of Group-Based Adventure Recreation on Behavioral Addiction Treatment

Jason Mathew Hirschi
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: mTOR Pathway Activation Following Resistance Exercise with Vibration in Human Subjects

Hayley Maria Holladay
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development
Thesis: Mothers’ Work-to-Family Conflict and Children’s Academic Achievement: Do School Involvement and Work Hours Matter?

Jacob Michael Horiacher
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Environmental Science
Non-Thesis: Geochemical Evidence of Ancient Maya Marketplace Activities in the Puuc Hills of Mexico and at Caracol, Belize

Karen Adell Jensen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development

Kristine Dawn Johns
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Molecular Biology
Thesis: Evidences for Protein-Protein Interactions Between P8+B and PhoU in the Phosphate Signaling Complex of Escheridria coli

Amalie Brown Kurzer
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010
Major: Food Science
Minor: Nutritional Science
Thesis: The Protective Effect of Antioxidants on Vitamin A Stability in Nonfat Dry Milk During Thermally Accelerated Storage

Kenneth Roy Langley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Investigations of Partially Immersed Spinning Spheres in a Liquid Bath and Butterfly Flight

Michael George Leavitt
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008
Major: Exercise Sciences
Thesis: mTOR Pathway Activation Following Resistance Exercise with Vibration in Human Subjects

Robert William Lee
BS, Brigham Young University, 1993
Major: Technology
Thesis: Teaching Algebra Through Functional Programming of an Analysis of the Bootstrap Curriculum

Bradley D. Mariano
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Sociology
Thesis: Communities of Innovation: Composition, Climate, and Process Variables in Group Innovation

Aaron Kirt Marsh
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: Evaluation of Passive Force on Skewed Bridge Abutments with Large-Scale Tests

Anthony Alexander Melcher
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Civil Engineering
Thesis: A Trophic State Analysis of Lakes in Yellowstone National Park
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Institution</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Thesis/Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karen Ashley Nay</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Vertical MSE Abutment Walls at Provo Center Street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent Rich Nelson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Character Tables of Metacyclic Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Nelson</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Communication Disorders</td>
<td>Thesis: The Effect of a Robot on Children with Severe Autism During a Song Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yining Pan</td>
<td>Major: Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Immobilized Viologen Polymer for Use in Direct Carbohydrate Fuel Cells</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Phillip Reque</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Thesis: An Optimized R5RS Macro Expander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Monique Rigby</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td>Environmental Science</td>
<td>Thesis: Microbial Responses to Coarse Woody Debris in Juniperus and Pinus Woodlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shereen Ririe</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Communication Disorders</td>
<td>Thesis: Intervention with Children with Autism: The Effect of Using a Robot on Participation in Reciprocal Play</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Beate Scoville</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Communication Disorders</td>
<td>Thesis: Noun Clauses in Clinical Child Language Samples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don J. Shelton</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2003</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Thesis: Mood and Memory: An Association Between Pattern Separation and Depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Carson Singley</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Character Tables of Metacyclic Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dane Christian Skabelund</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Thesis: Character Tables of Metacyclic Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Matthew Smith</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Genetics and Biotechnology</td>
<td>Thesis: Application of Genome Reduction, Next-Generation Sequencing, and KASPar Genotyping in Development, Characterization, and Linkage Mapping of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms in the Grain Amaranths and Quinoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brice E. Somers</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Immobilized Viologen Polymer for Use in Direct Carbohydrate Fuel Cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Nicholai Sorensen</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td>Instructional Psychology and Technology</td>
<td>Thesis: Character Tables of Metacyclic Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer James Taylor</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2012</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: An Optimized R5RS Macro Expander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Lemoyne Victors</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>Thesis: Character Tables of Metacyclic Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Andrew Whitney</td>
<td>BS, Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Thesis: Factors Mediating After-School Participation and Delinquency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Kimberly Wight</td>
<td>BA, Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Thesis: Contact, Identity and Prejudice: Comparing Attitudes Toward American Arabs Pre- and Post-9/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel E. Wilding</td>
<td>MBA, Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Expanding Lamina Emergent Mechanism (LEM) Capabilities: Spherical LEMS, LEM Joints, and LEM Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Williams</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Paul Zamora</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Marriage and Family Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen James Adolphson</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Food Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph C. Bell</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Paul Bessey</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristi Anne Blanchard</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Communication Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Elizabeth Browning</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob R. Burdis</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Instructional Psychology and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Grimshaw Callison</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauryl Elizabeth Campbell</td>
<td>California State University, Fullerton,</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Physiology and Developmental Biology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jarc-Sum Chau</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang Chen</td>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatevik Tadevosyan Christensen</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron S. Christiansen</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Thesis: Data Acquisition from Cemetery Headstones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Benjamin David Clark  
BS, University of Utah, 2010  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: Cardiovascular Reactivity in Friendships: Length of Relationship and Frequency of Contact as Potential Moderators

Nicole Michelle Clover  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: An Acoustic Analysis of Contrastive Stress Produced by 8- to 10-Year-Old Children

Kelsey Joelle Da Silva  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: Healthy and Unhealthy Diet Intake and Carotid Intima Media Thickness in Older Adults

Casey Craig Day  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Translocation Mortality and Local, Regional, and Continental Diet of the Northern River Otter (Lontra canadensis)

Kurt David Elder  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Cultural Thinning of Native Sagebrush Stands to Increase Seed Yields

Bo Marcus Gustafsson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Microbiology  
Thesis: Using Systematic and Engaging Early Literacy Instruction and Digital Books to Teach At-Risk Kindergarteners to Read Target Words

Alyssa Leann Smyres Evanson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: Multifidus Muscle Size and Atrophy Among Dancers with and Without Low Back Pain

David Arnold Fayol  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2009  
Major: Civil Engineering

Kaylene Joy Fellows  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  
Thesis: Materialism and Psychological Well-Being: A Meta-Analytic Study

Melissa Ann Fogarty  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Genetics and Biotechnology  
Thesis: Characterization and Variable Expression of the CslF6 Homologs in Oat (Avena sp.)

Elizabeth Reid Fosson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Exercise Sciences  

Kimball Richard Germane  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: A CPS-Like Transformation of Continuation Marks

Vipul Gupta  
Major: Chemistry  
Thesis: Deposition and Characterization of Hydrophobic Coatings

Nathaniel Lee Gustafson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: A Confidence-Prioritization Approach to Data Processing in Noisy Data Sets and Resulting Estimation Models for Predicting Streamflow Diel Signals in the Pacific Northwest
James Boehme Hall  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Measurement of Thermal Diffusivities Using the Distributed Source, Finite Absorption Model

Lisa Tensmeyer Hansen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1990  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: Does Attachment to Parents Mediate the Relationship Between Couple Conflict and Adolescent Self-Regulation?

Jeffrey Ellis Harris  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: The Biomechanical Implications of an Intrinsic Decompressive Pre-Load on a Posterior Dynamic Stabilization System

Trent J. Hartman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Technology  
Thesis: Friction Stir Spot Welding of Ultra-High Strength Steel

Whitney Ann Hebert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: Psychological Well-Being and Dietary Quality of College Women: Examining the Confounding Influence of Season, Sleep and Physical Activity

Michael Warner Hill  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Improving Phosphorus Use Efficiency Through Organically Bonded Phosphorus

Scott A. Himes  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: Self-Organizing Fluid Flow Patterns in Crystalline Rock: Theoretical Approach to the Hydrothermal Systems in the Middle Fork of the Boise River

Vonn Lyman Holyoak  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Effective Collaboration Through Multi User CAX by Implementing New Methods of Product Specification and Management

Dwayne M. Horton  
BS, University of Utah, 2008  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: Cost Effectiveness of Outpatient Treatment for Anorexia Nervosa, Bulimia Nervosa, and Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified

Mark Andrew Hutchison  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Modeling Radial Bernstein Modes in a Finite Length Axisymmetric Non-Neutral Plasma

Colleen Rebecca Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: Desire and Opportunity to Marry Among Black South African Women

E. Scott Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Civil Engineering

Jesse S. Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: The Effects of Freestream Turbulence on Serpentine Diffuser Distortion Patterns

Michael Gary Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Liquid Jet Impingement Experiments on Micro Rib and Cavity-Patterned Superhydrophobic Surfaces in Both Cassie and Wenzel States

Heather Patti Jones  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2007  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Researching Effective Methods for Teaching the Phases of the Moon

Leila Nielsen Kempf  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Sociology  
Thesis: School Integration and College Outcomes: Does Attending a Racially Diverse High School Positively Influence College Attendance and College Prestige?

Yong Min Kim  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005  
Major: Chemical Engineering  
Thesis: Development of a Method to Study Thromboembolism by Direct Observation in Blood-Contacting Microsystems Using High-Definition Video Microscopy

David William Krueger  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Array-Based Characterization of Military Jet Aircraft Noise

Jaren Tyler Lamprecht  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: FPGA Floor-Planning Impact on Implementation Results

Zachary Scott Larsen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Thin Soils and Sacbes: The Soil Resources of Ucíf, Yucatán, Mexico
Cynthia S. Lew  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Microbiology  
Thesis: Loss of the Lipopolysaccharide Core Biosynthesis rfaD Gene Increases Antimicrobial Chemokine Binding and Bacterial Susceptibility to CCL28 and Polymyxin: A Model for Understanding the Interface of Antimicrobial Chemokines and Bacterial Host Defense Avoidance Mechanisms

Matthew C. Lively  
BS, University of Utah, 2006  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Extraction of Shock Waves and Separation and Attachment Lines from Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations Using Subjective Logic

J. Bruce Malone  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Two-Refinement by Pillowing for Structured Hexahedral Meshes

Danielle Scarlet Mansfield  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Chemistry  

Camie Frandsen Martin  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: A Survey of Invasive Ants Found on the Hawaiian Islands: Spatial Distributions and Patterns of Association

Darrell Sharp Matthews  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Communication Disorders  

Thomas Oscar McConkie  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Curious Growth of a Buried SiO2 Layer

Joriann Lynn McGrath  
BA, Duke University, 2007  
Major: Marriage and Family Therapy  
Thesis: Factors Affecting Relationship Quality in African-American/Caucasian Bi-Racial Couples

Kevin Christopher Meier  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Electrical and Computer Engineering  
Thesis: Developing a Guidance Law for a Small-Scale Controllable Projectile Using Backstepping and Adaptive Control Techniques and a Hardware System Implementation for a UAV and a UGV to Track a Moving Ground Target

Andrew Scott Morgan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering  
Thesis: Seismic Response of Stiffening Elastic Systems

Beatrice Uilani Tiptida Morlan  
BS, University of Southern California, 2010  
Major: Sociology  

Skyler James Murray  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Algorithmically Flexible Style Composition Through Multi-Objective Fitness Functions

Nathaniel Stephen Naegle  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Exercise Sciences  
Thesis: mTOR Pathway Activation Following Sciatic Stimulation in Wild-Type and Desmin Knockout Mice

Jonathan Paul Neubert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Microbiology  
Thesis: Characterizing the Role of HspB2 in Cardiac Metabolism and Muscle Structure Using Yeast and Mammalian Systems

Samuel Rupp Ogden  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Automatic Content-Based Temporal Alignment of Image Sequences with Varying Spatio-Temporal Resolution

Jonathan Fred Parry  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Major: Civil Engineering

Elizabeth Anne Perry  
BA, University of California, Davis, 2010  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: Brain Mapping of the Mismatch Negativity Response in Vowel Formant Processing

Robert Mark Philbrick  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Effects of Haptic and 3D Audio Feedback on Pilot Performance and Workload for Quadrotor UAVs in Indoor Environments
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Thesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Paul Phillips</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>Thesis: Discriminant Analysis of XRF Data from Sandstones of Like Facies and Appearance: A Method for Identifying a Regional Unconformity, Paleotopography, and Diagenetic Histories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Sanders Pincock</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Electrical and Computer Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Real-Time Target Following Using an Unmanned Rotorcraft with a Laser Rangefinder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryce Zachary Porter</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Hawai</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Thesis: Motion Capture of Character Interactions with a Rope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camille Finlinson Porter</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Thesis: A Tree Theory Case Study in Steinerntema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob S. Price</td>
<td>Utah State University</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Lateral Resistance of Piles Near Vertical MSE Abutment Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aditi Rambani</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Genetics and Biotechnology</td>
<td>Thesis: Transcriptome and Methylation Analysis of Gossypium Petal Tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua A. Raney</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Genetics and Biotechnology</td>
<td>Thesis: Transcriptome Analysis of Drought Induced Stress in Chenopodium quinoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Andrew Rey</td>
<td>Utah Valley University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Geology</td>
<td>Thesis: Insights into the Early Transgressive History of Lake Bonneville by Chemical and Mineralogical Analysis of Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene Stratigraphy of Pilot Valley Playa, UT/NV, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Douglas Robison</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Thesis: Secure Browser-Based Instant Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Jackson Rohbock</td>
<td>University of Utah</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora Light Romney</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Exercise Sciences</td>
<td>Thesis: The Relationship Between Sleep Deprivation, Food Motivation, and Energy Intake in Normal-Weight and Obese Females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip J. Sandoval</td>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Physiology and Developmental Biology</td>
<td>Thesis: Long Term Depression of Excitatory Inputs to GABAergic Neurons in the Ventral Segmental Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Thomas Sayer</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Thesis: Quantum Dynamics Using Lie Algebras, with Explorations in the Chaotic Behavior of Oscillators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew V. Shields</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation</td>
<td>Thesis: Summer Watering Patterns of Mule Deer and Differential Use of Water by Bighorn Sheep, Elk, Mule Deer, and Pronghorn in Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prashanta Shrestha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Streamlined Extract Preparation for E. coli–Based Cell-Free Protein Synthesis and Rapid Site-Specific Incorporation of Unnatural Amino Acids in Proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Kenton Solomon</td>
<td>Southern Utah University</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
<td>Thesis: Methods for Identifying Acoustic Emissions from the Front Face of a Small Piezoelectric Blower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Carl Speirs</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Thesis: Website Adaptive Navigation Effects on User Experiences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kanalu K. Sproat  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  

Alyssa Stabenow  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Communication Disorders  
Thesis: The Effect of Utilizing a Humanoid Robot on Social Engagement Behaviors in Children with Autism During Familiar Adult Interactions

McKay Stevens  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2004  
Major: Psychology  
Thesis: The Forgotten Medium: The Impact of Reading Violent Literature on Aggressive Thoughts

Jeffrey Sean-Christian Summerhays  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Environmental Science  
Thesis: Effectiveness of Phosphorus Fertilizers in Hydroponics and Glasshouse Settings with Moderate and High Organic Matter Soils

Nathan R. Swain  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Civil Engineering

Gregory Herlin Teichert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  
Thesis: Design and Testing of a Biological Microelectromechanical System for the Injection of Thousands of Cells Simultaneously

Carly Marie Cowser Thornock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Marriage, Family, and Human Development  
Thesis: There’s No Place Like Home: How Residential Attributes Affect Family Functioning

Nathan Curtis Toone  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Mechanical Engineering  

Saint Oming'o Wesonga  
BA, Malone College, 2008  
Major: Computer Science  
Thesis: Javalite: An Operational Semantics for Modeling Java Programs

Matthew David Westover  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
Major: Wildlife and Wildlands Conservation  
Thesis: Habitat Selection of Greater Sage-Grouse (Centrocercus urophasianus) and Northern River Otters (Lontra canadensis) in Utah

Shawn Austin Wiggins  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Geology  
Thesis: The Role of Case-Hardening in the Development and Preservation of Narrow, Vertical-Walled Canyons in Adršpach-Teplice, Czech Republic

Anthony D. Willey  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Physics  
Thesis: Site-Specific Metallization of Multiple Metals on a Single DNA Origami Template

Steven Keith Williams  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Biology  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year of Graduation</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brett Gregory Aitken</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Clark Andersen</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heath Robert Armstrong</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Hardy Ashton</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cort M. Austin</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Curt Ballestero</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Elizabeth Barker</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Joseph Bean</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Delmar Bird</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Alan Booke</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Eugene Brassfield</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beth Caroline Briggs</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Dean Castrey</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Colleen Castrey</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eun Ethan Cho</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Lynn Collyer</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Daniel Cosby</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler David Cottrell</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Russell Culbertson</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Bourne Davis</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia J. Dawson</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Caleb Debenham</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew William Donohue</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Johannes Douma</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory D. Downs</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard M. Doxey</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Robert Dunn</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Peter Durham</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Thomas Embree</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Roger Englis</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Michael Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Franjesvic</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaylynn Fuller</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kawai Kealii Goodman</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Kaid Gordon</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puja Gurung</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Tax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Mitchell Hager</td>
<td>Brigham Young University</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Major: Professional Accountancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Joseph A. Orien  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Michelle Lynn Ostler  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Megan Palmer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Michelle Renee Parker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

David Christopher Parry  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Tanner D. Payne  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Kendall Perry Gregory Pearson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Andrew Jay Peters  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Jeffrey Wilson Pooley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jonathan Steven Potter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Samuel Peter Powell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Hannah Elizabeth Quist  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Reid McKay Raleigh  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Greg Robert Richins  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jared Blaine Roberts  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jared M. Rohtatinsky  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Seth Charles Sainsbury  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Drew Michael Scarbrough  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Shrutee Shrestha  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Andrew Broadbent Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Andrew Richard Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jacob A. Stonehocker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Katherine Suzanne Swanson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Stephanie Michelle Taft  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jordan H. Tanner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Sean Gregory Tanner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Daisuke Taura  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Ryan Peres Tirrell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Quynh Nu Xuan Ton  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Chad Matthew Ulrich  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jared Kent Van Orden  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Tra Huong Vu  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Russell K. Walker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Rui Wan  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Mark Allen Warr  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Courtney Anne Webb  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax

Tyler Scott Whitezell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Professional Accountancy

Joshua Thompson Wiser  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
Major: Tax
Tanner Alan Wixom
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Professional Accountancy

Charles Shi-Min Woo
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Professional Accountancy

Douglas Randall Woodbury
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Professional Accountancy

Michael Eugene Woodmansee
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Tax

Nathan Carey Woolsey
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jeffrey Peterson Yeager
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Professional Accountancy

Emily Wood Zarbock
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Tax

Feiping (Sharon) Zhang
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Major: Professional Accountancy

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Justin Douglas Alder
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jacob Bell
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Anthony James Castillo
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Larry Adan Coca
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Tax

Benjamin I. Cook
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Scott A. Funk
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

David S. Hutchison
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Lee Clint Jensen
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Tax

Pok Man Lee
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Alexandra Skousen Morley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Tax

Scott B. Nelson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Meghan Jeanne Newby
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Tax

Andrew Northcutt
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Tax

James Ogden Partridge
JD, Brigham Young University, 2012
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Shanie Lee Rowley
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Tax

Jonathan Michael Scott
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010
Major: Tax

Steven Randall Smith
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Austin Castle Somers
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Brett James Taylor
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

Jacinth Sergeant Vidinha
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012
Major: Professional Accountancy

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ajo Abraham

Brent Raymond Absher
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Carl Lynn Adams
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004

Sarah Grace Adams
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Christopher Jon Anderson
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Travis Vaughn Anderson
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Kade L. Applegate
BA, Utah State University, 2008
BA, Utah State University, 2008

Brandon Michael Ayache
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Jonah Ryan Barnes
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Austin Patrick Beckham
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Zachary Blake Bellows
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008
Bryan David Belnap  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

C Brandon Bennett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Russell S. Blacker  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006

Shaun David Boyle  
MAcc, University of Georgia, 2006  
BS, Southern Utah University, 2005

Beth Ann Brewer  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2008  
TESOL Certificate, Brigham Young University, 2005  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2004

Christopher Scott Bunker  
BS, Virginia Polytechnical Institute, 2002

Lance Andrew Burt  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Rebecca Rosa Canate  
PhD, Brigham Young University, 2012  
BA, Princeton University, 2004

Sunshine Nicole Cardell  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Adam Charles  
BCS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Brett Christensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Spencer Hanks Clawson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Bryce Alan Craig  
BFA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Dehn Tanner Craig  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Darrin Michael Craner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Jonathan T. Crocker  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Joshua Emmett Dahl  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008

Eduardo da Silva Dallagnese  
Benjamin R. Decker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

John A. Dodson  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2007  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Fagner Donadon  
James Robert Dunn  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Jordan Mark Ellingson  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Jordyn R. Elliss  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Jenessa Shanelle Evans  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Nathan C. Farner  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Justin L. Farren  
BA, Minnesota State University–Moorhead, 2007

Tate Oxspring Feller  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005

Jared Robert Ferguson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Andrew Bryce Flamm  
BA, University of Utah, 2008

Trevor S. Flint  
BS, Weber State University, 2005

Curtis John Fowers  
BA, University of Utah, 2008

Matthew Ted Frandsen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Noah John Garrett  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Giglio Genovesi  
Matthew Spencer Gibson  
MD, University of Nevada, Reno, 2009  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2001

Janelle Gordon  
BA, Georgetown University, 2011

Colby Dwight Green  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Spencer Kevin Hafen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Timothy Garo Hansen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Kayce Lyn Harris  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2005

Mark Nicholas Helberg  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Phudee John Heng  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Mitchell Jay Hiatt  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Chad Gaines Howland  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

John William Hyde  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Anthony Reece Ivins  
BS, University of Utah, 2009

Schafer Stewart Owen Jackson  
BS, State University of New York at Binghamton, 2006

Ryan Nelson Jenkins  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Nicole Jensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2003

Jeffrey Garrett Johnson  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008
Michael Lafay Kirby  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Charles Norman Krewson III  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Christopher Stewart Krey  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2005

Kanak Durga Kunapuli  
Regis Blaine Letler  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008  
Minor: Information Systems Management

David Andrew Long  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Melanie J. Lopez  
BA, University of Puget Sound, 2005

David Forrest Luke  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

David Michael Malone  
BS, Hawaii Pacific University, 2011

Tyler Robert Margetts  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Dallas Marley  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Jessica Anne Laws Marshall  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1997

John Scott Mayfield  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Mark Wallace McLean  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Ryan Christopher Mehner  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

Arturo Antonio Mijangos  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Benjamin Calvin Miller  
BS, Florida State University, 2004

Jordan A. Monson  
BS, University of Arizona, 2006

David Justus Nash  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Gregory R. Nelson  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008

Brian R. Nielsen  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Michelle Leigh Mikami Oxborrow  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Nathan Lee Packer  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

David Arturo Paradiso  
Daniel James Patten  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008

Eric Scott Peery  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Brandon John Perazzo  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

David Michael Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Jack Randolph Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Preston Kershaw Peterson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Gregory Steven Pickett  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Wagner Alves Pinheiro  
Brent Joseph Poole  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Brandon Lewis Poyfair  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Nicola Preli  
Eric T. Price  
BS, University of Utah, 2009

Panu Puikkonen  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2009  
BS, Utah State University, 2006

Rebecca Raddon  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2003

Mandimbilaza Liva Rasamoela  
Ryan Theon Rawlings  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Vandita Razdan  
Cameron Charles Rich  
BS, Weber State University, 2006

Adam Keith Richards  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Bryce Caleb Rindlesbach  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Bohdan Kai Rohbock  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Tyler Jameson Ruby  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2005

David Falabella Sánchez  
Caleb J. Sandford  
BA, Saint Marys College, 2005

Plinio Marcos Santana  
Minor: Information Systems Management

Ryan Kent Seamons  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Brandon Lee Seiter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Robert D. Sherwood  
Matthew Dan Shumway  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Andre Cunha e Silva  
Curt Alan Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Dustin T. Smith  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Matthew Steven Smith  
BGS, Brigham Young University, 2011
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Nathan Eric Smith  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Troy Edwin Smith  
BS, California State University, Northridge, 2009

William J. Standish  
BS, Skidmore College, 2008

Salem Levi Stanley  
BA, Southern Virginia University, 2006

Lori Dawn Depew Stockton  
BM, University of Northern Colorado, 2009

Scott Andrew Stonehocker  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2006

Maryna Vitaliivna Storrs  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2002

David L. Tate  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2009  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008

Ryan Rowberry Taylor  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Ryan Terry  
BS, Arizona State University, 2009

Steven Michael Thurman  
BS, Utah State University, 2002

Antonio Marchi Scatolini Trentini  

Jason B. A. Van Camp  
BS, United States Military Academy, 2001

Daniel Steven Watson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2004

Brian W. Wayment  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Matthew S. Wheelwright  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2000

David A. White  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2002

Samuel E. Wilding  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2013  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Phil Williams  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Samuel Clayton Wright  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2006

Ying Xie  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010

Trapper Lewis Yates  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Tyson Reed Young  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Feng Zhang  
PhD, Brigham Young University, 2011

Steven Kellen Zollinger  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2005

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Bret W. Mitchell  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2006

Marcelio de Moura Oliveira  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Emily Ann Dyer Powers  
MA, Brigham Young University, 2006  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2001

MASTER OF EDUCATION

Michael Christopherson  
MA, Grand Canyon University, 2001  
BS, Utah State University, 1995  
Major: Educational Leadership

Michael F. Forste  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004  
BA, Brigham Young University, 1985  
Major: Educational Leadership

Daniel Seth Horne  
MED, Weber State University, 2012  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

April Price Leder  
MA, University of Phoenix, 2002  
TESOL Certificate, Chapman University, 1996  
BA, California State University, Northridge, 1995  
Major: Educational Leadership

Karl J. McKenzie  
BS, University of Utah, 2006  
Major: Educational Leadership

Trent James Mikesell  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Educational Leadership

Brett Douglas Miller  
BA, Utah Valley University, 2003  
Major: Educational Leadership

Cheryl A. Naegle  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2007  
Major: Educational Leadership

Caleb Niel Olson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007  
Major: Educational Leadership

Thomas C. Paul, II  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008  
Major: Educational Leadership

Carrie Rawlings  
MS, Brigham Young University, 2001  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1994  
Major: Educational Leadership

Justin Farrell Reeves  
TESOL Certificate, Utah Valley University, 2008  
BS, Utah State University, 2007  
Major: Educational Leadership
Jory Allan Schmidt  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2009  
Major: Educational Leadership

Corinne Soelberg  
MEd, Utah State University, 1999  
BS, University of Utah, 1984  
Major: Educational Leadership

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Jacqueline Marysa Nunez  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2004  
Major: Educational Leadership

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Matthew L. Bass  
BFA, Weber State University, 2003  
Major: Studio Art  
Thesis: Cutting into Relief

Whitney Marissa Call  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Rae, Baby

Maddison C. Colvin  
BA, Whitworth University, 2008  
Major: Studio Art  
Thesis: The End of All Learning

Rachel Elizabeth Giddings  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Eyes of Smoke: Impulsive Characters, Readers, and Authors

Brent L. Gneiting  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009  
Major: Studio Art  
Thesis: What Crawls Beneath

Crystal Lynn Radley  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: The Book of Kaeo: Memoirs of a Third Culture Kid

Amber Lynn Watson  
BA, Utah Valley University, 2009  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: Boiling Over

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Bentley Derek Snow  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010  
Major: Creative Writing  
Thesis: A Sacred, Savage Place

MASTER OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

Jason Mark Bodily  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Matthew Douglas Carroll  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

James A. Deibert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Samuel Eldredge Southwick Ellis  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jeffrey H. Gardner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Matthew Harris  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Spencer James Horrocks  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Donovan Mark Hubbard  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Douglas Wayne Hubbard  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Kent N. Illingsworth  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jason Anthony Johnson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

David Earl Katherman  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

James Daniel Kershaw  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Julia Marie Knecht  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Weston Scott Kunz  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

David Gilbert Lenz  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jake Jens Lenz  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Monte James McAllister  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Michael Taylor McGann  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Joshua James Nicholls  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Michael J. Niland  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Ryan Michael Olaveson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Eric Russell Petersen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Marc Alan Phillips  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Joseph Scott Reese  
BA, Eastern Washington University, 2012

Jethro Ruivivar Roxas  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Eric Portes dos Santos  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Russell John Taylor  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Adam Nicholas Thompson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013
Tyler Neil Thompson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Jonathan Steele Urie  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

Adam McCabe Williams  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2013

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Michael A. Eads  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2012

Rana Rafeeq Arna’out  
Alfredo F. Trentini  
Yvan Velasquez

MASTER OF MUSIC
Kenneth Shane Adams  
BM, University of Utah, 2010

Laurisa Romriell Christofferson  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2011

Katherine Lee Henly  
BM, Ithaca College, 2011

Kristen Kate Hyde  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010

JiYoung Lim Johnson  
BA, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010

Esther Lorraine Megargel  
BM, University of Oregon, 2008

BS, Western Oregon University, 1975

Joseph Allred Olson  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2009

Emily Anne Sain  
BA, Southern Utah University, 2007

Amber Packard Seeley  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2011

Rosemary Denisse Vallecillos  
BM, Arizona State University, 2010

Robert Michael Wahlquist  
BM, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2009

Zachary Dean Zwahlen  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2009

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Lori Beth Bikhazi  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010

Christine Ann Clayton  
BM, Brigham Young University, 2010

Brandtley B. Henderson  
BS, Utah State University, 2009

BM, Utah State University, 2009

Curtis K. Winters  
BM, Brigham Young University, 1999

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Wilson Ashton  
BA, University of Utah, 2010

Anita Ault  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Nicholas Graham Baker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Ruth Maria Baptista  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Katherine Helena Winters Baxter  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Brittany Bird  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Cameron Knowlton Boyle  
BA, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Brent Evan Byrd  
BA, Southern Virginia University, 2011

Shauna Rae Chymboryk  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1982

Michael Ray Coon  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Mary A. Ditto  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2013

BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2007

Lane Fairbanks Farr  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2008

Elizabeth Fukui  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Dustin Alan Grabau  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jeremiah T. Hale  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2009

Christina Suzanne Hilton Hall  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2010

Joshua C. Jensen  
BA, University of Utah, 2007

David James Larson  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Nasanjargal Lkhagvasuren  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Taylor Lovell  
BA, Utah Valley University, 2011

Sarah Ann Low  

Charlene H. Lui  
JD, Brigham Young University, 2013

BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Frank M. Magaña  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2007

Sheila Marie Mayne  
BS, Utah State University, 2006
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caleb S. Merrell</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Lynn Miller</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason C. Nau</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett David Noble</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Lawrence Packard</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krystal Lynne Peterson</td>
<td>JD</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeeYoung Preston</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Jaynes Purse</td>
<td>JD</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anggita Sari Putri</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Chan Rawle</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel H. Rich</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Alexander Sanders</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Utah Valley University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynsey Yvonne Spence</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>West Virginia University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Anne Stanfill</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Robert Steele</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takashi Ushijima</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel David Vallett</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Ilima Selene von Nieda</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Lee Wells</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Rowberry Wilcox</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elias M. Wise</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shangqi Wu</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Louise Fuller Young</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Zhou</td>
<td>DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Anne Stubben</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chantelle Fowler Carter</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan T. Cowan</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yukiko Seino Stephan</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF PUBLIC POLICY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darci Marie Garcia</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lynn Hogstrom</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Camille Kitterman</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erik John Krisle</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lela Marie Machado</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>University of South Carolina, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Gary Petersen</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Lane Rush</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darin Sanders Self</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Lauren Stuart</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis L. Thomas</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE</td>
<td>Amanda Jane Stromberg</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Kawena'okalani Auna</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makensie May Baker</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Utah State University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristee Lyn Barker</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Charles Bartlett</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Utah Valley University, 2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Beck</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Utah Valley University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicia A. Bainbridge</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Richard Bibber</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Brigham Young University, 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Serena Bathsheva Bohn  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Stephanie Gwen Branson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2007

Kathryn Cullen Burner  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Shaleena M. Carlisle  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Lindy Cobb  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2010

Jessica Ann Crapo  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Zachary Thomas Duvall  
BA, Brigham Young University, 2011

Kate Aryn Whitlock Edwards  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Jessica Endres  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2008

Alisa Erickson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2008

Kimberly Anne Friers  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Natalie Gilbert  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Ashley Carolina Graham  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

Alexander Clarence Gray  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Ricci Danielle Howell  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Todd Michael Jensen  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Tiffany Anne Larson  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Tanya Lindquist  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Javier Alex Morales  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2011

Garrett Todd Pace  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

Kimberly Vivian Perry  
BA, California State University, Sacramento, 2011

Julie Ann Lutz Potter  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Sherinah K. M. Saasa  
BS, Brigham Young University–Idaho, 2010

Paul Glen Shelton  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2010

Jason E. Snyder  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2011

Stephen Michael Walker  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2009

Sarah Michelle Wilcox  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2011

Rachel Marie Woodruff  
BS, Brigham Young University, 2010

Natalie Rose Smith Wright  
BS, Utah Valley University, 2010

EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Julie G. Daye  
BS, Brigham Young University, 1982
Major: School Psychology  
Thesis: Perceptions and Experiences of Adolescent Students with Disabilities Regarding “Flextime” in a Response to Intervention Model

Shalon Stephanie Wilmott  
BS, Brigham Young University–Hawaii, 2002
Major: School Psychology  
Thesis: The Impact of Professional Development on the Delivery of Written Praise and Office Disciplinary Referrals
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

DAVID O. MCKAY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Communication Disorders
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
William David Anderson
Weston Cap Atwood
Katherine Marie Barber
Jessica Jewel Barringer
Heather Erin Basinger
Grace Ann Bentley
Rachel Nixon Bills
Pamella Jo Black
Marissa Renee Blake
Aubrey Jo Blanchard
Kathryn Hafen Boyd
Rachel Lynn Brown
Erin Allison Butler
Candace Eddy Carlisle
Chelsea Fain Christensen
Melinda Lee Clark
Sarah Zitting Cluff
Cory Keith Cook
Kiera Marie Cook
Moriah Anne Crandall
Daylin Dawson
Maureen Kathleen Delaney
Faith Deborah Denzer
Angela A Durrant
Anne Elizabeth Eddington
Hannah Edwards
Tawnya Nadine Fairbourn
Amy Faust

Caitlin Marissa Gogarty
Amanda Gubler
Cynthia Christine Guillory
Kristy Hadley
Lyssandra Shoshana Harker
Anna Jean Hart
Lindsey Ann Herde
Andrea Hughes
Julie Anne Humphries
Elise Hansen Hunter
Lisa Diane Isaacson
Craig C Jensen
Karra Joy King
Miranda Jane King
Victoria Anne Basinger
Lovett
Lucy Lybbert
Bethany Sarah Dorius
Malinka
Dakila Ritter Marcelino
Ryan Stanford Margetts
Erin Nicolle Mathis
Anneliese Mecham
Sarah Arielle Metzger
Stephanie Nicole Millett
Ashley Jannetta Mitchell
Shae Daniel Morgan
Courtney McCall Morris
Kelsie Lucretia Nash
Keri Lynn Nelson
Kristal Rose Nelson
Elizabeth Niedfeldt
Sarah Elizabeth Olsen
MaCall Marie Ovard
Shaelynn Danielle Owens
Ynna Isabella Padilla
Alec Morgan Pratt
Joel B Rader
Sarah Micelle Ralph
Keri Ann Ranzenberger
Michele Melinda Ringer
Allyson Roscher

Cory Anthony Scott
Lydia Marie Scruggs
Rachel Biederman Sessions
Cambria Morgan Staples
Katherine Steinacker
Nicole Adele Stenquist
Alissa Marie Tanner
Lisa Kimberly Turley
Jamie Paula Wadsworth
Mikelle Waite
Kristen Ann Wenzel
Tayler Bodon Whitmer
Albany Patton Williams
Nicole Amber Zitting

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Rebecca Marie Adamson
Molly Aldredge
Heidi Marie Borg
Emily Elise Chambers
Katelyn Michael Christensen
Kaytin Elizabeth Cook
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Neff Diehl
Megan Linette Evans
Michaelann Gardner
Jessica Lee Heap
Amanda M Holladay
Brittany Garner Johnson
Heather Jean Kauffman
Talia Finley Lyman
Jodi Mikolajcik
Cameronne Claire Moody
Robyn Wright Orr
Allison Reber
Kayla Danielle Merriman
Scott
Brittny Eliese Seger
Alexandra Smith
Suzanne Tuttle
Allison Woolley Urquhart
Caitlin Whitney Walther
Jaimie Allison White

All candidates listed for graduation will be awarded degrees subject to completion of requirements.
Counseling Psychology and Special Education

SPECIAL EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Emily Nicole Anderson
Callie Frances Clark
Rachel Elizabeth Dabel
Emily Joyce Farris
Grace Elizabeth Hamner
Michelle Catherine Harris
Sherrin Evens Holcombe
Kaycy Amanda Kirby
Camille Nelson Low
Jordan Rogers
Julia Marisa Shreeve
Ashley Nicole Sturgill
Amanda Rose Sumner
Curtis Arthur Twitchell
Brandon Roy Waite
Alyssa Rose Nelson Wilkes

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
River Clarissa Collins
Jessica Anne Covington
Cori-Jo Cook Fogley
Rachelle Patricia Hyatt
Tiffany Jean Johnson
Christy S. Katzl
Rebecca Elise Lourenco
Jordan Lynn
Carol Richelle Macedone
Caitlin Rose McKinnon
Rebecca Kaitland Nichols
Laura Swee Ling Ong
Rebecca Ann Rios
Elizabeth Ashley Roush
Nicole Christine Taylor
Scott Wells Taylor
Michael R. Thomas

Teacher Education

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Lauren Jo Bird
Caroline Boone
McKenzie Lydia Carpenter
Michelle Ann Crane
Sarah Virginia Davis
April Marie Harrison
Anabisa M. Perez McGill
Amy Mae Miller
Jessica A Thomerdosgard
Vanessa Michelle Viray
Jessica Ranquist Walker
Gentry Amy Walton

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Nadine Dawn Ashton
Kaylie Ann Burgi
Alyse Moore Christensen
Morgan Christensen
Elena Marie Davidson
Shiann C. Hancock
Rebecca Renae Jonovich
Melissa Anne Kunz
Danielle Parkin
Janel LaFollette Ruzzi
Andrea Martin Wyss

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Caillte Rose Bagley
Ashton Dickerson Barrett
Mercedes Coryel Cauffman
Jody Jean Comte
Jamie Waiehu Damaguin
Margaret Anne Fabrizio
Kelli Ann Ferre
Amandine Annie Mathé Giraud-Carrier
Amanda Lorraine Goodman
Jade Lin Jolley Gottfredson
Ellen Elizabeth Graf
Jessica Free Hansen
Alicia Roano Harrison
Amber H Henrie
Heidi Ruth Isaacson
Jenaca Jett
Jennifer Margaret Johnson
Riena Suene Kaalimoku
Ellen Nora Karren
Mallory Marie Keith
Olivia Buckely Larsen
Samantha Rae Marsh
Whitney Ellis Massey
Mckell Mecham
Lori Ann Miller
Britanny Oaks
Sarah Beth Reynolds
Emily April Rigby
Alicia Renee Spencer
Andrea Hope Stagg
Emily Sumson
Dannielle Tibbits
Stacie Graham Toney
Jenny Lynne Ward
Courtney Michelle Kiffer
Whelchel
Abigail Whiting

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Lisa Marie Acerson
Allison Lynn York Adams
Kailley Renee Albrechtsen
Mallory Rae Andersen
Sarah Lynn Barrio
Wendy Lee Bean
Toma R Blair
Tawni Ann Brinton
Katherine Dawn Buchmiller
Jessica Rae Cadena
Shauna Elaine Call
Cicy Chipman
Elizabeth Anne Clay
Laura Marie Crum
Mariana De Almeida Toledo
Megan Clegg Doxey
Sarah Price Edwards
Dara Lynn Hackett
Jennifer Rae Hawkins
Lisa Burgon Henry
Audrey Lynn Hinckley
Rylie Martin Hoskins
Megan Alexandria Jenkins
Michelle Jones
Sanna Kay Joseph
Mary Ann Keller
Carla Kilgore
Kimberly Ann LeNeave
Mikaela Hart Lennberg
Megan Nicole Nebeker
Elizabeth Ann Nelson
Hannah Lorraine Newman
Mimi Candace Nielsen
Paige Nielsen
Morgan Elizabeth O’Brien
Megan Nicole Olsen
Sara Anne Ormsby
Joanna M Pace
Molly Kestler Perry
Rachel Peterson
Margo Lynn Pfeifer
Caillte Marie Powell
Mariah Lynn Reber
Kasidy Cresap Seegmiller
Anna Lynn Sexton
Kim Marie Sheffer
Kalli Jo Smith
Jessica Jean Tanner
Austyn Kaohinani Tippets
Lauren Adele Tobias

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
TEACHING/COACHING (K–12)

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jenny Young Astin
Catherine Alyssa Ballard
Ryan Cody Tanner Boyce
Jennifer Burkinhaw
Kelsey Higginson
Amber Darlene Huntington
Melissa Angeline Keltner
Marnie Kathleen Knoop
Kristin Viehweg Lund
Haley Suzan Orme
Diane McAllister Perry
Douglas Robert Pinkal
Elisabeth Powell
Stephanie Rae Snow
Ellen Elizabeth Stokes
Trevor Adam Wagstaff
Brandon Douglas Watson
Ngai Lam Wong
Terra Annette Wright

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Krystalee Deon Hazard
Archibald
Dayna Leonie Burgess
Elyana Hague Carter
Eric Leon Kunz
IRA A. FULTON
COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING AND
TECHNOLOGY

Chemical Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Mark P Adams
Michael Keith Albreten
Kenneth Grant Altford
R Griffin Allen
Thomas Donovan Allen
Zachariah Steven Baird
Ganesh Bhattarai
Tasha Anne Blake
Cory Lane Bowen
Taylor William Briggs
Christopher Mason Brown
Matthew Sinclair Brown
Matthew A. Burnham
Marie Sarah Call
Merete Elise Capener
Shawn Robert Carlson
Jeremy Doty Castagno
John Chan
Bradley Thomas Chandler
Stefan Joshua Coburn
Bradley Stephen DeBroux
Ammon Nephi Eaton
Mary Catherine Foerster
Geoffrey Thomas Foulk
Alex Jayson Foy
Ryan Gregory Gee
Jason W Hadley
Grant Emerson Harper
Anna Katz Hawes
John Wirthlin Hickey
Christopher David Hoeger
Joseph Wallace Hogge
Gregory Brett Hone
Gregory Scott Hyatt
Kseniya Borisovna Kashina
Kathryn Amelia Folsom
Lively
Brandon Ka Yan Loong
Drake Theodore Mailes
Eric Richard Manwill
Ryan Lane Marelli
Brandon Patrick Martin
Gordon R. Minter
Tiffani Ann Mix
Kenneth Donald Moake
Devin J Moss
Kristen Lois Nicholes
Samuel Brett Nielsen
Skyler D Olson
David Allen Parkinson
Cameron M Quist
Albert Taylor Raslon
Jared Ralph Scoresby
Trevor David Seegmiller
Julieann Selden
Matthew Brandon Sharp
Zachary L Smith
Russell Ricks Urie
Bradley Joseph Wallo
Joshua David Weatherston
Michael Shane Webb
Joseph Raymond Wilcox
Rebecca Ellen Witmer

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Casey Scott Abbott
Joseph Michael Badal
Sameer Bhattarai
A. Benjamin Gringeri
Bruce Kelly Hollingsworth
Kyle Andrew Malone
Richard Alman Messerly
Suman Pokharel
Hans Andrew Schmutz

Civil and Environmental Engineering

CIVIL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Daniel G. Aguilera
Jocelynn Marie Anderson
Kyle Scott Atwood
Jeremy Andrew Balleck
Ryan Worth Bench
Daniel Baumer Blake
Ashley Johnson Blood
Trevor Benson Briggs
Guillermo Xabier Bustamante
Simosa
Rachel Elizabeth Bytheway
Kevin Jamison Couch
Katrina Austrid Delmont
Andrew Tyler Fisher
Craig Garrett Frame
Amy Fredrickson
Cuyler Sean Frisby
Christopher Lee Ghormley
Dillon Brooks Hall
Carly Adeline Hyatt Hansen
Cody Kellis Hatch
Alexander S. Hawkins
Davin Erik Jarvinen
Anil Kandel
Taylor Dayton Knuth
Clark Erold Larsen
Benjamin J Lloyd
Daniel James Miller
Katherine Marie Munson
Taylor James Nordquist
Derek Wayne Noyes
Iain Michael Oxborrow
David Owen Ehlers Palmer
Meghan D Przybyla
Caleb John Raymond
Steven Jefferson Reid
Kyle J Rowley
Jeffrey Michael Sadler
Kendrick Monroe Shepherd
Alex R Stodtmeyer
Michael Brett Thomas
Derrick Wade Turner
Derek Call Whitman
Nikra E. Centeno Wilkinson
Joseph Clyde Willardson
Nicole Dawn Williams

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

William Albert Ashman
Michael Jared Berkey
Stephen Joseph Bolster
Tracey Brimhall
Evan David Cope
Jacob S. Farnsworth
Yub Raj Giri
Lisa R. Gurney
Michael David Hartvigsen
Enrique Hernandez
D. Jordan Hughes
Jenni Olivia Linford
Bradley Scott Magnusson
Brennon Thomas Moore
Jacob Iata Muai
Robert Craig Naylor
Jared William Penrod
Curtis B Rasmussen
Kenneth L Rose
Robert Jacob Ryszka
Jaycey Cornwall Smith
Daniel Stephen Talbert
Weston McLeod Thomsen
Andrew J. Van Every

Electrical and Computer Engineering

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Paul Taylor Anderson
R. Jay Dransfield
David M Gneiting
Eric W Mackay
Brianna Mickelson Peters
Connor Michael Petersen

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Douglas Charles Bailey
Ryan Natale Bartley
Craig Charles Bidstrup
Aaron J Blood
James “Jay” Michael Brady
Donald Russell Cannon
Madison McCall Clark
Shane Gregory Coles
Patrick Carl DeFranco

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Douglas Charles Bailey
Ryan Natale Bartley
Craig Charles Bidstrup
Aaron J Blood
James “Jay” Michael Brady
Donald Russell Cannon
Madison McCall Clark
Shane Gregory Coles
Patrick Carl DeFranco
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Philip Chris Erickson
Addison C Floyd
Christopher Kahawai Fry
David Allen Gulbransen
Scott Ellis Hampshire
Andrew Scott Harris
John Daniel Hearn
Paul Chiado Heinzen
Nathan Carl Jensen
Brandon Alan Johnson
Griffin Donovan Kennedy
Logan Tencum Kratzer
Bradford Erle Law
Yaeji Lim
Sean Michael Lovinger
Spencer Eugene Marcy
Clifford Conrad Maxwell
Brandon James McBride
Andrew D. McMurdie
Previn Richards Menon
Jason D Ogden
Benjamin Gilbert Parker
Heath Mitchell Sargeant
James Frederick Smith
Brett J. Steenblik
Paul Jolley Thidstrom
Thomas Allen Wall
Kyle Jordan Weller
Ryan Chace Williamson

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Kurt Daniel Brenning
Lane David Broadbent
Andrew A Carter
Michael Thaddeus Chamberlain
Niraj Sharma Chaulagain
James Arthur Eck
Michael Robert Gardiner
Nicholas Sean Gleave
Dallin Robert Hague
Michael J Lambert
Jason Alan Moore
Matthew Robertson Morin
Nathan Dale Perry
Victor Israel Peynado Sifuentes
Walter Rafael Portillo Castro
Amit Sapkota
Thomas Lon Sheffield
John Michael Stout
Reed Matthew Stout
Zachary Warren Vogel
Bradley M Whitaker

Mechanical Engineering

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Ryan Nathan Anderson
Lance Dennis Astle
Kyler Sung-keun Bahk
Kyle Alan Barker
Weston L Baxter
Jon Todd Bevans
Lowell H Bishop
Tyler Joseph Bleazard
Steven J Brewer
Zachary David Brough
Derek Jackson Bruton
Larissa Cannon
Tyler Glen Christiansen
Jordan Glenn Collette
Philip Jordan Cox
D. Lane Davidson
Jesse Levi Davis
Jason Lon Dearden
Isaac L. Delimont
Ryan Montgomery Downer
Clifton Robert Dudley
Bradley Bailey Duncan
Bryce Jordan Edmondson
Addison Chandler Eldridge
Daniel Jared Ellis
Nathan Eldon Evans
Thomas Andrew Evans
Kevin Kimball Farr Jr
Wyatt Marshall Felt
Robert Steven Freeman
Jordan H Furness
Aarun B. Glade
Aubrie Lisa Glenn
Brandon Holbrook Hanna
Edward LeRoy Hansen
Matthew Bradley Harris
Michael Dean Hawkins
James William Holden
Mitchell Scott Hortin
Jordan Joseph Huey
Alexander G. Hutchings
Matthew Glen Hutchinson
Justin James Hyatt
Jordan Lowell Johnson
Sean Stephen Johnson
Shawn Richard Larsen
Jeremiah Akiyoshi Lee
Derek Michael Lontine
Tyler James Macbeth
Kevin Michael Marr
Daniel Boyajian Marsh
Boris Fabricio Martinez Cevallos
Tracy Martinez
Andrew William McQuay
Aaron Jake Merrell
Michael D. Millett
Steven Samuel Mitchell
Paul William Nyholm
Steven Andrew Owen
Autumn Lynn Pando
James Norman Perry
Michael Todd Peterson
Glen A. Phelps
Leah Rose Pierce
Derek James Power
Andrew Priddis
Luke James Rasmussen
David Weston Richardson
Sean Thomas Ricks
Jacob Marc Robinson
Jeffrey Alan Skidmore
Zachary Crawford Snow
Smith
Benjamin John Spence
Tyler Richard Sterling
James Rampton Stewart
Dallin R Swiss
Jordan Dexter Tanner
B. Scott Tayson
Nathan Orrin Tayson
Philip Jared Thomas
Daniel Edward Turley
Colin Lee Vanderpool
Eric Joseph Wardell
Jason Daniel Watson
Brian D. Webster
Randall Dean West
David Orton Wheeler
Geoffrey R. White
Richard Gordon Whiting
David Hale Widfeldt
Jared Kevin Wilke
Eric W Wilcox

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Samuel Alberto Acuña
Justin Dan Alder
Ian Matthew Beaty
Melissa Wonnacott Bishop
Zachary Chipman
Angel Duarte
Stephen Allen Elms
William Joel Hancock
D. Mikkel Hansen
Thomas James Hardin
Bradley Valiant Jones
Tyler E Lewis
David James Winchester Monk
Bryan Robert Moosman
Jason T Morse
Lindsay LuAnn Nelson
Ryan Thomas Palmer
Kyle Ira Pulsipher
Indu Sharma
Jesse Jaymes Smith
Matthew Lowell Talley

School of Technology

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Davido H Biesinger

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Tyson Bret Auger
Andrew Floyd Barnes
Kirk Denton Beecher
Jeremy Benson
Brandon Dell Boggs
Christopher James Collard
Nathan Tukana Dutta
Matthew P Erickson
Curtis Jay Farmer
Nathanial Don Groo
Timothy Evan Gustafson
M. Parker Hilton  
Steven Daniel Hotard  
Ryan Allan Hruska  
Kendall Smith Jesperson  
Fe’ofakai Akakau Kaumavae  
Sean Marshall Larson  
Thomas Stanley Preston  
Logan Paul Reynolds  
Liz Shantalle Ricardo Belliard  
Saul M Salinas  
Elizabeth Cobea Sayer  
Timothy Terrell Schwarz  
Jonathan Duane Tucker  
Brent R. Willie

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Jon Rhen Brown  
Trevor Dirk Hatch  
Stephen P Hopkins  
Andrew Aaron Low  
Matthew Kyle Palmer  
Daniel James Prickett  
Barry Todd Schwitters Jr.  
Rustin Allan Seger  
Sean Michael Self  
Steven Reed Smith  
Blake Gerrit VanderSteek  
Tyson Staker Wyatt

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Scott James Sumsion  
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Max Reed Hall  
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE  
Joseph B. Gledhill

FACILITY AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Gloria Raquel Baird  
Eric David Braeli  
Nathan Driggs Cook  
Jonathan James Farrell  
Robert Utley Hyer  
Joshua Wayne Kishpaugh  
Kyle Andrew Malmstrom  
Benjamin Hyrum Pike  
Olivia Natalie Dong Ju Prochazka  
Nathan Scott Summers  
Joshua O. Yates

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Michael K. Anthony  
Daniel Merl Chappell  
Troy Brandon Garcia  
Bianca C. Hong  
Kimberly Ann Mendez  
Kelsey J. Orgill  
Bryce Christian Wisnent  
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN  
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS  
Michael James Bunn  
Troy Osmond Christiansen  
Todd William Glazier  
Steven David Hermann  
Jung Hwan Lee  
Henry Peterson Lefens  
Axle Dean Loosie  
Mark Gerrit Sullivan  
Daniel Rees Vinegar

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Quinn Michael Biesinger  
Kaeling Jacqueline Gurr

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Mark Jason Bishop  
Jarom Michael Brown  
Kimberly A. Burrup  
Steven R Callister  
Stevan A Christiansen  
Richard Eric Christofferson  
John Kenneth Clawson  
Abram Richard Clay  
Jonathan T Dunn  
Logan Matthew Gold  
Andrew Thomas Hansen  
Brock Creed Haymond  
David Scott Hellewell  
David J Hilton  
Jules Raymond Hoehn  
Tovin Roger Hudson  
Reed Hamilton Kleinman  
Lam Man Tang (William Lam)  
Tyler James Langlois  
Aaron James Martin  
Austin Mory McMillan  
Glade Stephen Miller  
Jessica Moosman  
Bikala Bikash Neupane  
Richard Nana Ofori  
Luis Enrique Ornelas  
Nigel Frederick Palmer II  
Swaraj Jitendra Patil  
Matthew Robert Reid  
Cody Christopher Rouche  
S. Alan Schroeder  
Christopher Alan Segesman  
Michael Thomas Skouson  
Daniel Hales Stuetz  
Walter Heinz Weidner III  
Adam J. Youngberg

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Wesley Jarrett Burningham  
César Andrés Dávila  
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
James Vernon Austin  
Ryan Jay Bigler  
Mark Wesley Brandley  
Benjamin G. Carlson  
Rustyn Keith Christensen  
James Alan Clemens  
McKay Crandall  
Cory Clawson Cunningham  
Mario Fernando Dealba  
Erik Thomas Eliason  
Joseph Eric Gibson  
Benjamin Carlow Halling  
Steven Philip Hansen  
Chad R. Harker  
Kevin Daniel Harrison  
Matthew Stewart Hatch  
Scott Michael Huff  
Haley Ann Jones  
Jon Matthew Kerby  
Michael Scott Lee Larson  
Joshua Lindmark  
Rebecca Hillary Mercy  
Madsen  
Danika Maldonado Torres  
Ryan Scott M'Lean  
Tyler B. McLemore  
Brent Michael Molen  
Sean Andrew Moore  
Bradly Luke Morton  
John Anderson Nelson III  
Logan B Nelson  
Matthew R Okazaki  
Steven Kyle Porter  
Christopher Burton Price  
Matthew Charles Roberts  
McKay Niels Sanderson  
Todd A. Savage  
Tyler Layne Sharp  
Jacob A Skaggs  
Ranga Tharindra Solanga Arachchi  
Jeremy Ewan Stewart  
Christopher J Windham  
William Coulter Woodward  
Gwendolyn Stoneman Yates

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Nathan Sean Morris  
Kase Taylor Wells

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION  
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE  
Ashley Elizabeth Alley  
Kyle W Benson  
Kylie Cox  
Amy Annette Hansen  
Jessica Anne Jackson  
Sharon Yu Juang  
Andrea Mower  
Daniel Kent Steele  
Whitney M Thomas
DECMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Todd G Alder
Jared Phillip Armstrong
Romney Byron Olsen
Jeremy Abbott Perkins
Corina Alexandria Sorensen
Christopher Scott Stinson

TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING EDUCATION NON-LICENSE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kevin Michael Carlin
Carissa Kathleen Pavlakos

COLLEGE OF FAMILY, HOME, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
ANTHROPOLOGY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Marie Elizabeth Bates
KayAnna Elizabeth Buck
Hannah Lynn Belnap
Cassandra Rae Bingham
Elizabeth Mae Brant
Corrine Anne Christison
Carly Paige Davis
Jerina Elisa
Makamakamakameo’kalani Dement
Jessica Lorina Gamez
Amy Gillett
Elisabeth Renee Goss
Kirk Joseph Hepburn
Jana Marie Hooker
Rachel Rebecca Humes
Bailee Isaacson
Christina Michelle Isaksen
Felicia L Jones
Daniel James King
Demri Cornelius Kuykendall
Peter J. A. Leverkus
Lauren Christina Lewis
Vivianne Elisabeth Melby
Kaitlynn Patterson
Jessica Sloan Petrey
Jessica Simpson
Deborah Lyn Smith
Rachel Jean Wadman
Suzanne Marie Whitehead

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Stephanie Kyra Yukie Abo
Angela Marie Lewis
Cheesman

Anna Carol Empey
Amber Laurene Galli
Spencer Francis Xavier Lambert
Colleen LaRae McDermott
Michael James Murdock
Laura Michelle Nowling

ECONOMICS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Nathan Reed Adams
Jordan Douglas Allen
Taylor Neil Archibald
Sandip Bandyopadhyay
Julian A. Barrio
Nathan Paul Barton
Cameron Michael Bradley
Alexander Buckley Compton
John Averill Corkin
Samuel Nathan Dodini
Joseph Brooks Farrell
Ethan Wayne Gallaway
Grant Woolley Gannaway
David Scott Gordon
Jason Darryl Herrmann
Michael Adam Holman
Rudi Huang
Rebecca Marie Hurst
Christopher Michael Jones
Nicholas Steven Jones
Christian Miller Kunz
Jonathan Michael Lau
Adam W. Lysenko
David William Aubrey Mackey
Taylor Corbin Matherly
David Jonathan Maler
Alan J Morris
Jason Richard Ockey
Jonghan Park
Seon Young Park
Roman P. Laitiakov
Kathleen Ivy Reed
Adam John Sayen
Samuel David Tenney
Riley Edward Wilson
Whitney Anne Wing

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Reid Merrill Baughman
Jason Register Brand
Ashley Clingo
Jared Ogden Day
Lindsay Johnson
Kurtis William Larson
Benjamin Maxwell LeStarge
R. Paul Mosley
Anuj Bhakta Pant
William Kris Pollock
Curtis Jordan Porter
Cameron Darin Powers
Christian Edwards Pratt
Joseph Mark Pratt
Michael W Pugh

Kai Jordan Ricks
Wayne Aaron Sandholtz
David Richard Sentman
Stephen Aloyious Wood IV

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
McKenzie Ariell Ashman
Dallas J Beck
Richard Chase Bell
Kelsey Anne Berlin
Brett Bingham
Christopher P Grassfield
Wei Che Chang
Joseph W Chase
Min Hyung Cho
Aaron James Christensen
Benjamin I Cox
Jessica Brooke Daniels
Christopher William Doeferlein III
Garrett Ross Eiskeisen
Israel Esparza Hernandez
Jared Paul Fielding
Ryan Don Galati
Brady M Grayson
Jonathon David Green
Nicholas Paul Griffin
Lei Ping Han
Matthew Taylor Hawes
Daniel L Holbrook
Steven James Hopper
Daniel Edward Jackson
Chadd Alder Johnson
David Michael Johnson
Falk Kleiner
Russell Anthony Lavaja
Andrew Jared Mckee
Kayaga Caroline Muguimu
Elia P Munoz Tapia
Cory G Nelson
Justin Scott Oldroyd
Guilherme Carneiro Mottola de Oliveira
Spencer Jordan Packer
Gregory Stewart Palmer
Andrew Jason Penner
Erik Stephen Pfeiffer
Curtis Dean Pope
Brian Christopher Reed
William Joseph Rowley
George Douglas Saadeh
Jordan Paul Schneider
Brooke Clason Smith
Cameron Taft Smithson
Parker John Stephens
Alyssa Mae Thueson
Rhett J Wimmer

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
J Trevor Anderson
Jacqueline Leigh Andros
Elise Francine Biancardi
Eric Andrew Coleman
Jacob Randy Dallin
Robert Bliss Dorey
Andrew Edward Guest
Taylor Laine Jacoby
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School of Family Life

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

P. Fallon Jensen
Kelly Elizabeth Latvala
Spencer Allen Ring
Luke David Sieber
Stevan Lacerda Muniz e Silva

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Melissa Johnson Dye
Adrienne Jean Edmunds
Kelsey Edmunds
Sage Elizabeth Erickson
Elizabeth Mae Ether
Kyle Tara Jean Felix
Tikla V Fife
Alicia Ann Ford
Alyssa Kay Giles
Sara Gines
Kevin Boyd Gonzalez
Brenda McFadin Graff
Joanna Lynn Gramp
Heidi Harris
Isabel Madeline Harris
Amy R Hart
Carrie A Haver
Jessica Diana Hawkins
Alexis Ann Hess
Alexandria Larson Hiatt
Lisa Katherine Hoffman
Betty Hoopes
Emily Howard
Micah LaVar Ingalls
Chelsey Suzanne Jacobs
Juliana Jensen
Daily Carolann Johnson
Heather Linn Johnson
Catherine Louise Jones
Nathan Andrew Jorgensen
Erin Jolene Kendrick
Khamphady Keovongsa
Alyssa Williams Kershaw
Louise Lealai Kuaea
Kaitlyn Ann Lang
Amelia Largey
Madison Brooke Lawrence
Rebecca Layton
Maloree Paige Lewis
Brooke Nicole Mackay
Ashley Elizabeth Malan
Chelsy Rae Marriott
Erin Marsh
Megan Ashley Pond Maxwell
Julie Pauline McBride
Marianne Bement Meiners
Michelle Metcalf
Madison Michelle Moniz
Kelly Morris
Eden Demre Moss
Michele Nicole Nielsen
Matthew Glade Nielson
David Aaron Parks
LeAnn Paulsen
Eliza Marie Payne
Jamie Ann Pearson
Kristine Butler Perry
Angelia Pesqueira
April Nicole Petersen
Shayla Nicole Pittenger
Davina Grace Porter
Melodie Stapley Porter
Rachel Loa Ricks
Brittainy Anne Rieske
Marisa Renee Roch
Kenzie Nicole Roney
Karen Marie Salisbury
Rylie Elise Sandford
Jessica Marie Schirmer
Marianne P Schwartz
Kimberly Ator Sheffer
Joseph Bradley Simonson
Liva Michelle Sufanau
Alicia Child Sly
Deborah Dawn Ashby Smith
Megan Lucile Smith
Melanie Laura Smith
Jeremiah M Stewart
Nathanial Aaron Stoddard
Kevin L Stott
Kelsie Alexandra Stuart
Samantha Tafoya
Lai Yin Lillian Tai
Julianne Fae Tate
Megan M’Lisa Taylor
Melissa Renae Tennon
Leslie Sophia Thomas
Kelsey Ann Thommson
Katherine Elizabeth Thornhill
Katherine Grace Tirrell
Elisa Michelle Vuyk
Rebecca Marie Waite
Brittany Ann Warren
Tabitha Michelle Weed
Angela Dorothy Weiler
Bethany Weiler
Camille Bethany Whitaker
Mollie Claire Wilson
Erin Marie Woodlief
Laurel Vaness Yeske
Cortney Jean Youngberg

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Ashley Janeal Walter Asay
Kyley Elizabeth Brooks
Kilee Marie Herlin Luthi
Eileitya Rosales Pavón
Sandra Ann Cowley Selcik

FAMILY LIFE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Jennie Brooke Allen
Christopher Willard
Anders
Laura Anne Andrews
Lauren Elizabeth Ashby
Rhyan Kimbel Atrice
Caitlyn Marin Averett
Mary Katherine Bagley
Erika Jean Bailey
JaNaé Lee Ball
Mallory Hazel Barrick
Pamela Austin Beistline
Jenna Leigh Berkey
Victoria Lynn Birkebeck
Kathryn Ann Blaser
Ariana Hallows Bond
Asia Brianne Briscoe
Jillian Amber Bryant
Kelsey Amber Burnham
Crystal Lynn Burns
Tamara Carter
Roland T Christensen
Shelbi Leigh Clason
Jocelyn Alyssa Coon
Ashley Marie Crane
Mary Elizabeth Daniel
Gabrielle Loftus Davis
Whitney Ruth Davis
Johannah Marie Drake
Victoria Grace Dunn
Kristen Joyce Dye

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Sherrie Michelle Alder
Nicole Marie Barton
Megan Susanna Bassett
Kaylee Jo Bennallack
Jessica Elise Blaylock
Lisa Marie Bradshaw
Kaylee Michelle Olsen
Brimhall
Jan Fisher Clark
Kristyn Leigh Clark
Dawn Leigh Davidson
Patricia H. Francis
Amanda Allred Gardner
Nancy Isaacson Hansen
Holly Melissa Heinz
Keichel Lake Hendricks
Jocelyn Hicks
Anne Caroline Hull
Alexandrea Jensen
Ellise Jensen
James Edward Jensen
Cynthia Ann Jolley
Stacie Farmer Jones
Kimberly Sue Josephson
Christine Ashley Kutzweil
Jeongeon Kwon
Lauren P La Rose
Nicole Lynn Lawrence
Amy Steflik Lopez
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Larissa Loveland
Lisa Racine Mackley
Tiffany Millett Marcy
Laura Makeznie Lee Martinez
Alicia Linn Millett
Elyse S. Nelson
Joan Edna Nelson
Brooke Renee Nielsen
Makayla Sue Olsen
Emily Kaye Ostler
Alessandra Anne Peterson
Brooke Elizabeth Pitcher
Nora Dora Prentice
Tessa Lynsee Reid
Carri Lynn Rice
Amy Lynn Richards
Emily Luana Rutter
Brittany Lynn Scott
Celeste Naomi Shulteef
Faith Christine Simonsen
Cassie Hollingshead Smith
Robin Suzanne Smith
Kelsey Lynn Sorensen
Sara Turner
Elizabeth VanDerwerken
Marissa Anne Vellinga
Jillian Alger Waldie
Allison Jean Wilson
Christina Brittain Wilson

FAMILY SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Rebecca Jensen

HOME AND FAMILY LIVING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kristen Rane Lanshe
Crystal Dawn Smith
Carron Iva Zullo

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Sara Elizabeth Crase
Natasha Marie Davis

MARRIAGE, FAMILY, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Rebecca Marie Balinski
Breanna Leigh Hawkey
Mary Elizabeth Jenkins
Spencer Vaughn Fields

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Amanda Michelle Davis
Danielle Madelyn Brownell
Fisher
Sharlynn Rae Heinitz
Kirstin Ashley Luke
Salamassina Moon
Silvia Berenice Pérez Cruz
Kaylene Jana Rogers

Geography

GEOGRAPHY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jacob Dan Adams
Jennifer Suzanne Ainge
Marcus Hazen Ashdown
Bret Curtis Banks
Kenneth Barlow
Melissa Anne Berry
David M Bracero
Carolyn Britt Buhler
Ethan Daniel Call
Michael James Christensen
Scott Hamilton Cooley
Meegan Lineback Drake
Michael Logan Epps
Chase Brent Erickson
Anthony Jordan Felt
Dean Chapman Gibbons
Kelli Jessica Golden
Daniel Cowley Gregory
Brett Morgan Hamilton
Jeffrey Robert Hammond
Hyerim Cho Hill
Christopher Mark Huntsman
Scott Matthew Jackson
Carolyn Jerusha Judd
Amanda Leigh Keith
Jeffrey Allan Laidlaw
John David Lund
Garrett Ivan MacKay
Alyson Michelle Malan
Matthew George Milke
Christian Mua
Alex V Norr
Gustavo Alberto Ovando
Montejo
Katelyn Rose Pitts
Hunter Scott Reynolds
Victoria Ashley Rhodes
Laura Garcia Runyan
Andrea Malia Schindler
Tressie May Shanks
Jed Donald Stephenson
Gregory Kyle Stoecker
J. Mitchell Thatcher
Dashdelger Tsoodol
Marcus A Wager
Andrea Lorraine West
Melody Kay Zurawski

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
David J Curlee
Shaun Michael Davies
DeQuan Anthony Shamar
Everett
Stan Nephi Freeman
Kai Nathaniel Scott Hansen
Charles Zemuel Harrison
Rebecca Jo Knudson
Emily Page
Rebecca Fisher Pollock
Alicia LaVonne Reason
Jeffery Todd Scott
Alan Moore Taylor
Philip Russell Thurston

History

FAMILY HISTORY—GENEALOGY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Camille Evelyn Andrus
Camille Marie Berg
Spencer Vaughn Fields
Amber Dawn Sumison

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Benjamin Ray Carlson
Julie Oder
Catherine Helen Winburn

HISTORY

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Cheryl Ford Babcock
Terri M Bakowski
Brandon Lee Beagley
Steven J Beheshiti
Kaitlyn Rae Bourne
Emalee Louise Braziel
Kathryn Lenn Cochran
Cody Robert Evan Crippen
Cara Jane Ebeiling
Joshua David Feil
Shannon Elizabeth Foster
Eric Alfred Fraley
Kayla Ann Freeman
James Kekoa Fry
Alix Mae Hague
Jessica LeBaron Hardin
Melissa Sue Harris
Sarah Bryanne Jacobson
Anastasia Helen Jorgensen
Joshua Derren Klein
Charles Cannon Lambert
Joseph Henry Le Bel
Reed Thomas Leifer
Stephen Brent Mickelsen
Hannah Whipple Miskin
Beatriz Eloina Molina
Zachary Albert Kevin
Monson
Jordan Todd Mower
Christopher Thomas
Moynihan
Tyler Russell Murphey
Christian Ballou Nesar Jr.
Dallan Richard Petersen
Preston Scott Plowman
Jennifer Lynn Ramsey
Stephanie Huntsman
Richardson
Liese Michelle Amanda
Rodger
Julie Christiansen Rosenhan
Kelsey Margaret Samuelson
Clayton Lyman Sevy
Rex Gregory Shields
Marilyn Hendrix Steffensen
Matthew Castillo Stone
Emily Kate Stonebreaker
Aja Brooke Tolman

46
Elise Louise Vanderhooft
Justin Robert Walter
Delaney Rae Willard
Aaron Hayes Williams
Emily Kathleen Willis

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Todd Matthew Andersen
Rachel Baldwin
Michael Francis Castillo
Scott Trabor Catt
Kerry Brandon Chlarson
James Grant Ghormley IV
Julia Louise Green
Kelli Louise Howell
Larry Dean Johnson
Alexis Michelle Malmrose
Jeremiah David Malmrose

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Kimberly Dana Baker
Courtney Lee Collyer
Emily Ruth Davis
Sean Patrick Fagan
Elizabeth Ann Hadfield
Brandon Makay Hellewell
Rebecca A Johnson
Justine Nicole Jonutz
Jennifer Marjorie Marcelino
Michelle Yuan-Shin Orme

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Raul U Balderas
Julie Marie Busath
Kara Friday Chlarson
LeGrand Charles Hovey
Lindsey Shea Luker
Samantha Nicole Manning
Emma Louise Brinkerhoff-Pipes
Teresa Harris Ricks

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Raul U Balderas
Julie Marie Busath
Kara Friday Chlarson
LeGrand Charles Hovey
Lindsey Shea Luker
Samantha Nicole Manning
Jaelyn Leigh Monson
Emma Louise Brinkerhoff-Pipes
Teresa Harris Ricks

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Raul U Balderas
Julie Marie Busath
Kara Friday Chlarson
LeGrand Charles Hovey
Lindsey Shea Luker
Samantha Nicole Manning
Jaelyn Leigh Monson
Emma Louise Brinkerhoff-Pipes
Teresa Harris Ricks

THEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Patrick Michael Barry
Allison Burnett Bowden
Danielle Jones Dahl
Brian Michael Devine
David D Jarman
Hilary Janae Lauchner
Margaret Kaye Peterson
Jennifer Annette Richardson
Andrew Gardner Roach
Cami Ann Roueche
Angela Smith
Kaitlyn Sara Swenson
Stacy Elise Talbot

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Dakota Shawn Atkinson
Justin Paul Harper
Emily Katherine Hoke
Amanda Marie Manscill
Emily Nielson Owen
Lauren E Pelton
McKinley Skylar Withers

Political Science

POLITICAL SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Andrew Stephen Adams
Amy Elizabeth Addington
Joshua Joseph Bocchino II
ETHAN CRAIG BUSBY
Tanner Brad Camp
Clark Hunter Campbell
Judd George Carleton
Christopher L Carter
Alec Jordan Chandler
Lindsey Jane Childs
FORREST JOSHUA CLARK
DAVID ANDREW ELI
RICHARD GEORGE FINLAYSON
Jack Noel Gerar Jr.
Shelby MarLeah Hailstone
Benjamin Scott Hansen
Kyla Alma Harmon
Holly Michelle Harris
Jonathan Michael Hart
Anthony Jay Huntington
Mary Kathryn Ivory
Adam Kay Jacobs
Sara Anne Jarman
Grayson Christopher Jensen
Johanna Lovisa Killpack
Rachel Kyle Kimbal
Madeline Camille Lee
Seongwook Lee
Kara May Loberg
Carlos Grier Madrid
Kevin Dennis Malloy
Kimberly Markley
Miles Jeffrey Merwin
Allison Rachel Morgan
Jenna Lee Moulton
Brandall Gary Nelson
Collin Taylor Olson
James Spencer Perkins
Aaron Robert Petters
Tyoan P Prisbrey
Robert Miles Richards
Jordan Joseph Richardson
Christopher Dean Riley
Paul Jacob Rogers
Taylor Janeen Rosecrans
Sandra Ellen Shurtleff
Darren Ty Sivertsen
Danielle Ashley Stockton
Marcus Chapman Strange
Bethanie Marie Thatcher
Michael Ted Thornoc
Drew Michael Troun
Maren Andersen Turnidge
Cynthia Ann West

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Thomas D Barrett
Daniel Benzon
Alison Anne Bird
Noah Dale Chamberlain
Kelsey Renee Cropper
Alex Cruz Barrera
Brody Day
Timothy David Ellerton
Heidi Holmes Erickson
Jeffrey Curtis Fletcher
Taylor Hall Frame
Matthew David Frei
Kurt William Hepler
Braden Dean Kartchner
Jordan Alexandra Kinghorn
Edgar Yesid León H.
Mackenzie Sierra Peterson
Alejandro Puy Echegaray
Daniel Jacob Ramirez
Rachel Giovanna Scudiere
Thomas Allan Sumrak Jr
David Garrett Swenson
Andrew John Tolman
Jessica Lynn Toomey
Alissa P. Wilkinson

Psychology

PSYCHOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christopher James Ah Sue
Emily Linda Simmons
Albright
Darya Sergejewna Alexencko
McKenzie Marie Ames
Jason Michael Anderson
Ryan C Bellessa
 Sawyer Hamilton Berrett
Amelia Kathleen Black
Cara Brianna Blake
Shantia Shae Bowers
Colin Reed Braman
Tyler James Buttars
Natalia Gutierrez Castagno
Thane Robin Christensen
Mary Claire Cook
Stephanie Lynn Coyne
Dana Oldroyd Yusick
Elizabeth Jeanne Davis
Kelise Lynne Dean
Fatima Dedrickson
Kara Mc Rae Duraccio
Douglas Wayne “Sam” Emery
Courtney Terrian Epps
Abigail Leigh Farr
Brandon Kendall Ross
Fielding
Raymond Drew Flack
Melissa Fluckiger
Diana Cote Fontaine
Raymond Forrester
Ariel Lyn Gaede
Kimberly Suzanne Gardner
Rachel Elaine Garrett
Chanel Gentry
Tyler Durrant Gentry
Hailey Marie Gillies
Ashley Nicole Gledhill
Robert James Gordon
Leah Nicole Greene
Haley Rae Griffith
Benjamin Philip Hardy
Lauren Alice Hardy
Caleb Sean Harris
Marissa Nadine Heathcote
Victoria Lynn Heathon
Heather Elena Hideell
Alison Lenore Holdaway
Jacob M Houghton
Rachael Marie Howie
Josephine Olutokumbo
Ibisagba
Maya Inoue
Kristen Nicole Jensen
Alexander Bryan Linford
Johnson
Clayton Thomas Johnson
Sharla Marie Johnson
Carlee Marie Jones
Colton Richard Jones
Jonathan Adam Kersh
Sean Darwin Killpack
Hyung Kyoo Kim
Stephanie Jo Korth
Megan Kern Kuchin
Heather Ann Lagrosa
Abish Shu-Yi Lai
Kathryn Larsen
Michael Amaran Leavitt
Trisha Leigh Leishman
Jennifer Lezeu
Michael Jordan Loftus
Jesse Chas Manscill
Gail Elizabeth Maxwell
Russell Jay McDonald
Jonathan Dean McManus
Brandon Aaron Mead
Brittany Lynette Monson
Nickolai David Mullen
Brianne Nicole Muñoz
Tyson Kenneth Murray
Malori-Mae Musselman
Yan-ying Ruth Ng
Elin L. Nisonger
Elizabeth Jane Obrey
Laurie Anderson
Ottenhening
Yarelly Lizbeth Ovalle
Rodriguez
Joshua D Park
Jared Clay Parker
Allison Marie Patterson
Michael R Porritt
Angela Pusey
Ronie Jankel Quinonez
Samuel Salik Ramos
Shannon Marie Rasmussen
Lauren Michelle Ravsten
Megan Taylor Rigdon
Haylee Shay Rollins
Justin Omar Ryan
Tyler Burns Sabey
Mitzi Louise Scheeber
Yjssica Danielle Seebeck
Christine Stephanie Sellers
Amanda Marie Shaner
Matthew Bryan Shaw
Nicole Danielle Shaw
Yookyung Hur Shepherd
Madison Alexandria Shiflet
Rebekah E Silski
Sarah Rae Simonsen
Emelia Karina Sines
Nathan Billings Smith
Ryan Jacob Spille
Annie Elizabeth Stapp-Smith
Victoria Griffith Strong
Eliza Alvarez Tacogdoy
Mikal Arthur Taylor
Rebecca Arlene Thomas
Kelsie Leigh Thompson
Brockle Trotter
Karen Emily Ungricht
Kimmery Ann Valentine
Emily Ann Warren
Christopher M Wei
Kameron Ross Welsch
Christopher R Whipple
Kelly Lauratte Whitlock
Parker Darin Williams
Nicholas William Willis
Alexandria Marie Wood
Ryan David Woodbury
Isabelle Epiphany Wright
Rebecca Leandra Young
Bradley D Zenger

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Nichole Ashley Anderson
William Frank Behunin
Lindsay Noelle Bigelow
David McKay Bushnell
Andrea Carlson
April Lucy DeMartini
Brian Tyler Ensign
Allie Jane Erickson
Allyson Nicole Evans
Edward Alan Ferrin
Eleesa Deulene Fluckiger
Kassandra Larson Fluckiger
Michele Mae Frazer
Ryan Joel Freeman
Sarah Candland Frei
Kristina Gardner
Kendall Lauren Gould
Jessica Camille Helms
Tatiana Alexandria Herman
Autumn Nelsen Hewlett
Elizabeth Maxine Hose
Brett Michael Hurst
Daniel Field Jones
Whitney Lyn Keys
Courtney Anne Kirby
Brandon Lane Kuhre
Spencer Worth Liebel
Alicia Perazzo Marr
Margo Ruth Meyer
Michael John Millard
Audrey Mary Mitchell
John Earl Mrykalo
Amanda Ashley Nay
Melanie A Nelson
Callan Snow Olive
Brittany Elizabeth Olsen
Laura Anne Osborn
Shelly Wing Parcell
Matthew Taylor Pepper
Mallory Hales Perry
Hilary Marie Peterson
Matthew McClellan Price
James Anders Rasband
Ashley Renae Rencher
Devon G Renshaw
Bryan Joseph Rollins
Samanta Selene Ruiz Lecon
Jordan Allis Silito
Benjamin A Simmons
Kaylie Nicole Stephens
Mckenna Maye Cordell
Talley
Cassandra Elaine Tenney
Clarissa Darger Thomas
Kyle John Widdison
Jeffrey Chase Yee
Yuchen Zhang

Sociology

SOCIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Lauren Elizabeth Allred
Carmela Virginia Castellanos
Balter
Naomi Lyn Bell
Jeanette Zeyer Bradford
Kylan Satoru Brown
Sariah Camille Burdge
Ke’ala Mary Cabulangan
Denay Beddes Carpenter
Kristen Nicole Carr
Claudia Ann Cole
Jessica Nicole Larkin Ellis
Diane Francis Epperson
Edwin Howard William
Eschler
Scott Brandon Evanson
Kelsey Fraser
Janel Sue Glidden
Olivia Anne Hall
Paige Harris
Kaitlin Rowe Hoffman
Bryce Kelly Hurst
Taylor McKenzie Jackson
Melissa Sue Jensen
Jordan Devereaux Jimenez
Kirsten Marie Johnson
Chelse L Larsen
Stacy Marie LeCheminant
Christian Wade Martin
Jared R Masten
Mickell Merrell  
Aaron Robert Miles  
Lauren Elizabeth Morris  
Avalika Shemane Naidu  
Morgan Carnay Nowland  
Luisa Paongo  
Samantha Lynn Paul  
Hayley Marie Pierce  
Kobie Danielle Chapman  
Lauren Elizabeth Morris  
Avalika Shemane Naidu  
Morgan Carney Nowland  
Luisa Paongo  
Samantha Lynn Paul  
Hayley Marie Pierce  
Kobie Danielle Chapman  
Simpson  
Brittany Rae Smith  
Jason Christopher Smith  
Lindsey Yoshiko Stauffer  
Janell Corin Todd  
Travis Ellsworth Turner  
Michelle Wynn Vecchi  
Jesse Hart Welsh  

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Ryan Scott Adkins  
Alexis Janique Bradley  
Brittany A. Calvimonte  
Ilse Karina Campista  
Eric Lawrence Davis  
Rachel Fisher  
Justus Red Eagle Gilmore  
Jordon Nicole Griggs  
Douglas Ryan Holyoak  
Tanner Jeffrey Meloy  
Mary Ruth Lindquist Reas  
Rebecca Lorraine Richardson  
Keri Miguela Romine  
Ericka Lowe Sabin  
Troutner  

General Studies  

GENERAL STUDIES  

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES  
Jennifer Kau Kekstein  
Caron S Beeckel  
Kimberly Cheeseman Bell  
Debra Susan Brady  
Kristen Marie Brooks  
Kathy Diane Bulkeley  
Sherlyn Krebs Burkart  
Karen Deidre Campbell  
Christine Cammans Duffin  
Ruth Ellica Dusabek  
Susan L Edgel  
Janell Hymas Estrada  
Pamela Anderson Fenlon  
Stephen Chase Howe  
Wendy Hisieh  
Celia Roberts Johnson  
Robin Elizabeth Johnson  
Wendy Johnson Johnston  
Tracey Marzee Kramer  
Laura Jennings Landrith  
Sarah Marie Leavitt  
Kathy Sue Lee  
Tracy R Maine  
Jamie Michelle Martino  
Jessica Caroline Albritton  
McFarland  
Mari Christine McCulley  
Pamela L Montgomery  
Robyn Hayes Mortensen  
Jennifer Lynn Omer  
Lesa Cooper Peers  
Cheryl Lynne Kelsey Phadnis  
Carol Ann Sanchez  
Karma J Schmidt  
Annie Juliene Scoresby  
Cheri Anne Sharp  
Rachael White Walker  
Janelle Joy White  
Mykle Nichole Whiting  
Rebecca Lynn Wilkins  
Alicia Garcia Wrathall  

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES  
Sherilyn Kemp Blacker  
Karen Maria Bothe  
Joni Lynne Bowen  
Micheal Clair  
Sarah Jean Crawford  
Gwenn Johnson Davis  
Deborah Harris Ewer  
Alana Dean Foster  
Dennis Ray Higley  
Joyce Avery Jensen  
Jannene Ward Kovach  
Krisi Kellogg Lindstrom  
Vicki L Doyle Mecham  
Sheri Pennington Moore  
Debbi N. Myers  
Kimberly Nilsson  
Earlene Whiser Rhen  
Cathryn Alleen Stout  
Tonya Jepsen Torrie  
Amy Joyce van Dyk  
Marla Kai West  

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND COMMUNICATIONS  

Communications  

COMMUNICATIONS  

BACHELOR OF ARTS  
Ashley Elizabeth Anderson  
Harper D Anderson  
Sarah Katherine Andrews  
Christine Anne Assily  
Matthew Averett  
Carmen Elise Bailey  
Alexander Thomas Baird  
Katie Megan Baker  
Charles Lemuel Beacham  
Katherine Anne Beard  
Danielle Diane Beckstrom  
Kendyl Carol Bell  
Daniel Jordan Benson  
Jeniel Jacobson Benson  
Matthew Nephi Boyce  
Lindsay M. Bragg  
Alena Kaipokalani Brar  
Megan Anne Brink  
Betsy Lynn Broadwater  
Madeleine Brown  
Clinten Glen Calder  
Alyssa Call  
Katherine Elizabeth Clark  
Kathryn Eleanor Clark  
Daniel David Cole  
Rebekah Alice DeMordaunt  
Andrew Richard Walter  
Dev  
Amber Dickson  
Brenna Grace Donnelly  
Elizabeth Anne Early  
Elyssa Siu Mei Leinani  
Faafua  
Rebekah Field  
Laura Kristen Firmage  
Alexis Lanae Flake  
Meredith Duncan Francom  
Kayla Jeanine Fransen  
Jason Robert Freeman  
Alisha Montague Gallagher  
Katie Josephine Carey  
Jared Clark Gay  
Richard Frank Gooch  
Branniti Leah Good  
Shaun R. Gordon  
Elizabeth Ann Grimmett  
Derek Edward Gurr  
Sara Irene Hall  
Brittany Faa Hatch  
Jessica Marie Henrie  
Natassja Elise Hill  
C. Royce Hinton  
Brook Lee Hintze  
Summer Nicole Holm  
Kimberly Lynn Huber  
Jessica Bailey Jensen  
Brecca Bowen Johnson  
Summer Erika Jones  
Ashley Karen Jorgensen  
Hallie Augusta Keenan  
Kari Joyce Merrill Kenner  
Ali Ann Kirk  
Lisa Marie Kirkham  
Katie Ann Knoll  
Scott Christian Konopasek  
Ryan Eric Kunz  
David A Lake  
Rebecca Lane  
Christian Brian Langlois  
Peter Alden Larkin  
Broostra Elise Leavens  
Daniel Chaston Lewis  
Benjamin Lopez  
Devin Scott Mariana  
Clinten Edward Martinson  
McKinley Kate Matson  
Sheri Maxwell  
Nicole Kateland McGuire  
Carson Jll McKinlay  
Kyle R. Meeks  
Joseph Grant Merrill  
Kelly Peterson Merrill  
Nathan Tanner Miller  
Whitney Brooke Miller
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Angela Marie Montierth
Whitney Maquel Moss
Ashley Sagisi Mungua
Peri Danielle Musser
Chip Warren Neff
Khanh Ngoc Bao Nguyen
Jake Thomas Nielsen
Emmanuel Okezie Nnah
Andrew Charles Norton
Cierra Brooke Nye
Amanda Ann Oscarson
Joshua Pacheco
Mitchell Thomas Park
Natalie Crystal Parker
Karisa Saunders
Alison Kim Savage
Christopher Eric Scheitinger
Rachel Lauren Schwartz
Miriam Shumway
Bernard Kuulei Singh
Lauren Kate Smith
Lauren Hannah Snyder
Aaron Brady Sorenson
Otavio Ehlers Souza
Megan Whitney Stauffer
Karen Sullivan
Megan Jane Stoddard
Alyse Marchant Brown
Emily Ayo Ojuka Call
Kelly Nicole Carrasco
Lauren Caroline Clark
Ashley Sumner
Amanda Taylor
Kelliann Huntington
Jessica Marie Johnson
Heidi Laine Juergens
Emily Leach Lagazo
Joshua Yago Mora
Kacey Schneider
Margaret Anne VanBloom

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Anthony Lewis Abbott
Travison E Alico
Larissa Noelle Allen
Loriann Madalyn Alvey
Thomas Douglas Brinton
Alyse Marchant Brown
Emily Ayo Ojuka Call
Kelly Nicole Carrasco
Lauren Caroline Clark
Zoe Corinne Clement
Leanna Criddle
Devon Eric Dewey
Sherry Fairbanks
Amelia Frischknecht
Niles Creighton Giberson
Jessica Mary Godfrey
Hayden Ellery Gurman
Katherine Anne Simpson
Lindsey Talitafaga

DANCE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jeanmarie Robles Auxier
Kristin Nicole Brown
Arianna Brunell
Janelle Mae Cunningham
Shane Bryant Davis

Angelica DeLashmette
Courtney Earl
Adrienne Chloe Haslam
Katherine Lark Horne
Kelliann Huntington
Jessica Marie Johnson
Heidi Laine Juergens
Emily Leach Lagazo
Joshua Yago Mora
Kacey Schneider
Margaret Anne VanBloom

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Lindsey Nicole August
Heather Reschke Baughman
Emily Dance Fish
Amber Leigh Heaven
Felicia Noelle McPhee
Jamyn Elise Miller

DANCE EDUCATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Chelsea Marie Alley
Heather Drew Francis
Jessica Rose Smith

DANCE EDUCATION K-12

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Rachel Ann Allan
Chelsea Ekins McNeil
Katherine Annette Bourne Taggart

MUSIC DANCE THEATRE

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Christopher M Brand
Lawrence F Fernandez
Misha Corinne Jenkins
Nicole Reed McClellan
Heather Dawn Ferguson
Pond
Brandon Glen Roach
Summerisa Bell Stevens
DeLaney Rae Westfall

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Gail Ellen Bennett
Hailey Kristine Morey
Emily Daniels VanBloom

School of Music

JAZZ STUDIES

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Jillaine Chaston
Jay Douglas Tibbitts
Zachary Thomas Wiggins

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Ammon Doman
MEDIA MUSIC STUDIES
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Michael J. Bahnmiller
Jillian Nicole Hale
John Kenneth Mergist
Stephen Michael Newman
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
John Patrick McKenna

MUSIC
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Nathan Douglas Haines
Annisija Wallin Hunter
Elisabeth Yaekö Kaseda
Christopher Douglas London
Katherine Marie Lyman
Shawn R Mikkelsen
Thomas John Peper
David Samuel Rusk
Parker Allen Stanley
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Timothy Easton Fellow
Kristen Andrea Orien
Lenmon
Vanessa Rada Prudencio
Caitlin Rose Soffe
Danielle Maria Thompson
Lindsey Thayn Watts
Sharolee H. Zippro

MUSIC COMPOSITION
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Katherine Lynn Adams
Devan John Bartholomew
Todd David Kitchen
Igor Coelho Arantes Santana
Marques
Kyle Bartholomew Shaw

MUSIC EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Spencer Cameron Clark
Lindsey Nicole DeBroux
Jennifer Elena Haws
Isabel Kaile Holden
Patricia Valentine Stroud
Brett Stephen Taylor
Cheryl Rae Knighton Utrera
Alexander T Vincent
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Mariel V Contreras
Christopher R Downard
Brandt Roy Jensen
Kaylie Alise King
Nicole D Martino
Christie Elizabeth Salazar
Brooke Beecher Schultz
Laura Jane Scott
Melissa Anne Stapleton
Allison Johanna Taylor

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Philip J Abbott
Melanie Merrill Apolonio
Ann Clark Astle
Halie Joanna Augustus
Jackie Biggs
Kari Ann Bitter
Austin John Bushman
Jennifer Chandler
Erin Ruth Chapman
Hannah Bates Christensen
David Ross Coughanour II
Caitlin J. Robbins DeMass
Carl Michelle Downes
Mayu Anna Greenhalgh
Terry Yoshiki Greenhalgh
Kalidawn Nickle Jones
Bryan Ji Yu Lew
Eliza Anne Lyons
Kirsten Heidi Madsen
Hilary Heideman Mauler
Valerie Wells McDougall
Matthew Paul McDowell
Sarah Dawn Messina
Christopher Hawksworth
Morrison
Mason Gates Neipp
Sharlee Brooke Olson
Rachel Ostler
Spencer W. Park
Sheri L. Peterson
Noelle E Reid
Ariane Sam
Tess Peterson Shaw
John Wallace Shumway
Emily Workman

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Tara Ashley Austin
Kelsey Sarah Ballif
Anna Sarah Barrill
Angela Barlow
Stacy Steinhorst Cueva
Danielle Cenatiempo Hale
David Hernandez
Sarah Michelle Ruben

SOUND RECORDING TECHNOLOGY
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Joshua Quayle Cannon
John Gordon Goodman
Nicholas Dee Perucca
Jordan Curtis Roper
Sheldyn Allen Smith
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Jonathan Ryan Barton
Juan Carlos Mijares

Theatre and Media Arts

ACTING
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Cameron Aaron Asay
Joshua Cooper
Eric C Gourley
Magarin Lee Hobson
Andrew Earl Joy
Eliot Gregory Wood
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Rebecca Josephine Ingram

MEDIA ARTS STUDIES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Nicholas John Adams
Nicole Alexandra Archer
Brett R Bird
Sarah Linn Campbell
Nicole Jureitich Cornwell
Katheryn Anne Cunha
Casey McLean Deans
Derek Tele Dunn
Spencer Weston Humphrey
Jacob Lees Johnson
Theresa Khalil Kelly
Kelsie L Moore
Daniel Sim Smith
Jason Richard Starr
Emily Catherine Steffensen
Michelle Stolworthy
David James Wehle
Alexander Robert Wheatley
Gregory Spencer Williams
Laura Elizabeth Williams
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Andrew Phillip Brimhall
Katie Jean Ercanbrack
Mallory Ruthanne Everton
Julia Renée Glauzi
Kathryn Lynn Golden
Eric Felix Pasternak
Sarah Irene Swan
Whitney Jane Vincent
Tricia Linette Porter
Woffinden

THEATRE ARTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Lisa Frost Oliphant

THEATRE ARTS EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Keith M Oppelt
### Baccalaureate Degrees

#### Theatre Arts Education

**K–12**

**Bachelor of Arts**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

**Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts Studies**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

**Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts Education**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

#### Theatre Arts Studies

- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

**Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts Studies**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

**Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Arts Education**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

**December 2012 Graduate**
- Beau Richard Brewster
- Makinsey Leeland Ekman
- Calista Mary Wilkes

#### Theatre History and Curatorial Studies

**Bachelor of Arts**
- Tabitha Joy Bartholomew
- Susana Jazmin Chavarria
- Brooklyn Tucker Dougherty
- Camille JaNae Jacobsen
- Mariacristina Mei-Ling Choy Kohler
- Kylie Lynne Ladd
- Meredith Janae Logan
- Shae Toshiko Iwasaki

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Tabitha Joy Bartholomew
- Susana Jazmin Chavarria
- Brooklyn Tucker Dougherty
- Camille JaNae Jacobsen
- Mariacristina Mei-Ling Choy Kohler
- Kylie Lynne Ladd
- Meredith Janae Logan
- Shae Toshiko Iwasaki

#### Visual Arts

**Bachelor of Fine Arts in Animation**
- Stephen Michael Anderson
- Keith Lamar Beavers
- Christopher R Cherrington
- Britta Marie Anne Frazier
- Jesse Ryan McAdam
- Amber Marie McDonald
- Meredith Robbie Moulton
- David Pérez
- Christina Marie Perry
- Paul Simmons Petty
- Petra Pintar
- Ryan Chad Ruger
- Chelsea Ann Stebar
- Lauren Elissa Evans Taylor
- Aileen Rae Thomas
- Trevan Scott Whiting

**Bachelor of Fine Arts in Illustration**
- Sheridan Lee Bronson
- Hillary Onyon
- Brooke Malia Weber

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Sheridan Lee Bronson
- Hillary Onyon
- Brooke Malia Weber

#### Illustration

- Sheridan Lee Bronson
- Hillary Onyon
- Brooke Malia Weber

**Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography**
- Rachel Jan Call
- Landon R. Dream
- Jamison Park Metzger
- McKenzie Maurine
- Thompson

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Andrea Michelle Cerveny
- Bethany Jane Davis
- Stephanie Ann Jarstad

#### Studio Arts

**Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design**
- Alexandra Adamson
- Taylor J Derrick
- Aaron Anthony Garza
- Stephenie Hawkes
- Kylie Marie Mulladjanov
- Beth Marie Robertson Peña
- Aaron Lee Shurtleff
- Alexandria Eve Vaught
- Kaylie Clark Whitemore
- Tyler Normann Winn

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Alexandra Adamson
- Taylor J Derrick
- Aaron Anthony Garza
- Stephenie Hawkes
- Kylie Marie Mulladjanov
- Beth Marie Robertson Peña
- Aaron Lee Shurtleff
- Alexandria Eve Vaught
- Kaylie Clark Whitemore
- Tyler Normann Winn

#### Illustration

- Sheridan Lee Bronson
- Hillary Onyon
- Brooke Malia Weber

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Sheridan Lee Bronson
- Hillary Onyon
- Brooke Malia Weber

#### Studio Arts

**Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design**
- Alexandra Adamson
- Taylor J Derrick
- Aaron Anthony Garza
- Stephenie Hawkes
- Kylie Marie Mulladjanov
- Beth Marie Robertson Peña
- Aaron Lee Shurtleff
- Alexandria Eve Vaught
- Kaylie Clark Whitemore
- Tyler Normann Winn

**December 2012 Graduates**
- Alexandra Adamson
- Taylor J Derrick
- Aaron Anthony Garza
- Stephenie Hawkes
- Kylie Marie Mulladjanov
- Beth Marie Robertson Peña
- Aaron Lee Shurtleff
- Alexandria Eve Vaught
- Kaylie Clark Whitemore
- Tyler Normann Winn

#### Visual Arts

- Andrew Anderson
- Clarissa Anne Benson
- Charity Ann Browning
- Scott Brian Capener
- Alyssa Jeanette Cook
- Stephanie Ann Gassner
- Camille E. Hall
- Marci Hernandez
- Jocelyn McCall Jensen
- Natalie Keala Kau
- Maria Jovanna Little
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Jacob Stephen Meldrum
Melissa Ann Mitchell
Jessica Lauren Dall Pingel
Kristen Keller Reeves
Andrea Dawn Roberts
Debra J Roquemore
Kayleigh Marie Skinner
Whitnie Anne Soelberg
Jamie Price Teerlink
Dwight Justin Wagner
Kourtney Kristine Young

COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES

AMERICAN STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Megan Elizabeth Barber
Katie McCall Blake
C Ross Christensen
Emily Anne Cutler
Haley Caroline Frame
Bryant Michael Hendriksen
Jason Richard Lamprecht
Barret Daniel Lybbert
Susanne Lee McGann
Caitlin McKenzie Mitchell
Rachael Zoe Norby
Andrew Winburn Potter
Valerie Lorraine Schmidt
Jane Margaret Selman
Alexa Leigh Slaughter
Sarah Page Wright

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

James David Collins
Jonathan Francisco Garcia
Ellysa Capson Hendriksen
Adam Trent Jorgensen
Christopher Newell Krewson
Sterling James May
Mark Brandon Ogletree
Joseph Rulon Stuart
Trent Alan Timmons
Jana Watkins

Asian and Near Eastern Languages

CHINESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Stephen Michael Atkinson
Daniel Bowen Baird
Joel William Christensen
Kyle Ballard Clayton
Matthew Mckinley Eley
Bryson Fielding Evans
Tysen Elihu Evans
Allison Ji-Jen Merrill
Anna Rose Moore
Andrew Nicholas Paulos
Amber Rose Pickering
Austin Joseph Van Wagener
Benjamin Tyler Wilcox

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Everett Thomas Black
Jonathan Chenevey
John Lee Ericson
Adam Jolley Harper
Gregory Adam Richens
Mitchell J Vest
Daniel Taylor Cannon

JAPANESE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kynan Neil Boyd
Kolby Chase Bradley
Taylor Charles Collins
Briana Jackson Jones
Sarah Sachiko Sayuri Kira
Marsa Lee
Austin James Miner
Megan Anderson Schramm

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Garrett L Brown
James Thomas Ferrin
Jeffrey I Heaton
Angie Lee
Mark John Wilkins
Hannah Sophia Wrathall

KOREAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Morgan Finlinson Lyman
Zachary Thomas Lyon
John Adam Murray
Mitchell Dean Palmer

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Austin Bond Goff
John Michael Grange
Austen Craig Heath

ENGLISH

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jessica Lauren Allen
James John Allred
Heather Ann Andersen
Kaylee Barbara Andersen
Adam Michael Arnett
Camille Austin
Hannah Balagna
Sian-Amy Balduck
Hannah Ellen Ballard
Rachel Alexandra Barker
Laura Lindsey Benning
Terense Andre Berry
Ashley Anne Bertoldo
Jill Elaine Bickham
Nicole Chelsea Black
Audrey Elizabeth Blake
Elyse Marie Bradley
Christie Anne Brady
Chelsey Williams Bulloch
Brinn Sariah Bulloch
Jordan Michael Call
Victoria Kerin Candland
Patrice Marie Carey
Carrie Elizabeth Heil
Chambers
Ashley Chipman
Cory James Christensen
Douglas Dale Clark
Bryn Louise Clegg
Devon S. Cook
Jenna Elizabeth Cooper
Suzanna Marie Davis
Julie Grace Eccles
Cassidee Lauren Feinauer
Courtney Makell Feinauer
Hannah Elizabeth Gasparrini
Rebecca Johnson Graham
Jason Lee Hamilton
Brandon Scott Healy
Julie Anne Helmandollar
Noralin Howell
Olivier David Howells
Carly Brin Huchendorf
Alison Leigh Hughes
Julia Kathleen Jeffery
Brennan Matthew Jernigan
Jessica Sue Johnson
Tucker Boone Johnson
Elizabeth Jones
Megan C Jones
Nicholas Sheldon Jones
Brooke Boggess Jorden
Camille Junca
Emily Kershaw
Emily Danielle Keyes
Serenity Rachel Kimball
Dana Christine Knudsen
Tessara Jean Lamb
Sarah Marie Landeen
Alexandria Nelleke Larsen
Scott Craig Larsen
Bonnye Alexis Lee
Jessica Ellen Lees
Anne Marie Lind
Sabrina Rosette Makaju
Desirae Mahie Marino
Amy Laurel McGreevy
Joshua Evans McKinney
Elise Ann McNaughton
Amanda Giles Meldau
Nikki Merrill
Martin William Michalek
Lindsay Michelle Miles
Jenna Elaine Miller
Chloe Elyse Moller
Meredith Rose Morey
Mackenzie Marie Morgan
Andrew Christian
Muhlestein
Katherine Snow Nelson
Julie Marie Ogborn
Carin Larae Olavson
Brice Andrews Peterson
Brice McPeterson
Joseph William Victor Post
Jeffrey D Prows
Dustin Jay Purnell
Erin Lee Rackham
Brooke Celeste Randell
David Grant Remington
Olivia Llavina Reynolds
Hannah Lynn Richardson
Rebecca Joanne Ricks
Mackenzie Ann Robinson
Brent J Rowland
David E Scheerer
Nyssa Lynn Silvester
Merrill Ray Simpson
Brian Sean Smith
Lauren Elizabeth Snider
Rebecca Joanne Spear
Shelli Rae Blomquist Spotts
Mallory Paige Stevens
Ivan R Sullivan
Kjersti Rachele Swenson
Stephanie Ellen Swift
Sarah Ann Syphus
Kaden Gordon Taylor
Coryse Sylvie Templeman
S Adrian Thayn
Lauren Shurtleff Todacheenie
Julia Marie Tucker
Hillary Jean Ulmer
Tonja Vincent
Benjamin Lynn Wagner
Elizabeth April Watson
Kelsey Erma Webb
Roxanne Emma Wells
Beverly Camille Wilson
Jennifer Kristine Winterton
Lucas Don Yates
Alvin Ludovico Zuniga

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Aaron Nicholas Airmet
McKelle Anderson
Kelly Marie Badger
Theresa Marie Baranowski
Ashley Barnes
Stacy Lynn Beatty
Emily Joanne Bell
Kristin Romney Bishop
Emilia Christine Smith
Capson
Sara Eliza Da Silva
Castro
Rebecca Raynes Chenoweth
Alexandra Ruth Crafton
Montana Marie Frechem
Ian Kenneth Frost
Alyson June Fullmer
Anna Corinne Gentry
Eliza Morgan Goodman
Lauren Kay Slinn Grange
Gwendolyn Shea Neilsen
Blanchard Hammer
McKenzie Katherine Hansen
Christina Rae Holt
Maren Virginia Larson
Lianna Jean Rose Manibog
Sinthia Andrea Olguin
Mansilla
Arielle Julie Custer Mikkalav
Michelle Lynette Mouton
Zachary James Ostraff
Christina Marie Parks
Lora Colleen Patterson
Brodie Ian Smith
Jennifer Diane Spencer
Jeanette M Sperry
Chantel Capree’ Spretz
Heidi Kay Sutherland
Mikaela Casper Tait
Sarah Katherine Talley
Amanda Teerlink
Eric Kimball Thompson
Whitney Lee Wedam
Deborah L Westwood
Kathryn Cannon Wilkie
Peter Maurice Wolff

ENGLISH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Michelle Remy Allan
Julie Lynn Gwilliam Allen
Caroline Gabriela Anderson
Alyssa Child
Elise Rebekah Decker
Laura Michelle Decker
Camille Elison
Samantha Hansen Gunther
Kari S. Lora
Kessia Robinson
Sara Ashley Schumacher
Jeffrey Morris Sosa
Ryne Thomas Steinacker
Heidi Marie Stone
Sarah Michelle Swardfeger

FRENCH STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Marissa Jean Anderson
Kristen Ballieu
John William Albert Baretsky
Matthew Taylor Brooks
Chae Scott Gardner
Jonathan Richard Hamilton
Alyssa Janae Herzinger
Nicole Rene LeTellier
Miles Steven Marsala
Nathan Thomas Oaks
Kenneth Raymond Peiffer
Joshua A Thompson
Alyssa Tillett

ENGLISH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Emily Nicole Schroeder
Morgan Elizabeth Taylor

FRENCH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Geoffrey David DeShazer
Chelsea Nicole Ellsworth
Tobin Jack Hale
Trent H Lott
Steven R Madsen
Miles Ryan McKeever
Ross Winslow McKissick
Jason Aldo Zippro

ITALIAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Geoffrey David DeShazer
Chelsea Nicole Ellsworth
Tobin Jack Hale
Trent H Lott
Steven R Madsen
Miles Ryan McKeever
Ross Winslow McKissick
Jason Aldo Zippro

FRENCH STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Marissa Jean Anderson
Kristen Ballieu
John William Albert Baretsky
Matthew Taylor Brooks
Chae Scott Gardner
Jonathan Richard Hamilton
Alyssa Janae Herzinger
Nicole Rene LeTellier
Miles Steven Marsala
Nathan Thomas Oaks
Kenneth Raymond Peiffer
Joshua A Thompson
Alyssa Tillett

ENGLISH TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Michelle Remy Allan
Julie Lynn Gwilliam Allen
Caroline Gabriela Anderson
Alyssa Child
Elise Rebekah Decker
Laura Michelle Decker
Camille Elison
Samantha Hansen Gunther
Kari S. Lora
Kessia Robinson
Sara Ashley Schumacher
Jeffrey Morris Sosa
Ryne Thomas Steinacker
Heidi Marie Stone
Sarah Michelle Swardfeger
Germanic and Slavic Languages

GERMAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Matthew Allen Kearney
Tessa Caroline Lush
Evan D Shelley
Tyler Richard Williams

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Rachael Angelica Roselle

GERMAN TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Ruth Helena Dittli
Michael Dean Olsen
Quinn LeAnn Schulze

RUSSIAN

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Peter William Barnes
Conner Dylan Bassett
Alexander Scott Doyex
Daker Mark Draney
Paul Tristan Gallo
Adam Clark Gardner
Jordan David Gisseman
Cameron Kleck Hardy
William Nile Mesvry
Mark D Mosley
Garrett Michael Phipps
Kevin S Pulsipher
Jonathan Stephen Troy Slaven
Matthew Robert Tanner
Mack Arthur Whitehead

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Nathan A Christiansen
Maximo Felipe de Benito
Eric Heier
Jaron Jeffery Malyon
Bryan W McCall
Jason D Moss
M. Robert Zimmerman

Humanities, Classics, and Comparative Literature

CLASSICAL STUDIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kimberly Anne Heuer
Dustin James Schwanger

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Allison Huei-Chuen Lew
Spencer Owen Nance
Marissa Wagner

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Tara Nicole Richlin
Diana Solórzano

HUMANITIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Romy Kay Banfield
Megan Ashley Cousin
Stefanie Nicole Dearden
Michael Hale Easterling
John Scott Froerer
Kara Sailsbery Henriksen
Megan Clarisse Insch
Kayley Rachel Jackman
Hannah Lorelei Lambert
Britney Kay Landrum
Kathryn Ainsley Packham
Lara Michelle Schlerf
Emily Nicole Shelley
Brooke Valentine
Kristina Stewart Ward
Lauren Whetten

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Seth Robert Baldrige
Kara Shirley Bishop
Cecilia Melissa Black
Angela Fisher
Samantha Catherine Jarvis
Jasmyne Marie Dietz Ogden
Megan Phillips
Alycia Marie Pringle
Elizabeth Pusey
Eliza Joan Stevenson

INTERDISCIPLINARY HUMANITIES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Lauren Elizabeth Bingham
Kelli Harline

LATIN TEACHING

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Gertrude Sumson

LINGUISTICS

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jay Paul Bragg
Rebecca Brinck
Amy Michelle Carlin
Cory Richard Clements
Ashley D. Dewey
Dallen Frank Done
Kaitlin Ritchie Dunford
Matthew Jeff Garrett
George Micah Gougler
Dallin William Hardcastle
Roseanna Elizabeth Hopper
Christina Davis Johnson
Eric Martin Johnson
Ryan Samuel Lish
Andrew Livingston
Aaron Stephen Meyers
Stefan Taylor Oveson
Katie Lee Pérez
Deborah Kay Rasmussen
Kate Rebekah Reynolds
Sarah Catherine Sardoni
Greg Anthony Scoggin
Joseph Abraham Stanley
Shawn Kory Albert Stevens
Jasmine Brynn Western
Stephanie Lynn Wilson
Megan Wolfe
Richard Scott Wood
Michael L Wyatt
Jason Lee Xochimitl
Matthew A Young
Adam Lee Youngfield

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Coleman Marie Bonham
Edith Marie Dean
Nichole Cyndi Eck
Nathan Gary Glenn
Whitney Henderson
Hyuna Kim
Po Tim King
Trevor J Miller
Michaela Ann Peringer
Spencer Reed Roberts
**Philosophy**

**PHILOSOPHY**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

D. Zackary Burnham
Karolyn Campbell
Taft Nelson Gearhart
Gabriel Lawrence Hess
Matthew Preston McGuffin
Auriana Michelle Penner
E. Tatiana Quinn
Brandon Harvard Riches
Matthew B Solomon
Benjamin Kit Thornell
Mark Logan Weinfurter
Karl Joseph Worsham

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Erin Whitney Mower Adams
Dominic David Fosson
Nathanael Richards
Noorlander
Claire Shumway
Daniel Farnsworth Teichert

**Spanish and Portuguese**

**PORTUGUESE**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Jeffrey James Clark
Brinton Michael Dinnell
Kolin Ross Harrison
Taylor Dixon Lund
Jeremy Ben Seastrand
Wayne Rueben Simmons

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Curtis Josiah Call
Jamie Higley
Steven Douglas May

**SPANISH**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dustin Kealiokekai Akana
Wyatt James Boles
John Adam Brooksby
Cameron John Clifford
Aubrie Anna Cornelius
Kempton John Cox
Tyler Paul Davis
Jason Jeffrey Dean
Leslie Ann Dean
David Moroni Fossett
Tyler Sexton Freeman
Kirk Thomas Garrett
Matthew D Gillon
Giselle Gimenez
Samuel Sean Hamner

Steven Ronald Harmon
Jennifer Michelle Howell
Zachary Gordon Ingersoll
Tyler Ralph King
Stephen Hawkins Lamb
Landon B Larkin
Zachary Thomas Loughton
Trevor Hansen Memmott
Austin Ray Miller
Melissa Crandall Neary
Denton Hiatt Nye
Cynthia Michelle Sandoval
Jose Roberto Sandoval
Morgan Michael Snyder
Michael Joseph Warren

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Austin David Archibald
Lauren Nicole Pabst Ayala
Trevor Dean Bruce
Gabrielle Garfield
Stefan Manuel Jimenez
Erin Capone Long
Brandon Dare McClosey
Monica Jean Miller
Franchesca Alcira Moreno
Sergio Rafael Perez Apolinar
Sean William Reilly
Melissa Anne Standage
Katherine Liljenquist
Thalman

**SPANISH TEACHING**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Diana Zarrabal Candelaria
Joseph D. Cochran
Brindi Porter Cuadra
Janica Gloria Jackson
Brian Robert Munn
Jonathan T Parrish
Emma Jo Yeager

**SPANISH TRANSLATION**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Jason Daniel Cronin
Miriam Lorena Montes Delfin
Sandra Lirio Flores Flores
Dana Kendall
Liliana Elizabeth Berganza Lopez
Camila Sarasá Huícia
David Rivera Revuelta
Brillante Elizabeth Self
Jennifer Louise Parks
Sommierfeldt
Evan Nelson Strobelt
Nathan Daniel Weatherford
Christopher James Yegge

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Ammon J Jones
Jessica Nicole Scott

**General Studies**

**GENERAL STUDIES**

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Sandra Kaye Brunson
Amber Leeson Curtis
Rebecca Sexton Haack
Tammy René Holdeman
LeeAnn Johnson
Courtney McQuain Lennberg
Pamela Kaye Montgomery
Elizabeth B Popa
Annette Wendt

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Diane Sudweeks Ireland
Joan Ruth Koplin
Valerie Brown Palmer
Lori S Vodi Rupard
Heidi Lee Scott
Christine Pearl Wiltermood

**DAVID M. KENNEDY CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES**

**ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN STUDIES**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Jacob Cole Brown
Michael Lamar Huish
Jason M Kenyon
Audrey Crandell McKenna
Aaron James Moody
Matthew W. Neville
Suzannah Michelle Richins
Jonathon Michael Riley
Michael Robert Trotter

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Laura Lingmann Daly
BG McGill

**ASIAN STUDIES**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Deric Kekona Fung
Benjamin James Hayford
Junil Evan Kim
Spencer James Orr
Gary Royce Salmon
Laura Szamosfalvi

**EUROPEAN STUDIES**

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Katherine Bennett
Courtney Eva Flood
Alena Coral Franco
Christopher Robert Guinn
Taylor Clayton Kauffman
Rebekah Grace Valek
Baccalaureate Degrees

December 2012 Graduates

Kathryn Kanani Brinton
Stefanie Anne Garvin
Ryan Lloyd Hicks
James Cody Hill
Joseph Matthew Killpack
Brittney Charisse Thompson

International Relations

Bachelor of Arts

Yoshiya Baba
James Ammon Cappuccio
Christopher Wayne Collard
Thomas Ramsey
Crompton, III
Blake Ogden Day
Samantha Marie Douma
Ashley Jean Dymock
Alexander James Egbert
Matthew G. Hadley
Jordan Hashim Hamzawi
Clifton James Hardle
John Wendell Harris
Lorraine Herrington
Wayne Andrew Herrington
Martha Howard
Jamy Lin Howell
Spencer Reed Irvine
Shingo Iwasawa
Quinton Harmon Kimball
Brock Howard Laney
Christopher Ammon Neuffer
William Travis Snider
Madeline Shayne Stoker
Purevsuren Sukhbaatar
Tawnya Lynn Howard
Jackie Wilson King
Hilary Rose Neelam
Sean Robert Watson

December 2012 Graduates

Casey Marie Alvarez
Elizabeth Susanna Batty
Joseph Kent Evans
Jill Elyse Highland
Mandukhai Badamkhand
Noah Benjamin Driggs
Stephanie Mary June Kamerath
Wai Yan Winnie Kwok
Eric Meyers
Daniel Will Shallenberger
Bryan D Wagner

Bachelor of Arts

Catherine Marie Ashley
Jadyn Laurel Cherry
David Alexander Ferguson
Greggary Evan Lines
Katherine Marie May
Christian Steven Maynes
Joseph Barnett Neary
Brett Suzanne New
James William Brandenburg
Michael Jay Collier
Ryan Byrne Cook
Kyle Russell Garrett
Andrew James Gledhill
Ryan Garrett Hillstead
Gregory George Jackson
Garrett Lee Jensen
Joshua Brent Maxwell
Briony J Renouard
Biology

Bachelor of Science

Kurtis M Barton
Christopher Lincoln Bell
Colten James Brandenburg
Michael Jay Collier
Ryan Byrue Cook
Kyle Russel Garrett
Andres Alberto Chavez Eras
Colten James Brandenburg
Michael Jay Collier
Ryan Byrne Cook
Kyle Russell Garrett
Andrew James Gledhill
Ryan Garrett Hillstead
Gregory George Jackson
Garrett Lee Jensen
Joshua Brent Maxwell
Briony J Renouard
Tyler Daniel Shumway

December 2012 Graduates

Casey Marie Alvarez
Elizabeth Susanna Batty
Joseph Kent Evans
Jill Elyse Highland
Tawnya Lynn Howard
Jackie Wilson King
Hilary Rose Neelam
Sean Robert Watson

Middle East Studies/Arabic

Bachelor of Arts

Catherine Marie Ashley
Jadyn Laurel Cherry
David Alexander Ferguson
Greggary Evan Lines
Katherine Marie May
Christian Steven Maynes
Joseph Barnett Neary
Brett Suzanne New
Charles Clayton Poston
Seth James Roberts
David Alexander Romney
Benjamin Richard Smith
Rebecca Kate Smith
Jesse Foster Thomas
Coby Matthew Vail
Jordan Wilson

December 2012 Graduate

Matthew Lars Martin

College of Life Sciences

Biology

Bachelor of Science

Kurtis M Barton
Christopher Lincoln Bell
Colten James Brandenburg
Michael Jay Collier
Ryan Byrue Cook
Kyle Russell Garrett
Andres Alberto Chavez Eras
Colten James Brandenburg
Michael Jay Collier
Ryan Byrne Cook
Kyle Russell Garrett
Andrew James Gledhill
Ryan Garrett Hillstead
Gregory George Jackson
Garrett Lee Jensen
Joshua Brent Maxwell
Briony J Renouard
Tyler Daniel Shumway

December 2012 Graduates

Casey Marie Alvarez
Elizabeth Susanna Batty
Joseph Kent Evans
Jill Elyse Highland
Tawnya Lynn Howard
Jackie Wilson King
Hilary Rose Neelam
Sean Robert Watson

Latin American Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Yvette Acosta
Doris Mariela Alvarez Aralado
Andres Alberto Chavez Eras
Vaughn Edgar Christensen
Camille Ysidra Dockery
Hannah Marie Fairbrother
David William Hall
Dayana C. Martinez Hansen
Jason Earl Harrison
Catherine Haycock
Ryan Russel Hill

December 2012 Graduates

Jeremy Michael Huppe
Shane Robert Niederer
Paul Louis Starita
Brian John Youngblut

Biology

Bachelor of Science

Ye-Ji Jung
Garrett Nelson McCoy
Trent Thomas Meier
Lance Kent Nelson
Christopher Taylor Newman
Daniel William Palaski
Joshua Morgan Rice
John Harp Wilde
Kathryn Hanako Yokoyama

Bioinformatics

Bachelor of Science

Cameron Chad Anderson
Matthew Hawkins Bailey
Stephen Erik Devport
Michelle Kay Farmer
Masaki Stanley Fujimoto
James William Gurr
Justin Randall Heninger
Heather Nicole Trent
Emily Tryon

December 2012 Graduates

Alan Colver
Andrew Brian Noyce
David Russell Patty

Biological Science Education

Bachelor of Science

Danika Elise Antczak
Mindy Ashton
Lauren Davies Evans
Sierra Hotchkiss
Michael David Johnson
Olivia Michelle Masino
Tessa Michelle McAllister
Steven David Nelson
Jeffrey Thomas Patterson
Jason L Pierce
Cailltin Kelly Sutherland
Katelynn Elizabeth Swan
Whitney Gail Tonkinson
Jerry Miller Whiting

December 2012 Graduate

Malia Groesbeck

Biology

Bachelor of Science

Dane A Berry
Valerie Brooke Gaither
Bidstrup
Scott Gregory Bird
Angela Rachelle Despain
Karee Jurgensmeier Green
Jacquelyn Claire Johnson
Paulo Andre Machicaco Tello
Joshua Colt Murray
James Morris Roberts
Holly Kathryn Waddell
Travis Merlin Wiley
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Joshua Dean Adams
Christian Spencer Draper
Kira Nicole Harris
Nathan D Howe
Stephanie Lynn Neilan
Victoria Elizabeth Scott
Zachary Todd Skabelund
Paris Jordan Vail
Celina Ann Weaver

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Joshua Dean Adams
Christian Spencer Draper
Kira Nicole Harris
Nathan D Howe
Stephanie Lynn Neilan
Victoria Elizabeth Scott
Zachary Todd Skabelund
Paris Jordan Vail
Celina Ann Weaver

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

INTEGRATIVE BIOLOGY

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Deborah Reijnders Clement

Exercise Sciences

ATHLETIC TRAINING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

December 2012 Graduates

January Kenneth Card
Megan Carolyn Childs
Trevor Karl Hansen
Elaina Joanne McCombs
Kathryn Moreno
Samantha Lorraine Myers
Bradley David Tuckett

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

December 2012 Graduates

December 2012 Graduates

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

December 2012 Graduates

December 2012 Graduates

EXERCISE AND WELLNESS
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Scott Michael Carlson
Daniel Joseph Carver
Kyle Spencer Cayton
Joshua D Chandler
Andrew Charles Cheney
Holli Lee Childs
Kelsey Ann Christensen
Brooke Evans Clark
David Edson Clark
Benjamin R Coles
Matthew Cosman
Kaccee Cristine Cox
Jordan W Crafton
Allison Mae Crimm
Christopher Ryan
Cunningham
Joshua John Curtis
Westin Gray Dangerfield
Michael Scott Davis
Sarah Ashlie Dearden
Gabriel Theodore Dicks
Robert Ray Downard
Jason Austin Drain
Kelli Renee Ehardt
Elizabeth Laurie Erickson
Joseph A. Erickson
Kathryn Rose Fancher
Josi Robbin Farnsworth
Michael Andrew Ford
Mary Elizabeth Forste
Mykel Craig Frey
Whittney Bailey Funk
Antonio Samuel Gervais
Mark Jeffrey Gilstrap
Steffin Blaine Golden
George Daniel Golightly
Dallin Karl Graham
Austin Marc Burns Grant
Ryan Michael Gray
Rachael Marie Griffith
Shawna Ruth Gulledge
Austin Andrew Hall
Brock Graham Hall
Lindsey Halversen
Adan Michael Hammer
Cameron William Hanberg
Charlie Michael Hancock
Kylie S Hansen
Lucas Mazarra Hansen
Nolan Jeffrey Hansen
Anne-Marie Hays
David Justin Hayter
Cody Michael Henderson
Christina Leigh Hill
David Merrick Hogg
Amber Kayla Holmes
Cody Sterling Holmes
Kyle Ross Houston
Forest N. Hulet
Matthew Baloun Jacobs
Cecile Daniela Jacobson
Jeremy Kamakana James
Jason Carl Johnson
Anthony Erickson Jones
Cory Deon Jones
Faith Mumbua Joseph
Lauren Ashley Kelson
Stephen Mathew Kelson
Scott Andrew Kennedy
Scott Andrew Kennedy
Elexis Emily Khan
Rylon Joseph Killpack
Walter Ryan Knudsen
Kevin H Kudins
Brent Jay Lake
Kiersten Stephanie Lane
Dallin Johnson Larimer
Allison Rebecca Lauro
Logan Alan Law
Trevor Gene Leavitt
Christopher David Lee
Brett John LeFevre
Joshua Brian Lewis
Miranda Elizabeth Lo
Elizabeth Francis Martino
David Weber Mason
Katie Mae McDermid
Kade Soren McQuivey
Michael Joseph McRae
Kyle Measom
Felipe Afonso Messias
Melanie Miles
Jordan Chase Morris
Jared Manning Mortensen
Michael David Nelson
Michael Johnathan Nelson
Steven Patrick Nelson
Carter Martyn Newey
Ashley Nichols
Madison Elizabeth Nicholson
Benjamin Grant Nielson
Daniel Glenn Nielson
Ryan Lynn Nimer
Daniel Ames Olsen
Ty Conrad Olson
Tyler Laurence Ormsby
Jared L Palfreeman
Brian Anthony Palmer
Stephen Kyle Paul
Camille Emiko Payne
David Michael Pelon
Jordan James Petersen
Nathan Reginald Peterson
Sharon Comell Pincock
Jordan Dean Pitt
Jacob Howard Pollard
Andi Paige Powell
McCade Vincent Powell
Marissa Laurette Prisbrey
Chad Duane Richards
Morgan Conrad Richards
Adam Grant Richardson
Catherine Anne Richardson
Kyle Mark Richardson
Melanie Jayne Richardson
Eric James Rigg
Eldon James Robertson
Natalie Robinson
Daniel Alejandro Rodriguez Fernandez
Braedon Derek Roney
Steven Grant Roushar
David Brooks Royall
Richard Wayne Russell
Wyatt Winslow Sessions
Stephen Kyle Severe
Julie Kristine Shaw
Ryan Donald Shawcroft
Stephan Andrew Shay
Benjamin Charles Smart
Andrew Kent Smith
Jarom Alexander Smith
Justin T Smith
Lance M Smith
Alyssa Jonette Wailani Souza
Spenser Ryan Squire
Brady R Stanger
Sarah Evelyn Stewart
Colin Harris Stoddard
Sean Craig Stout
Kyle Dayna Swensen
Daniel Bruce Tew Jr.
Stephen Garner Thomas
Matthew Alan Tobler
George A Tree
Jordan Lee Trexel
Jared Charles Tyhurst
Edward Hunter Tyler
John Harold Varner
Alexandra Rochelle Vaughn
Benjamin Charles Wallace
Landon George Wells
Scott Michael Whitlock
Adam Albert Williams
Connor Wesley Willis
Erik James Wilson
Clint Wire
Laura Wolthuis
Daniel Alan Wood
JoAnna Marie Wood
Jonathan Brady Wood
Lee Stewart Wood
Shawn Timothy Woodland
Adam Scott Young

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Stephen Karl Anderson
Janna Yosieh Ang
William Everett Baguley
Rachel Elisabeth Barzee
Nicholas R Bibeau
Ariel Breanne Gilstrap
Brendan Charles Ehorn
Spenser Ryan Squire
Brady R Stanger
Sarah Evelyn Stewart
Colin Harris Stoddard
Sean Craig Stout
Kyle Dayna Swensen
Daniel Bruce Tew Jr.
Stephen Garner Thomas
Matthew Alan Tobler
George A Tree
Jordan Lee Trexel
Jared Charles Tyhurst
Edward Hunter Tyler
John Harold Varner
Alexandra Rochelle Vaughn
Benjamin Charles Wallace
Landon George Wells
Scott Michael Whitlock
Adam Albert Williams
Connor Wesley Willis
Erik James Wilson
Clint Wire
Laura Wolthuis
Daniel Alan Wood
JoAnna Marie Wood
Jonathan Brady Wood
Lee Stewart Wood
Shawn Timothy Woodland
Adam Scott Young
Health Science

HEALTH SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Amanda Cristine Pugmire

HEALTH SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Kristin Way Papke-Nelson

PUBLIC HEALTH

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brian McKay Adamson
Kallie Marie Astle
Elyse Kathryn Barnes
Chase Lowell Bennion
Brooke Marie Beus
Kristen Sue Bradford
McKell Miles Brady
Ashley Leanne Bushnell
Benjamin Follett Cannon
Nicole Eve Cardon
Andrea Carlsson
Matthew David McCord
Marinda Anne Morgan
Millis
Sharlee Marie Neubert
Laura Lea Ne Ville
David Lyle Parker
Amber Christine Schwartz
Natalie Stewart
Alex C. Taylor
Morgan Stoker Taylor
Ronald Lee Tomyn II
Michelle Britney Tucker
Jamie Lynne Turley
Kathryn Palmer Turner
Kellani Moeki Unga
Jesse Brett Walker
Kaitlan Michelle Walker
Olga Natania Dirlam Ward
Marilyn Baum Watts
Christopher Brent Wengren
Tiffany Nicole Whalen
Rachel Diane Whetstone
Jessica Fay White
Kathleen D Whittle
Charina Jenelle Willis
Angela L. Ying

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Bryan Gregory Adams
Marjorie Sue Allen
Lauren Ann Anderson
Eliana Marcelle Araujo de Puertas
Linda Barton
Emma Beswick
Lynzi Chanelle Bryant
Samuel R Clark
Janesa Renea Clawson
Amanda Danielle Cooper
Diane Tempest Ferrin
Azat Gattaulin
Lewis Liberty Goodrum
Michele Leslie Hadfield
Brady Rex Hansen
Steven Anton Willem Heinrichs
Abigail Dawne Johnson
Breanna Elisabeth Jones
Kelly Ann Kimball

Rafael Filipe Maldonado
Lockling
Matthew David McCord
Jennifer Ann Merris
Lyndsey McKay Bair Miller
Matthew Christofer Morgan
Macey Gail Morris
Marinda Anne Morgan

EXERCISE SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Christopher Alexander Hamilton
Tiffany LeeMaster Jones
David Earl Marriott
Devin Kekoa Mitchell
Courtney Noelle Palmer
Nicole Ochsenhirt Soresen

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Consuelo A. Larsen
Benjamin Alexander Sebros
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microbiology and Molecular Biology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLINICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Julia Eve Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Niranjan Baral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Angela Nicole Bean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sasha Brooke Cervantes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emily Ann Chandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nancy Marie Duncan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Carl Cypus Hagen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Kaitlyn Emily Hokanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Simon Estyn Horrocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sidney Kaye Hoynakci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Debra Lee Klein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hawa Kokaina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lady Grace de los Reyes Lumboy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- McKenna Ryan Matuauto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Wai Man Caroline Ng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Amy Lynn Petersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Caroline Elizabeth Reid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lauren Virginia Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lia Galleo Souza</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Binod Sharma Kharel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOLECULAR BIOLOGY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Michael Andrew Bressler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Destinee Anne Bushman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Michael Ammon Dickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Brian James Earley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sean Edmund Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dagoberto Estévez Ordóñez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Krysta Marie Felix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Joshua Nathanael Beckwith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adam V Gardner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Justin Robert Iby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nathan Merritt Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dione Michelle King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Jillian Lela Markham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mac Thomas Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Michelle Stella Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Kent Christopher Nate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Taylor Sainsbury Orton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Richard Daniel Read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Kirk Justin Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Ryan Perry Steck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Kaitlin Christine Wimmer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuroscience Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEUROSCIENCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Isaac Thomas Aldous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Spencer Joseph Bell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- George Taft Benson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Zachary Edward Cardon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Benjamin Thomas Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Paul David Chamberlain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Doris Genevieve Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Amanda Susanna Baird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cowley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Jordan Leishman Davies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Marcus McCune Dee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Aleksandr Doroshkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Nathan Scott Doyle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Stephanie Rebecca Erickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mandy Marie Foote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Mackenzie Gibson Gregerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Robert Jordan Guillory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Aaron James Gustin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Dalton Henry Haslam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Landon Robert Hendricks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Jenna N. Hickey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tyson Morris Hintze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Amy Lynne Holm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Adam Blake Hoynakci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Alex Spencer Jepsen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nutrition, Dietetics, and Food Science

Dietetics

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Sarah Elizabeth Allen
Patrick Michael Baker
Ariel Barratt
Ashley Camille Blaylock
Alison Richardson Clawson
McKell Compton
Lauresa Terry Cook
Aubrey Anna Dransfield
Stephanie Elizabeth Ensign
Kimberly Eyring
Cherie Gallagher
Katie Nicole Garrett
Katherine Lyn Griffin
Blair Melissa Jean Harmon
Morgan Michelle Hawkes
Anna Christine Johnson
Julie Ann Loveland
Megan McNary
Danielle Fox Meyers
Heidi Lee Nielsen
Spenser Fredrick Parker
Hannah Price
Jessica Michelle Roberts
Carey Medewalker
Jeanine Elaina Skinner
Juliette Soelberg
Erica Danielle Tanner
Elizabeth Wade
Heidi Evonne Anderson
Washburn
Ashlee Nichole Whipple
Madeline Lindberg Wilding
Kirsten Ann Wilkinson
Anna Elyse Willis

Physiology and Developmental Biology

BIOPHYSICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Trevor Scott Anderson
Robert Anthony Childs
Austin Stanley Nielsen
Samuel Hardy Thueson
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

PLANT AND WILDLIFE SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Adrienne Denise Severson

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Eric Glen Andersen
Amanda Gayle Ashton
Justin Welker Babbel
Lisa JoLynn Barton
Jared Jeffrey Baxter
Tayte Paul Campbell
Eric G Collyer
Kaitlin Marie Goodrich
Christopher Aaron Groesbeck
Daniel Brent Harper
Daniel Daniel Later
Darrell Bruce Roundy
Tobin Mitchell Story

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Muriel Tahiamei'ani
Kali Miller
Andrew Dillon Later
Eric Glen Andersen
Valerie Ruth Mariana
Michael DeShawn Moore
Tobin Mitchell Story
Melissa Denniey Snyder

ENVIRONMENTAL SOIL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Rachel Gabriela Bair

GENETICS AND BIOTECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Ivan Arano Rodriguez
Jared Nicholas Balaich
Kristofer Craig Berrett
Uly Triticio Cabeza Pezoa
Jeremy David Chugg
Kristen Hanna Ence
Julie Leanna Henry
Vanessa Ludwig Koch
Michelle Lyn Nielsen
Ariel Inez Reiley
Amber Dawn Schoof
Chas Syndergaard
Ella Mae Wylie

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

B. Fabrizio Alegre
Samuel Arnold Decker
Erick W Macdonald
Aric G van Kan

LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Michelle Buchanan Atcheson
Matthew Keith Barton
Chynna Faith Black
Laura Marie Black
Christie Lillian Butler
Tek Manning Fish
Daniel Scott Gilster
Andrew K Hollingshead
Natalie Robbins Howland
Aaron Takeo Kirk
Daniell John Lee
Jennifer Lynn Lougee
Jennifer Bev McNabb
Michael Aaron Purcell
Chase Emerson Ricks
Stephanie Rieie
Jacob Taylor Sanders
Suzanne Marie Smith
Melanie Welch Stapley
Diane Stewart
Megan Beth Stewart
Blake Stephen Taylor
Anika Rae Whittier
James Henning Wills

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Kelsey Ruth Barrett
Matthew James Carpenter
Glenna M’Li Hoki
Kathryn Elizabeth McLane
Andrea Ann Spears
Ada Lee Talbot
Jessup Jay Van Tassell

WILDLIFE AND WILDLANDS CONSERVATION

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Megan Taylor Brooks
Michael Cameron Bunnell
Randall James Creaser
Richard James Curzon
Gregory Todd Dorn
Nathan Paul Duncan
Alina Mei Ching Fong
Samuel Perry Guinoe
John Richard Hamilton
John Anthony Huber
Meihanie Michelle Kayra
Adam Daniel McCament
Shane Albert Olsen
Jocelyn Nicole Raphael
Kayla Renee Sanders
Alan Wyatt Shakespeare
David Chlarson Smedley

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Gregory Daniel Bush
Jesse Caillin Alexis Ford
Jenny
Chris Aaron Reno
Marci Nelson Reno
Jeremy Thomas Scott
Chad M. Taylor

MARRIOTT SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Michael Vollmer Addis
Troy Daniel Anderson
Bryan Scott Anderson
Michelle Marie Angus
Emily Mae Apeland
Johan Byron Arnegard
Michelli Sant’ Ana Austin
Jannessa Elaine Baker
D. Blake Bartolomei
Devon Sterling Basinger
Matthew Andrew Beck
Maren Margaret Bennett
Joshua Kirk Benson
Sean David Bentley
Carlos Benz
Kevin Alan Bitnoff
Peter Michael Black
Andrew Pierre Bonin
Celeste Marie Boyce
Steven Victor Boyce
Derek Craig Bramwell
Matthew Sheldon Broderick
Alora Lynn Burnham
Parker Lael Byington
Corey Grant Calder
Sterling Jordan Calder
Cory David Campbell
Jonathan Carroll
Eric D. Cecil
Jeffrey C Chapman
Jessica Marie Chapman
Rony Charles
Melissa Cheney
Minji Choi
Caillen Christensen
David Ryan Christensen
Scott Charles Christensen
John Mitchell Cobb
Andrew Scott Cofman
Chase Barton Cole
Derek E Collins
Jane Elizabeth Colton
Daniel Arthur Cox
Danilo Souza Cruz
Andrew Mark Cusick
Brigham Anthony Levielle
Dallas
Van Duc Dang
Mark Edward Davis
Blaine Michael Dawson
Lady Ashby Dorff
Dustin Christopher Drees
Tyler George Duke
Aaron Mitchell Dunford
Emily Kate Eckley
Joseph Ballard Ellsworth
Alex William Ence
Mark Lamar Ercanbrack
Aubrey Nicole Erickson
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BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ACCOUNTING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Russell Taylor Acton
Brett Gregory Aitken
Danilo Archiza Almeida
Morgan Clark Andersen
Eric Monroe Anderson
Heath Robert Armstrong
Richard Hardy Ashton
Cort M Austin
Mitchell Andrew Austin
Ryan Curt Ballestero
Jason L Bangert
Brock Elizabeth Barker
Julia Kaye Barker
Richard Joseph Bean
Benjamin Berlin
Jared Delmar Bird
Steven Robert Biringer
Justin Bryan Birtcher
Courtney Alan Booke
Scott Eugene Brassfield
Beth Caroline Briggs
Bryce Robert Cameron
Jonathan Dean Castrey
Melissa Colleen Castrey
Yang Chen
Eun Ethan Cho
Amy Lynn Collyer
Jacob Daniel Cosby
Tyler David Cottrell
Brad Russell Culbertson
Craig Willard Cusick
Bao Ngoc Dang
Bradley James Davis
Emily Bourne Davis
Cynthia J Dawson
Travis Michael Day
Steven Caleb Debenham
James Christian Dester
Harrison Cameron Doe
Matthew William Donohue
Harrison Dougall
David Johannes Douma
Gregory D Downs
Richard M. Dosey
Austin Robert Dunn
Jacob Peter Durham

Clint Jackson Ward
Jason Lon Wardrop
Scott Welch
Jennifer Elizabeth Welling
Mark Wenger
Nathan Andrew Westover
Aaron David Weymann
Scott M Whitehead
Hall Brooke Winterton
Andrew Stuart Young
Marie Young
Paola Sarai Zamarro
Medrano
Andrew John Zenger

School of Accountancy
James Thomas Embree
Kevin Roger Englis
Tyson Allen Farnsworth
William Erik Farnsworth 
Riley Michael Fitzgerald
Gregory Franjevsec
Shaylynn Fuller
Ruby C Gania
David T K Garcia
Austin Spencer Garrett
Kawai Kealii Goodman
Puja Gurring
Jacob Mitchell Hager
Tate Allen Hansen
Nathaniel David Hardy
Brian Lee Hazen
Ann Johnson
Cade L Jones
Matthew Allen Jones
Spencer Mark Judd Jr.
Benjamin Gene Jumper
Kalama Joseph Tomasi
Kaluiholakani
Blake Allen Kenworthy
Jessica Anne Kilgore
Alexander Chet Kim
YoungSun Jennifer Kim
Nicholas Areandas Klima
Subesh Koirala
Tanner Alexander Lamb
Michael John Lang
Shelley A. Larsen
Anastasia Jill Larson
Brent Andrew Lauritzen
Andrew Mark Lords
Brice Galen Loveland
Michelle Renee Mangum
Jeffrey Paul Manning
Nicholas John Manookin
Brianam Kay Martinson
Skyler Owen Massy
Samuel H Matthews
Jace Jeffrey Mattinson
Aaron Mark McColl
Lynn Austin McNeil
Matthew Kevin Metcalf
Tanner James Morris
Robert John Nelson
Trang Huyen Nguyen
Bradley Wilcox Nichols
Michael Adam Nielson
Gary Richard Nilsen
Ryan William Oliphant
Kyle Mark Olsen
Joseph A. Orien
Michelle Lynn Ostler
Megan Palmer
David Christopher Parry
Tanner D. Payne
Kendall Perry Gregory
Pearson
Andrew Jay Peters
Derek Mark Petersen
Matthew Gregory Peterson
Matthew Jonathon Pinegar
Jeffrey Wilson Pooley
Jonathan Steven Potter
Samuel Peter Powell
Hannah Elizabeth Quist
Reid McKay Raleigh
Jeffrey Douglas Rasmussen
Greg Robert Richins
LeRoy Richins
Kevin Michael Rigby
Ryan J. Rios
Jared Blaine Roberts
Jared M Rohtinsky
Seth Charles Sainsbury
Drew Michael Scarbrough
Shrutee Shrestha
Andrew Broadbent Smith
Andrew Richard Smith
Sarah Catherine Smith
Jeremy Sookhoo
Shelton Tyler Sowards
Nathaniel Bryce St. Martin
Jacob A Stonehocker
Katherine Suzanne Swanson
Stephanie Michelle Taft
Jordan H. Tanner
Sean Gregory Tanner
Daisuke Taura
Kevin Matthew Thurber
Ryan Peres Terrell
Quynh Nu Xuan Ton
Ha Ngan Thi Tran
Jonathan Mark Tucker
Chad Matthew Ulrich
Jared Kent Van Orden
Tra Huang Vu
Russell K Walker
Rui Wan
Mark Allen Warr
Courtney Anne Webb
Wade Andrew Webber
Tyler Scott Whitezell
Lance Thomas Winward
Joshua Thompson Wiser
Tanner Alan Wixom
Charles Shi-Min Woo
Douglas Randall Woodbury
Michael Eugene
Woodmansee
Nathan Carey Woolsey
Jeffrey Peterson Yeager
Emily Wood Zarbock
Feiping (Sharon) Zhang

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Justin Douglas Alder
Jeffrey Brian Anderson
Joshua Robert Angle
Jacob Bell
Anthony James Castillo
Larry Adam Coca
Benjamin L. Cook
Garrett Petty Cotterell
Scott A Funk
Ryan K Gibbs
Fernando Jose Gomez Salinas
Marin Lyn Hardy
William Craig Holz
David S Hutchison
Lee Clint Jensen
Oliver Holbrook Johnston
April Lee
Pok Man Lee
Alexandra Skousen Morley
Scott B Nelson
Meghan Jeanne Newby
Andrew Northcutt
Rebecca Rae Jensen Page
James Ogden Partridge
Shanie Lee Rowley
Ivan Valerevich Shmakov
Steven Randall Smith
Austin Castle Somers
Brett James Taylor
Jacinth Sergeant Vidinina
Joel David ZaejoDaeus

Finance

FINANCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Michael Ryan Babcock
Dustin F Brandon
Nico Brough
Thomas Dunham Evans
Michael Scott Ferney
Taylor Ivory Jackson
Hayley Taylor Jensen
Jeff Scott Kimball
Justin Thomas Mann
Jordan M Miller
Yuxin Pan
Trevor Marsden Sperry
James Henry Patiño Stubbs

Information Systems

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Andew Norman Angus
Daniel McLean Barrick
Joseph Sterling Blake
Jason Mark Bodily
Daniel W Boyd
Christopher A. Bright
Matthew Douglas Carroll
Stephen Richard Cornelius
Patrick Alan Cox
James Daly Dalton
David D. Dawson
James A Deibert
Brian Karl Dodge
Samuel Eldredge Southwick
Ellis
Jeffrey H Gardner
David Robert Goodrich
Matthew Harris
Michelle Reynolds Hill
Jeffrey Scott Hollan
Spencer James Horrocks
Donovan Mark Hubbard
Douglas Wayne Hubbard
Kent N Illingsworth
Jason Anthony Johnson
Keya Joseph
David Earl Katherman
James Daniel Kershaw
Spencer Walter Kindt
Julia Marie Knecht
Weston Scott Kunz
Chung Shing Sheldon Lee
David Gilbert Lenz
Jake Jens Lingwall
Colton Tanner Malone
Monte James McAllister
Michael Taylor McGann
Isaac Quinn Mortensen
Michael J Niland
Logan Walker Nye
Ryan Michael Olaveson
Jaeyong Park
Eric Russell Petersen
Marc Alan Phillips
Dikshant Pradhan
Eddy Alan Richmond
Nathan Sherwood Rogers
Jethro Ruivivar Roxas
Eric Portes dos Santos
Phillip Jordan Smith
Gavin Michael Squire
Deborah Tan
Nathan Lawrence Tate
Dustin Glade Taylor
Russell John Taylor
Adam Nicholas Thompson
Tyler Neil Thompson
David Neil Titchwell
Jonathan Steele Urie
Neal Craig Varner
Michael Eldon Waite
Adam McCabe Williams
Lijun Yang
Matthew Ernest Young

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Griffin Oakes Buckley
Eric Richard Caldwell
Joshua Jay Dance
Nathan Danniell Dennis
Michael A Eads
Scott David Ellingson
Timothy Charles Emery
Enger
Jared Shawn Henry
Scott Michael Hunter
Matthew John Mantyla
Talha Adnan Siddiqui
Renan Tymoshenko

Recreation Management

Recreation Management
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alyssa Charlene Barnett
Annelise Bennion
Brendan Jock Bogenschutz
Amanda Brandley
Amelia Katherine Brown
Logan Walton Brown
Megan Christine Burrell
John Joseph Caifarri I
O’Neill Patrick Chambers
Kelsey Ann Christensen
Alexis Clark
Jenae Danielle Clawson
Carly Boyce Cook
Jordan Elizabeth Cox
Christine Suzanne Davies
Jamie Jenea Dayley
Rachel Elaine Draper
Alexander Paul Dunlap
Diane Victoria Ellison
Stacy Lynn Elverud
Eniketi Osolu Osuva Faveva
Junior
Danica Rae Flake
Taylor Grant Frank
Natasha Nord Gaufin
Megan Leigh Gneiting
Megan Camille Goehring
Ashlon Lucille Habel
Laura Elaine Hallstrom
Steven Richard Hart
Kendalyn Vanae Hartsock
Kristin Hatch
Lisa Michelle Hefpinger
Rebecca Anne Herzog
Sean McCune Hollingshead
Rachel Marie Howell
Brenton Adams Hoyos
Caraeuma Jackson
Danielle Afton Cluff Jacobson
Makenzie Johnson
Michael James Johnston
Lynny Pierce Jones
Elizabeth Kent
Rebecca Marie Knechtel
Breck Daniel Laing
Kevin Jacob Lindquist
Cynthia Woodbury MacKay
Karli Andrews Martinez
Emmanuelle Tylyn Reay
Maxwell
Spencer David Mayberry
Nicola Carson Nalani Miles
Janelle Dawn Miller
Rhiannon Dee Mitchell
Jenna Maurine Nerdin
Elena Nuila
David Nunez
Holly TileaRose Patterson
Brett Matthew Pingel
Emily Rawlins
Alexis Caroline Redd
Alyssa Anne Robinson
Stephen Rogers
Steven Matthew Samson
Rachel Bernice Schmutz
Shantel Nicole Smith
Amy Michelle Stott
Anna Katherine Heinitz
Strange
Kevin Glen Stuart
Ashley Anne Taylor
Jeffrey Adam Tebbs
Christopher K Teshima
Caitlin Tonia Trotter
Christine Elizabeth Vaughan
Heather Waddington
Heather Joy Walt
Lindsey Elizabeth Wiberg
Audrey Ruth Zirbel
Brock Matthew Zylstra

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Natasha Marie Alarid
Ashlyn Soelberg Bearnson
Selina Burgess
Heather Dawn Capson
Kendra Abby Clark
Charlene Michelle Clayton
Brad Leigh Cox
Chalay Casper Cragun
Josalyne Doroshkin
Sarah Michelle Douglass
Ian-Kahale Fordolino Dulan
Anthony James Frahm
Charles Honman Furse
Justine Macall Gallacci
James M. Golding
Joshua William Gross
Jaren R Gunnell
Nicole Lynne Jackson
Patrick Chase MacCourtney
Bryan Elizabeth Brown
McKinnon
Katherine Jo Mead
John Shelby Miller
Rachelle April Miner
Joshua Allen Pratt
Katie Elizabeth Flake Rainer
Victoria Marie Redshirt
Hannah LoRene Smith
Katie Nichole Stone
Alan Douglas Tibbitts
Katie Kealani Whitford
Tiffany Dean Witherspoon
Katelyn Elizabeth Wood
Jeffrey H Worthen

SCOUTING EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Benjamin Thaddeus Swank
General Studies

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
Lory M. Aten
Daniel Steven Bushnell
Elizabeth Ann Carlisle
Casey Celeste Hansen
Debra Hadley Hawkins
Bruce R. Hough
Cynthia Schindler Mearns
Michael R Miles
Kayln Heber Reed
Sisaliao Vongphakdy
Jacqueline H. Wright

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Shawna Pratt Anderson
Sandra Rae Barrett
Beth Marie Gainer
Wanda S. Glover
Kelly Jean Walk

COLLEGE OF NURSING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Misty Dawn Anderson
Amanda Dawn Baker
Brittney Elaine Barnwell
Laura Jane Braithwaite
Jasmine Lynn Burson
Lauren April Call
Hillery Ruth Calvert
Carlie Erin Christopher
Vanessa Lynn Cragun
Rachel Dame
Jeffrey W. Davey
Camilla Mary Dollahite
Adelay Denea Duffin
Jenessa Lee Duffy
Marissa Flinders
Laura Caroline Gilpin
Katrina Emily Hale
Christine Michelle Hanamura
Sarah Jean Hodon
Heather Marie Huggard
Monica Hilarie Jackson
Jane Kennington Jeppson
Brittany Elise Kocherhans
Mckenzi Komenda
Megan Joanne Lund
Carissa Dean Lutes
Sariah Pak Machado
Amanda Marie Magneson
Emma Christine Medina
Hanna Meiner
Brooke Gibbons Merril
Camille Annette Mullen
Brittany Dinah Newman
Aubin Bray Palmer
Cathryn Patrick
Carlee Madelyn Petersen
Abby Robertson
Heather Brooke Robinson
Nathaniel Lane Robinson
Jared Tyler Schmidt
Krista Lynne Schulte
Kaylyn Cherie Shinners
Brianna Leigh Smith
Whitney Nanette Snow
Cayla M. Stocking
Nicole Michelle Stout
Brooke Ure
Aubrey Sharae Van Leeuwen
Samantha Mary Webber
Christopher Jacob White
Haley Kartzchner Williams
Melissa Lynn Williams

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Tabitha Lynne Aggen
Melissa Alder
Melanie Kenney Alword
Ashley Ann Anderson
Daniel Charles Anderson
Madison Michele Bailey
Danielle Rebecca Banner
Mary Ann Barger
Courtney Nanette Brown
Janessa Ann Brunt
Paige Elizabeth Brunt
Kelly Alicia Cadogan
Spencer Bradly Cahoon
Alyssa May Carroll
Andrea Carter
Lori Kaye Carter
Brittany Coombs Chronister
Emily Gayle Cotrell
Emily Elizabeth Curtis
Mary Katherine Drasbek
TyRee Anna Fausett
Rebecca Fyans
Jessica Christina Glover
Nicole Graham
Amanda V Gravett
Elizabeth Griffioen Hannibal
Kacie Hart
Elias Inga Jaco
Alyssa Anne Jensen
Chelsea Elizabeth Jordan
Angela Lanier
Kristen Lavereng
Alina Linn
Ashlee Ann Farnsworth
Manwaring
Mariisa Ann Mashihas
Melissa Diane Maughan
Kaelin Michele Meador
Rachelle Clive Murphy
Melissa Alyce Musso
Madison Neff
Christy Leigh Parsons
Jordan Renee Pearce
Nicole Marie Pulipher
Melanie Gay Rhoades
Katherine Mary Robinson
Jonathan Dee Rohwer
Cami Ranon Schiel
Jacob Michael Schwab
Katelyn Ann Schwanke
Rebecca Pearce Segesman
Devaun Sheppard
Brigitte Peterson Smith
Kirtley Ann Sorensen
Rachel Renea Squires
Caitlin Curran Stewart
Tad Kiyoshi Sugiyama
Emily Jolene Summers
Stacie Rebecca Vaughn
Quincey Mica Wall
Ty Charles Weber
Jordyn Kristine Whiting
Nathan Holbrook Wiley
Joslyn Wilson
Amanda Kay Wright

COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

Chemistry and Biochemistry

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Lucas Aidukaitis
Jonathan Welling Beckstead
Brian Stewart Bingham
Grant Morgan Brown
Brendan George Coutu
Samuel Ranco Dudley
Jordan D Farley
Kailana Melissa Fisher
Steven William Foltz
Tyson Earl Hekking
Brendan Garth Leach
Zachary Shayne Lyons
Darren Bost McAfee
Kenneth Lester McGary
Bradley C Naylor
Jeffrey Craig Olson
Scott Tillman Pew
Spencer David Ruben
Ken Alvin Schramm
Mason Scott Smith
Elizabeth Ruth Snedecor
Chad David Torgerson
Brandon M Turner
Christopher Evan Wilson
Jonathan P. Wright
Irene Ho-Ting Yeung
Philip Ryan Young

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Lawrence Jacob Herrington
Kyli Nicole McKay-Bishop
Adam Joseph Rindfleisch
CHEMISTRY
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Seunghoon Choi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Kevin Wayne Ames
Nathan Scott Avellar
Joel Harmon Everett
Emily Victoria Fullwood
Deborah Ruth Hofa
Shannon Louise Huey
Adam Mark Larsen
Matthew K Nielsen
Shun Yi Wan
Karen Cristina Yupanqui
Carlos

CHEMISTRY EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Maycee Ellen Nufer
Marie Piiparinen Thomas

Computer Science

COMPUTER SCIENCE
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jason Guidry Allred
Reed S Allred
Jeffery Richard Bascom
Jordan Douglas Betteridge
John Alexander Chesley
Colin Childs
Tyler Jeffrey Coleman
Nathan J Condie
Isaac William Davis
Joshua Mitchell Davis
Kiersten Lainae Devenish
Joshua A Dutton
Eric R Ethington
James Richard Fiala
Spencer Stirling Gardner
Tyler Paul Gill
Ijesh Giri
J. Taylor Grimes
David Patten Hampton
Ian M Hansen
Jon D. Heaton
Christopher James Heuer
William John Highland
Michael C Jeffery
Parker David Jones
Logan R Kearsley
Dallin Alma Lauritzen
Clayton Lindsay Lemons
Jonathan R. Ludwig
Spencer Ammon Machado
Derek Steven Manwaring
Matthew Richard Matheson
David Gordon Mathis
Ogden Layne Mills
Eric James Mitchell
William Christopher
Montgomery
Kevin Ray Murdock
Javid Kannon Pack
Udpil Pant
Craig Samuel Perkins
Garret Duncan Peterson
Wayne Gerald Robison
Otto Scheel
Bradley Newton Seebeck
Brennan Laurence Smith
Andrew Neal Soderquist
Taylor William Sorensen
George Bradley Spendlove
Bradley David Stapleton
Michael Logan Stromberg
Morgan Andrew Strong
Kesler Williams Tanner
Aaron Michael Terry
Caroline Valentine Tew
Jason Benjamin Thompson
Carl Lloyd Wieland
Nathan William Wonnacott
David Stewart Woodruff
Matthew Richard Wright
Nathan Ho-Lai Yeung
Todd Jay Young
Trevor Alan Young

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Bibek Bhusal
Derrick James Brinton
Trent Matthew Burke
Kenneth Andrew DeCelle
Brett E Decker
Kevin Thomas Harrington
Joseph Ethan Heydorn
Andrew Michael Hurd
Jordan Alpine Jennings
Christopher Joseph Kuchin
Cale Layton Larsen
Michael George Holt Larsen
Joshua Jay Monson
Scot A Nielsen
Brandon James Reid
Chase A White
Joshua Douglas Whiting
James Paul Williams
Jonathan Eyring Willis
Jonathan A Wilson

Mathematics

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Brittany Dalton Bohman
Zachary Marc Boskovich
Zachary M Boyd
Sarah Nicole Clark
Hyein Cho Clifton
William Leonard Cocke
Lynnae Jeannette Mariko Conger
Amber Marie Evans
Paul Arthur Fiske
Kyle Jeppson Francis
Devin Brett Gerrard
Hiram Benjamin Golze
Logan Peter Grover
Emily S Hammond
Ryan Brock Jones
Taylor Wayne Killian
Andrew Eugene Logan
Serena Marielle McMurdie
Jeffrey David Moffitt
Randall Dean Reese
Elin Massako Shinoda
Michael Winget Spellman
Stephen L Tischler
Tyler Joseph Winiecke

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Paige Elise Balls-Barker
Ryan Joseph Harman Brunt
Nickolas Brenten Callor
Emily Fitchette
S. Adam Fletcher
Elin Elizabeth Haddock
Eric William Jones
Chelsea Thompson
Terence Ware Wadom
Nickolas Jay Wilson

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
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Mathematics Education

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alison Marie Adamson
Arianna Booth
Melissa Kristine Boyer
Joseph Michael Braghini
Ashley Marie Burgess
Jaclyn Leah Cowley
John Justin Draper
Jessica Eve Freeman
Michelle Anne Hollinger
Mary Joyce Howard
Paige Laura Irwin
Rachelle Jackson
Lisa Clara Kuttler

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Clayton K Chandler
Corey D Dong
Matthew Bruce Palmer

CALCULUS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Bibek Bhusal
Derrick James Brinton
Trent Matthew Burke
Kenneth Andrew DeCelle
Brett E Decker
Kevin Thomas Harrington
Joseph Ethan Heydorn
Andrew Michael Hurd
Jordan Alpine Jennings
Christopher Joseph Kuchin
Cale Layton Larsen
Michael George Holt Larsen
Joshua Jay Monson
Scot A Nielsen
Brandon James Reid
Chase A White
Joshua Douglas Whiting
James Paul Williams
Jonathan Eyring Willis
Jonathan A Wilson

Geological Sciences

GEOLOGY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alexandra Anne Ahern
Colton Bennion Birch
Phillip C Cammans
Lies Marie Elson
Timothy Holman Goodsell
Steven Randall Herbst
Emily Diane Keller
Tiffany Alyssa Lloyd
Nicholas Tanner Mills
Kathleen Elizabeth Robertson
Michael Scott Vineyard

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Paige Elise Balls-Barker
Ryan Joseph Harman Brunt
Nickolas Brenten Callor
Emily Fitchette
S. Adam Fletcher
Elin Elizabeth Haddock
Eric William Jones
Chelsea Thompson
Terence Ware Wadom
Nickolas Jay Wilson

Mathematics Education

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Alison Marie Adamson
Arianna Booth
Melissa Kristine Boyer
Joseph Michael Braghini
Ashley Marie Burgess
Jaclyn Leah Cowley
John Justin Draper
Jessica Eve Freeman
Michelle Anne Hollinger
Mary Joyce Howard
Paige Laura Irwin
Rachelle Jackson
Lisa Clara Kuttler
Physics and Astronomy

APPLIED PHYSICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Daniel Fowler Craft
David Marvin Hart
Zachary R Jensen
Jorge Ernesto Jimenez
David Brent Ludlow
James Ernest Schwab
Jane Cutler Tanner
Brace Winfield White
James Michael Williams

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Benjamin Young Christensen
Marc Helaman Jenkins
Trevor W Jerome
Garrett Hansen Porter

PHYSICS

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jordan Wayne Bell
Matthew Russel Groesbeck
Nathan Walter Gundlach
Stuart Allen Harper
Jarom Silver Jackson
Dino Francisco Muñoz
David Jackson Perkins
Lukas Tueller Pritchett
Nicole Alinean Qust
Brent Owen Reichman
Conrad Waldhar Rosenbrook
Ryan Thor Sandberg

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Adam M Könneker

PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Carla June Carroll
Drake A. Raquist
Michelle Elyse Spencer

PHYSICS TEACHING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Damian Michael King

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Clint P Goldman

TEACHING PHYSICAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Jillian Rue Johnson
John Tyler Youngbull IV

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Alivia Carolyn Halverson

Statistics

ACTUARIAL SCIENCE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Daniella Efua Ampaw
Ezekiel Nana Ansah
Kevin Larsen Bates
Adam Morgan Jones
Zhounyang Lai
Logan Hardy Maloy

Brandon Romish West
Brian Andrew Wozniak
Samir Johny Zeidan
Yangyang Zhang

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Aubry Annette Bjarnason
Spencer Dean Carlson
Cameron Kevin Gleed
Amanda Jo Jensen
Tyler Martin Judd
Thomas Alan Ricks
Faisal Sajad
Riley Steven Seguine
Kenneth Craig Selden
Biva Sherchan
Andrew Mark Thacker
Paul Wayne Vidmar
A. Grace Welch
GRADUATES WITH UNIVERSITY HONORS

The following graduates have met the requirements for the university's highest graduation distinction. Typically these students have completed at least 22 credits of honors courses, maintained a high GPA, demonstrated proficiency in mathematics and a foreign language, completed a Great Works list and a service project, submitted a portfolio of their best work, and written and defended an honors thesis.

Trevor Scott Anderson
Major: Biophysics
Thesis: Comparisons of Amantadine Analogues Against the Dominant Influenza A Virus M2 Proton Channel Mutant via Circular Dichroism Spectroscopy and Tryptophan Fluorescence Anisotropy

Kristen Ballieu
Major: French Studies
Thesis: The Structure of Chaos in Gérard de Nerval's *Le Christ aux Oliviers*

Victoria Lynn Birkbeck
Major: Family Life
Thesis: Disney Princess Movies and Gender Stereotyping in Pre-School Girls

Patrice Marie Carey
Major: English
Thesis: *Layers*

Andres Alberto Chavez Eras
Major: Latin American Studies
Thesis: Education Reforms in Ecuadorian Public Schools and Their Effect on Private Education

William Leonard Cocke
Major: Mathematics
Thesis: Counting Nonequivalent Colorings of the Lattice

Jenna Elizabeth Cooper
Major: English
Thesis: *Should Never Have Been Born: A Young Adult Novel*

Brendan George Coutu
Major: Biochemistry
Thesis: The Establishment and Application of Novel Methods of Mass Spectrometry in the Complete Lipidomic Analyses of a Bovine Metabolic Disease and Metastatic Kidney Cancer

Tanya Mei Cumberland
Major: English Language
Thesis: The Word of Kings: Notes by Dr. Arthur Henry King on *King Lear*

Joseph A. Erickson
Major: Exercise Science
Thesis: The Effect of Experimental Anterior Knee Pain on Leg Muscle Electromyography Amplitude During Running

Dagoberto Estévez Ordóñez
Major: Molecular Biology
Thesis: Assessing the Therapeutic and Diagnostic Potential of Human Thymidine Kinase 1 in Leukemic Cell Lines

Anna Jean Hart
Major: Communication Disorders
Thesis: Kindergarteners’ Incidental Learning of Words During Exposure to Systematic and Engaging Early Literacy Instruction and Digital Books

Bryan Evan Hutchinson
Major: Studio Arts
Thesis: Place Attachment and Symbolic Space: Provo’s Historical Tabernacle

Jessica Anne Jackson
Major: Technology and Engineering Education
Thesis: High School Sound Recording Curriculum Utilizing the iPad

Carlee Marie Jones
Major: Psychology
Thesis: The Interaction Between Urbanization, Acculturation, Stress and Depression in Ugandans

Nicholas Sheldon Jones
Major: English
Thesis: A Kapun At: Through the Gate

Matthew Allen Kearney
Major: German
Thesis: Looking Beyond the Wall: A Philosophical Look at Themes of Madness, Chaos, Loneliness and Suicide in Fin-de-Siècle German Women’s Literature

Katie Ann Kleinert
Major: International Relations
Thesis: Terrorism and the Dis-Integration of Europe: The Effect of Multicultural Government Policy on Domestic Terrorism in Europe

Katherine Marie Lyman
Major: Music
Thesis: The Feminine Faust: An Exploration of Ada Christen’s *Faustina*

David Earl Marriott
Major: Exercise Sciences
Thesis: The Effects of Exercise on Synaptic Plasticity in the CA1 Region of the Hippocampus in Mice Who Experience Acute Stress

Lisa Nicole McCoy
Major: Nutritional Science
Thesis: Effects of Acetyl-L-Carnitine Supplementation on AMPK-Activity, Mitochondrial Protein Content, and Exercise Performance in Old Mice

Amy Laurel McGreer
Major: English
Thesis: *Redemption*

Jenna Ariel Mitchell
Major: Theatre Arts Studies
Thesis: *Give Me Moonlight: A New Play*

Peri Danielle Musser
Major: Communications
Thesis: The LA Clippers Project

Jonathon Michael Riley
Major: Ancient Near Eastern Studies
Thesis: Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness

Scholastic Recognition
Conrad Waldhar Rosenbrock
Major: Physics
Thesis: Calculation of Optical Absorption Spectra Using a Supervised Neural Network

Kelsey Margaret Samuelsen
Major: History
Thesis: The Modernist Church: Reconciling Modernism and Christianity

Brooke Clason Smith
Major: Economics
Thesis: BOGO: Buy One Give One, the Latest Trend in Philanthrocapitalism

Karen Sullivan
Major: Communications
Thesis: Use of Exercise as a Psychotherapy Tool

Jane Cutler Tanner
Major: Applied Physics

B. Scott Taysom
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Thesis: Determining Constants for Cu 260 for the Kocks and Mecking Model

Hillary Jean Ulmer
Major: English
Thesis: Scripted

Philip McCall Volmar
Major: Communications
Thesis: “Out of Obscurity”: How Early Latter-day Saint Public Affairs Efforts Reveal Joseph Smith’s Role as Visionary Mormon Leader

Lauren Whetten
Major: Humanities
Thesis: The Color Grid in the Formation of Paul Klee’s Painting

Joshua Thompson Wiser
Major: Accounting
Thesis: Do Difficult and Specific Goals for Top Executives Lead to Better Organizational Performance?

Matthew A Young
Major: Linguistics
Thesis: Stress Patterns of High Frequency Russian Second Conjugation Verbs

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Jacqueline Leigh Andros
Major: Economics
Thesis: Gender and the Hindsight Bias: A Behavioral Economics Experiment

Emily Joanne Bell
Major: English
Thesis: Story and Storyteller: Tibetan Folk Narrative and Shifting Cultural Identity

Derek James Brinton
Major: Computer Science
Thesis: Implementing a Collaborative Recommender System for the Brigham Young University Harold B. Lee Library

Eleesa Deulene Fluckiger
Major: Psychology
Thesis: Bringing Love and God into the Picture: Implications of a Christian Conception of Altruism for Marital Therapy

Nathan Gary Glenn
Major: Linguistics

Ryan Lloyd Hicks
Major: European Studies
Thesis: Reflective Images: Representations of Life and Death in the Warsaw Ghetto

Caitlin Adair Nichols
Major: Molecular Biology
Thesis: The Role of ER-Localized Phosphatase PP2Ce During Adipogenesis

Mallory Hales Perry
Major: Psychology

Wayne Aaron Sandholtz
Major: Economics
Thesis: “The Picky Eater Premium?:” The Effect of Portfolio Size on the Price Consumers Pay for Fresh Produce

Summa Cum Laude
Brian Stewart Bingham
Kelsey Camille Blaylock
Arianna Booth
Cole Richard Burr
Paul David Chamberlain
Kiera Marie Cook
Kempton John Cox
Joshua A Dutton
Sage Elizabeth Erickson
Alexis Lanae Flake
Bradley James Gulbransen
David Allen Gulbransen
Jacob Mitchell Hager
Matthew Lloyd Haynie
Isabel Kaile Holden
Jordan Talmage Huber
Andrea Hughes
Lisa Diane Isaiah
Julia Anne Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Logan R Kearsley
Damiy Guy Knudson
Alexandria Nelleke Larsen
Brent Andrew Lauritzen
Bryan Ji Yu Lew
Katherine Marie Lyman
Kylie Measom
Aaron Stephen Meyers
Tyler Scott Miskin
Brandall Gary Nelson
Michael Bruce Nelson
Jason Richard Ockley
Katelyn Rose Pitts
Samuel Peter Powell
Jacob Hyrum Ricks
Conrad Waldhar Rosenbrock
Arienne Sam
Kendrick Monroe Shepherd
Nyssa Lynn Silverst
Jason Richard Starr
Natalie Stewart
Kinantia Subiantoro
Jane Cutler Tanner
Adam Albert Williams

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Jacqueline Leigh Andros
Kelsey Sarah Ballif
Everett Thomas Black
Nickolas Brenten Callor
Michael Robert Gardiner
Nicol Graham
Spencer Paul Greenhalgh
Kurt William Hepler
Colton Bryant Hicks
Brady Thayne Hodges
Nico lynne Jackson
Bryson Richard Miller
Caitlin Adair Nichols
Jordan Renee Pearce
Gregory Adam Richens
Aaron Joseph Thomas
Magna Cum Laude

Nathan Reed Adams
Jessica Lauren Allen
Adriana Ampuero
Sarah Katherine Andrews
Amanda Dawn Baker
Jared Nicholas Balaich
Ryan Cunt Ballestero
Rachel Alexandra Barker
Tabitha Joy Bartholomew
Kelsey Rae Bertaux
Colton Brennan Birch
Tasha Anne Blake
Zachary M Boyd
Scott Eugene Brassfield
Beth Caroline Briggs
Matthew Sheldon Broderick
Rocky Chang Browder
Kylan Satoru Brown
Ethan Craig Busby
Jordan Michael Call
Zachary Edward Cardon
Patrice Marie Carey
Bethany Nash Carlson
Kristen Nicole Carr
Aaron James Christensen
Hannah Bates Christensen
Alison Richardson Clawson
Bryn Louise Clegg
William Leonard Cocke
Lynnne Jeanette Mariko Conger
Devon S. Cook
John Averill Corkin
Matthew Cosman
Jaclyn Leah Cowley
Tanya Mei Cumberland
Rachel Dame
Mary Elizabeth Daniel
Emily Ruth Davis
Jason Lon Deardens
Patrick Carl DeFranco
James A Deibert
Matthew William Donohue
Laurel Ashby Dorff
Nathan Scott Doyle
David Sterling Drake
Clifton Robert Dudley
Kelsey Edmunds
Stephanie Elizabeth Ensign
Philip Chris Erickson
Nathan Eldon Evans
Thomas Andrew Evans
Joel Harmon Everett
Kimberly Eyring
Krysta Marie Felix
Matthew Evan Francis
Alyssa Kay Giles
Matthew D Gillon
Wesley Blaine Godfrey
Kelli Jessica Golden
Hiram Benjamin Golze
Katherine Lyn Griffin
Katrina Emily Hale
Samuel Sean Hamner

Nathaniel David Hardy
Chad R. Harker
Grant Emerson Harper
April Marie Harrison
Catherine Haycock
Alyssa Jenae Herzinger
Daniel L Holbrook
Shannon Louise Huey
Annisia Wallin Hunter
Matthew Glen Hutchinson
Gregory Geoffrey Jackson
Jessica Anne Jackson
Garrett Lee Jensen
Brennan Matthew Jernigan
Eric Martin Johnson
Nicholas Sheldon Jones
Brooke Boggess Jorden
Lauren Ashley Kelson
James Daniel Kershaw
Jessica Anne Kilgore
Junil Evan Kim
Joshua Derren Klein
Dana Christine Knudsen
Tyler Martin Krueger
Holly Nicole Kuck
Brock Howard Laney
Tyler James Langlott
Greggary Evan Lines
Ryan Samuel Lish
Robert Cameron Low
Adam W. Lysenko
Michelle Renee Mangum
Justin Thomas Mann
Derek Steven Manwaring
Elizabeth Francis Martino
David Jon Mauler
Lisa Nicole McCoy
Michael Taylor McGann
Jeffrey William Merrell
Jennifer Ann Merris
Sarah Dawn Messina
Daniel James Miller
Austin James Miner
Jenna Ariel Mitchell
Matthew Christofer Morgan
Bikalpa Bikash Neupane
Matthew K Nielsen
Matthew Glade Nielsen
Gary Richard Nilsen
Julie Marie Ogborn
Justin Scott Oldroyd
Michael Dean Olsen
Laurie Anderson
Oltehenning
Mitchell Thomas Park
Tanner D. Payne
David Jackson Perkins
Brice Anders Peterson
Lucas Tueller Pritchett
Ryan James Quinton
Drake A. Ranquist
Emily Rawlins
Randall Dean Reese
Robert Miles Richards
Sean Thomas Ricks
Kessia Robinson

Jared M Rohatinsky
David Alexander Romney
Dallin Immanuel Rowley
Camody Sagers
Ryan Thor Sandberg
Caitlin Joleene Schwanger
Wyatt Winslow Sessions
Kyle Bartholomew Shaw
Andrew Richard Smith
Jeffrey Jordan Smith
Rebecca Kate Smith
Jeremy Sookhoo
Ryne Thomas Steinacker
Sean Craig Stout
Evan Nelson Strobelt
Alexander John Swartwood
Kaitlyn Sara Swenson
Stephanie Ellen Swift
Dallin R Swiss
Jordan Dexter Tanner
Kesler Williams Tanner
Michael Brett Thomas
Katy Lyn Trump
John Harold Varner
Mikelle Waite
Jessica Ranquist Walker
Benjamin Charles Wallace
Jenny Lynne Ward
Emily Ann Warren
Heidi Evonne Anderson
Washburn
David Orton Wheeler
Elizabeth Ann Williams
Gregory Spencer Williams
Haley Karthchner Williams
Kendra Lynn Williamson
Ryan Chace Williamson
Riley Edward Wilson
Clint Wire
Douglas Randall Woodbury
Philip Ryan Young

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES

Molly Allen
Ashley Ann Anderson
Joshua Robert Angell
Danielle Rebecca Banner
Derrick James Brinton
Joshua Ammon Browning
Trent Matthew Burke
Katherine Carlsen
Ryan William Carlson
Noah Dale Chamberlain
Megan Carolyn Childs
Kara Friday Chlarson
Lauren Caroline Clark
Benjamin I. Cook
Kelsey Renee Cropper
April Lucy DeMartini
Sarah Michelle Douglass
Noah Benjamin Driggs
Katie Jean Ercanbrack
Mallory Rutheran Everett
Kassandra Larson Fluckiger
Montana Marie Frechem
Matthew David Frei
Cameron Kevin Gleed
Daniel Caleb Gore
John Michael Grange
Scott David Michael Greenman
Lisa R. Gurney
Steven Christopher Hall
Elizabeth Griffioen Hannibal
Thomas James Hardin
Amanda Elise Ho
Anne Caroline Hull
Jordan Taylor Johns
Mary Ann Keller
Jordan Alexandra Kinghorn
Lindsey Shea Luker
Jennifer Kei Mabey
Amanda Marie Manscill
Marissa Ann Mashidas
Colleen LaRue McDermott
Taylor Kimball Moore
Jason D Moss
Michael James Murdock
Lara Swee Ling Ong
Christy Leigh Parsons
Lauren E Pelton
Rachel Petersen
Joshua Morgan Rice
Janel LaFollette Ruzzi
Wayne Aaron Sandholtz
Brittany Lynn Scott
Laura Jane Scott
Kimi Marie Shefer
Yihong Shi
Lauren Ashley Simpson
Zachary Todd Skabelund
Austin Castle Somers
Tobin Mitchell Story
Heidi Kay Sutherland
Allison Johanna Taylor
Kirsten Marie Taylor
Philip Russell Thurston
Trent Alan Timmons
Scott M Whitehead
Joshua Douglas Whiting
Cortney Lynne Wikle
Daniel Taylor Cannon
Williams

Cum Laude

Jordan Douglas Allen
Lauren Elizabeth Allred
Trevor Scott Anderson
Taylor Neil Archibald
Erin Austin
Katie Megan Baker
Mallory Hazel Barrick
D. Blake Bartolomei
Caron S Beeckel
Jeremy Benson
Craig Charles Bidstrup
Jackie Biggs
Courtney Alan Booke
Cameron Michael Bradly
Megan Anne Brink
Matthew Taylor Brooks

Zachary David Brough
Sandra Kaye Brunson
Ashley Marie Burgess
Jasmine Lynn Burson
Hillary Ruby Calvert
Tanner Brad Camp
Alex Jordan Chandler
Jennifer Chandler
Robert Anthony Childs
Brianna Noel Clegg
Stefan Joshua Coburn
Derek E Collins
Mary Claire Cook
Paul Russell Crawford
Bao Ngoc Dang
Amy Nicole Dawson
James Christian Dester
Brenna Grace Donnelly
Jenessa Lee Duffy
Kaitlin Ritchie Dunford
Ashley Jean Dymock
Hannah Edwards
Alexander James Egbert
Connor James Erickson
Aubrey Nicole Erickson
Chase Brent Erickson
Kathryn Rose Fancher
Amy Faust
Andrew LaMont Fluckiger
Michael Andrew Ford
Kayla Ann Freeman
Shaylynn Fuller
Katie Josephine Garey
Joseph Eric Gibson
Laura Caroline Gilpin
Giselle Gimenez
Ashley Nicole Gledhill
David Scott Gordon
Christine Michelle Hanamura
Brandon Holbrook Hanna
Anna Jean Hart
Landon Robert Hendricks
John Wirthin Hickey
Kelsey Higgison
Sarah Jean Hodson
Steven James Hopper
Douglas Wayne Hubbard
Forest N. Hulet
Zachary Gordon Ingersoll
Maya Inoue
Heidi Ruth Isaacson
Scott Matthew Jackson
Sarah Bryanne Jacobson
Taylor A Jensen
Jane Kennington Jeppson
Jacqaelyn Claire Johnson
Sharla Marie Johnson
Briana Jackson Jones
Nathan Merritt Jones
Nicholas Steven Jones
Jeffrey Zane Karchner
Merilee Yvonne Karchner
Cierra May Keith
Stephen Mathew Nelson
Brian Howard Kirk
Joshua Wayne Kishpaugh

Zhouyang Lai
Whitney Lee Landon
Khanh Van Quoc Le
Jessica Ellen Lees
Kathryn Amelia Folsom
Lively
Megan Joanne Lund
Carissa Dean Lutes
Kirsten Heidi Madsen
Amanda Marie Magnuson
Igor Coelho Arantes Santana
Marques
Boris Fabricio Martinez
Cevallos
Olivia Michelle Masino
Whitney Ellis Massey
Nicole Reed McClellan
Hanna Meinerz
David Wyatt Miles
Jenna Elaine Miller
Anna Rose Moore
Courtney McCall Morris
Rachel Christine Moyes
Adam Richard Muffler
Kent Christopher Nate
Steven Patrick Nelson
Sharee Marie Neubert
Yan-ying Ruth Ng
Austin Stanley Nielsen
Rachel Clawson Nielsen
Diane Glenn Nielson
Douglas Kenneth Olsen
Sharlee Brooke Olson
Joseph A. Orien
Taylor Sainsbury Orton
Megan Palmer
Andrew Louis Pande
Udip Pant
Eliza Marie Payne
Angelica Pesqueira
Danielle Margaret Peterson
Jeffrey Wilson Pooley
Joseph William Victor Post
Brian Clark Ray
Brian Christopher Reed
Timothy S Rich
Greg Robert Richins
Brandon Glen Roach
Elizabeth Anne Craig Roper
Jared Tyler Schmidt
Greg Anthony Scoogg
Julie Kristine Shaw
Tess Peterson Shaw
Kobie Danielle Chapman
Simpson
Andrew Broadbent Smith
Andrew Kent Smith
James Frederick Smith
Chelsea Ann Stebar
Emily Catherine Steffensen
Diane Stewart
Michael Logan Stromberg
Tara Lynn Balle Sweeney
Sarah Ann Syphus
Craig Russell Tanner
Houston Richard Tanner

SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION
Matthew Robert Tanner
Benjamin Kit Thornell
Michael Robert Trotter
Brooke Ure
Aubrey Sharae Van Leeuwen
Kristi Cierra Anne Walker
Samantha Mary Webber
Wade Andrew Webber
Brooke Malia Weber
Brandon Romish West
Christopher R Whipple
Tayler Bodon Whitmer
Benjamin Kit Thornell
Michael Robert Trotter
Brooke Ure
Aubrey Sharae Van Leeuwen
Kristi Cierra Anne Walker
Samantha Mary Webber
Wade Andrew Webber
Brooke Malia Weber
Brandon Romish West
Christopher R Whipple
Tayler Bodon Whitmer

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Tabitha Lyne Aggen
Kailey Renee Albrechtsen
Melissa Alder
Ryan Clark Williams
Connor Wesley Willis
Thad Justin Willis
Jonathan Brady Wood
Jason Lee Xochimitl
Lidan Xu
Dustin James Young
Meng Zhang

Phi Kappa Phi

Jordan Douglas Allen
Thomas Donovan Allen
Adriana Ampuero
Trevor Scott Anderson
Taylor Neil Archibald
Mindy Ashton
Brooke Elizabeth Barker
Tabitha Joy Bartholomew
Jordan Wayne Bell
Craig Charles Bidstrup
Colton Bennion Birch
Brittany Dalton Bohman
Cameron Michael Bradshaw
Jared Michael Bradshaw
Scott Eugene Brassfield
Matthew Sinclair Brown
Marie Sarah Call
Bryce Robert Cameron
Zachary Edward Cardon

SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION

John Averrill Corkin
Jacyln Leah Cowley
Kempton John Cox
Tanya Mei Cumberland
Emily Ruth Davis
James A Deibert
James Christian Deeter
Stephen Erik Devonport
Michael Ammon Dickson
Matthew William Donohue
Joshua Samuel Doying
David Sterling Drake
Hannah Edwards
Alexander James Egbert
James Thomas Embree
Connor James Erickson
Chase Brent Erickson
Philip Chris Erickson
Sage Elizabeth Erickson
Thomas Andrew Evans
Joel Harmon Everett
Kimberly Eyring
Kathryn Rose Fancher
Joshua David Feil
Courtney Makell Feinauer
Alexis Lanna Flame
Andrew LaMont Fluckiger
Michael Andrew Ford
Alex Jayson Foy
Matthew Evan Francis
Kayla Ann Freeman
Cuyler Sean Frisby
Katie Josephine Garey
Joseph Eric Gibson
Tyler Paul Gill
Giselle Gimenez

Ashley Nicole Gledhill
Hiram Benjamin Golze
Katherine Lyn Griffin
David Allen Gulbransen
Nathan Walter Gundlach
Puja Gurung
Katrina Emily Hale
Brandon Holbrook Hanna
Chad R. Harker
Jonathan Michael Hart
Matthew Lloyd Haynie
Alyssa Jenae Herzinger
Kelsey Higginson
Isabel Kaile Holden
Steven James Hopper
Martha Howard
Jordan Talmage Huber
Shannon Louise Huey
Rachel Rebecca Humes
Kent N Illingsworth
Maya Inoue
Heidi Ruth Isaacson
Gregory George Jackson
Matthew Warren Jaynes
Garrett Lee Jensen
Eric Martin Johnson
Jacquelyn Claire Johnson
Nathan Alan Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Nathan Merritt Jones

Spencer Francis Xavier
Lambert
Angela Lanier
Jordan Thomas Mackay
Kristi Kay McCain
Jonathan Ryan McPherson
Ethan Alexander Moore
John Earl Myrkal
James Alexander Murdoch
Scott B Nelson
Rebecca Rae Jensen Page
Matthew Kyle Palmer
Derrick Craig Patterson
Mallory Hales Perry
Brianne Mickelson Peters
Cameron Matthias Pinegar
Alycia Marie Pringle
Robert Kenneth Rane
Amy Lynn Richards
Nathaniel Kirt Richards
Jonathan Dee Rohwer
Shanie Lee Rowley
John T Ryker
Cam Rani Schiel
Heidi Lee Scott
Faith Christine Simonsen
Steven Randall Smith
Jennifer Diane Spencer
Brooke K Thomas
Elizabeth VanDerwerken
Kelly Jean Walk
Nathan Holbrook Wiley
Kathryn Cannon Wilkie
Nickolas Jay Wilson

John Averrill Corkin
Jacyln Leah Cowley
Kempton John Cox
Tanya Mei Cumberland
Emily Ruth Davis
James A Deibert
James Christian Deeter
Stephen Erik Devonport
Michael Ammon Dickson
Matthew William Donohue
Joshua Samuel Doying
David Sterling Drake
Hannah Edwards
Alexander James Egbert
James Thomas Embree
Connor James Erickson
Chase Brent Erickson
Philip Chris Erickson
Sage Elizabeth Erickson
Thomas Andrew Evans
Joel Harmon Everett
Kimberly Eyring
Kathryn Rose Fancher
Joshua David Feil
Courtney Makell Feinauer
Alexis Lanna Flame
Andrew LaMont Fluckiger
Michael Andrew Ford
Alex Jayson Foy
Matthew Evan Francis
Kayla Ann Freeman
Cuyler Sean Frisby
Katie Josephine Garey
Joseph Eric Gibson
Tyler Paul Gill
Giselle Gimenez

Ashley Nicole Gledhill
Hiram Benjamin Golze
Katherine Lyn Griffin
David Allen Gulbransen
Nathan Walter Gundlach
Puja Gurung
Katrina Emily Hale
Brandon Holbrook Hanna
Chad R. Harker
Jonathan Michael Hart
Matthew Lloyd Haynie
Alyssa Jenae Herzinger
Kelsey Higginson
Isabel Kaile Holden
Steven James Hopper
Martha Howard
Jordan Talmage Huber
Shannon Louise Huey
Rachel Rebecca Humes
Kent N Illingsworth
Maya Inoue
Heidi Ruth Isaacson
Gregory George Jackson
Matthew Warren Jaynes
Garrett Lee Jensen
Eric Martin Johnson
Jacquelyn Claire Johnson
Nathan Alan Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Nathan Merritt Jones

Spencer Francis Xavier
Lambert
Angela Lanier
Jordan Thomas Mackay
Kristi Kay McCain
Jonathan Ryan McPherson
Ethan Alexander Moore
John Earl Myrkal
James Alexander Murdoch
Scott B Nelson
Rebecca Rae Jensen Page
Matthew Kyle Palmer
Derrick Craig Patterson
Mallory Hales Perry
Brianne Mickelson Peters
Cameron Matthias Pinegar
Alycia Marie Pringle
Robert Kenneth Rane
Amy Lynn Richards
Nathaniel Kirt Richards
Jonathan Dee Rohwer
Shanie Lee Rowley
John T Ryker
Cam Rani Schiel
Heidi Lee Scott
Faith Christine Simonsen
Steven Randall Smith
Jennifer Diane Spencer
Brooke K Thomas
Elizabeth VanDerwerken
Kelly Jean Walk
Nathan Holbrook Wiley
Kathryn Cannon Wilkie
Nickolas Jay Wilson

John Averrill Corkin
Jacyln Leah Cowley
Kempton John Cox
Tanya Mei Cumberland
Emily Ruth Davis
James A Deibert
James Christian Deeter
Stephen Erik Devonport
Michael Ammon Dickson
Matthew William Donohue
Joshua Samuel Doying
David Sterling Drake
Hannah Edwards
Alexander James Egbert
James Thomas Embree
Connor James Erickson
Chase Brent Erickson
Philip Chris Erickson
Sage Elizabeth Erickson
Thomas Andrew Evans
Joel Harmon Everett
Kimberly Eyring
Kathryn Rose Fancher
Joshua David Feil
Courtney Makell Feinauer
Alexis Lanna Flame
Andrew LaMont Fluckiger
Michael Andrew Ford
Alex Jayson Foy
Matthew Evan Francis
Kayla Ann Freeman
Cuyler Sean Frisby
Katie Josephine Garey
Joseph Eric Gibson
Tyler Paul Gill
Giselle Gimenez

Ashley Nicole Gledhill
Hiram Benjamin Golze
Katherine Lyn Griffin
David Allen Gulbransen
Nathan Walter Gundlach
Puja Gurung
Katrina Emily Hale
Brandon Holbrook Hanna
Chad R. Harker
Jonathan Michael Hart
Matthew Lloyd Haynie
Alyssa Jenae Herzinger
Kelsey Higginson
Isabel Kaile Holden
Steven James Hopper
Martha Howard
Jordan Talmage Huber
Shannon Louise Huey
Rachel Rebecca Humes
Kent N Illingsworth
Maya Inoue
Heidi Ruth Isaacson
Gregory George Jackson
Matthew Warren Jaynes
Garrett Lee Jensen
Eric Martin Johnson
Jacquelyn Claire Johnson
Nathan Alan Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Nathan Merritt Jones

Spencer Francis Xavier
Lambert
Angela Lanier
Jordan Thomas Mackay
Kristi Kay McCain
Jonathan Ryan McPherson
Ethan Alexander Moore
John Earl Myrkal
James Alexander Murdoch
Scott B Nelson
Rebecca Rae Jensen Page
Matthew Kyle Palmer
Derrick Craig Patterson
Mallory Hales Perry
Brianne Mickelson Peters
Cameron Matthias Pinegar
Alycia Marie Pringle
Robert Kenneth Rane
Amy Lynn Richards
Nathaniel Kirt Richards
Jonathan Dee Rohwer
Shanie Lee Rowley
John T Ryker
Cam Rani Schiel
Heidi Lee Scott
Faith Christine Simonsen
Steven Randall Smith
Jennifer Diane Spencer
Brooke K Thomas
Elizabeth VanDerwerken
Kelly Jean Walk
Nathan Holbrook Wiley
Kathryn Cannon Wilkie
Nickolas Jay Wilson

John Averrill Corkin
Jacyln Leah Cowley
Kempton John Cox
Tanya Mei Cumberland
Emily Ruth Davis
James A Deibert
James Christian Deeter
Stephen Erik Devonport
Michael Ammon Dickson
Matthew William Donohue
Joshua Samuel Doying
David Sterling Drake
Hannah Edwards
Alexander James Egbert
James Thomas Embree
Connor James Erickson
Chase Brent Erickson
Philip Chris Erickson
Sage Elizabeth Erickson
Thomas Andrew Evans
Joel Harmon Everett
Kimberly Eyring
Kathryn Rose Fancher
Joshua David Feil
Courtney Makell Feinauer
Alexis Lanna Flame
Andrew LaMont Fluckiger
Michael Andrew Ford
Alex Jayson Foy
Matthew Evan Francis
Kayla Ann Freeman
Cuyler Sean Frisby
Katie Josephine Garey
Joseph Eric Gibson
Tyler Paul Gill
Giselle Gimenez

Ashley Nicole Gledhill
Hiram Benjamin Golze
Katherine Lyn Griffin
David Allen Gulbransen
Nathan Walter Gundlach
Puja Gurung
Katrina Emily Hale
Brandon Holbrook Hanna
Chad R. Harker
Jonathan Michael Hart
Matthew Lloyd Haynie
Alyssa Jenae Herzinger
Kelsey Higginson
Isabel Kaile Holden
Steven James Hopper
Martha Howard
Jordan Talmage Huber
Shannon Louise Huey
Rachel Rebecca Humes
Kent N Illingsworth
Maya Inoue
Heidi Ruth Isaacson
Gregory George Jackson
Matthew Warren Jaynes
Garrett Lee Jensen
Eric Martin Johnson
Jacquelyn Claire Johnson
Nathan Alan Johnson
Christopher Michael Jones
Nathan Merritt Jones
Nicholas Sheldon Jones
Nicholas Steven Jones
Ryan Brock Jones
Jeffrey Zane Karchtner
James Daniel Kershaw
Junil Evan Kim
Brian Howard Kirk
Joshua Wayne Kispahau
Tyler Martin Krueger
Holly Nicole Kuck
Kylee Anne Labrum
Brock Howard Laney
Jessica Ellen Lees
Bryan Ji Yu Lew
Nicholas Steven Jones
Ryan Brock Jones
Jeffrey Zane Karchtner
James Daniel Kershaw
Junil Evan Kim
Brian Howard Kirk
Joshua Wayne Kispahau
Tyler Martin Krueger
Holly Nicole Kuck
Kylee Anne Labrum
Brock Howard Laney
Jessica Ellen Lees
Bryan Ji Yu Lew
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Molly Aldredge
Ashley Ann Anderson
Jacqueline Leigh Andros
Kelsey Sarah Ballif
Jonathan Ryan Barton
Anthony Christian Butler
Katherine Carlsen
Jillian Michelle Carr
Andrea Michelle Cerveny
Noah Dale Chamberlain
Benjamin I. Cook
Kelsey Renee Cropper
Angel Duarte
Sarah Price Edwards
Justin James Evans
Elizabeth Carolina Flores
Vera
Eleese Deulene Fluckiger
Scott A Funk
Kristina Gardner
Daniel Caleb Gore
Lisa R. Gurney
Kaeling Jacqueline Gurr
Kurt William Hepler
Colton Bryant Hicks
Brady Thayne Hodges
LeGrand Charles Hovey
April Lee
Kristen Andrea Orien
Lemmon
Lindsey Shea Luker
Benjamin R Luthi
Jennifer Kei Mabey
Jordan Thomas Mackay
Amanda Marie Manscill
Marissa Ann Masihdas
Colleen LaRue McDermott
Jonathan Ryan McPherson
John Earl Mrykalo
Michael James Murdock
Scott B Nelson
Laura Swee Ling Ong
Jordan Renee Pearce
Brianna Mickelson Peters
Alycia Marie Pringle
Gregory Adam Richens
Shanie Lee Rowley
Janel LaFollette Ruzzi
Brittany Lynn Scott
Laura Jane Scott
Zachary Todd Skabelund
William Frederick Strong
Kirsten Marie Taylor
Aaron Joseph Thomas
Philip Russell Thurston
Trent Alan Timmons

SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION

Danielle Margaret Peterson
Katelyn Rose Pitts
Samuel Peter Powell
Kenneth Warren Price
Angela Pusey
Drake A. Ranquist
Emily Rawlins
Brian Clark Ray
Hunter Scott Reynolds
Robert Miles Richards
Greg Robert Richins
Jacob Hyrum Ricks
Brandon Glen Roach
Kessia Robinson
David Alexander Romney
Kyle J Rowley
Carmody Sagers
Ryan Thor Sandberg
Scott Charles Schmidt
Timothy Terrell Schwarz
Sandra Ellen Shurtleff
Nyssa Lynn Silvester
Jeffrey Alan Skidmore
Rebecca Kate Smith
Jeremy Sookhoo
Jason Richard Starr
Chelsea Ann Stebar
Ryne Thomas Steinacker
Diane Stewart
Natalie Stewart
Sean Craig Stout
Evan Nelson Strobel
Karen Sullivan
Alexander John Swartwood
Kaitlyn SaraSwenson
Stephanie Ellen Swift
Dallin R Swiss
Sarah Ann Syphus
Houston Richard Tanner
Jane Cutler Tanner
Jordan Dexter Tanner
Kesler Williams Tanner
Margaret Anne Tata
Huon Lan Trinh
Katie Lyn Trump
Annette Dawn Walker
Jessica Ranquist Walker
Shun Yi Wan
Jenny Lynne Ward
Wade Andrew Webber
Tabitha Michelle Weed
Andrew Arthur Welch
Cynthia Ann West
Kaylie Clark Whitemore
Jessica Lauren Wilkinson
Elizabeth Ann Williams
Kendra Lynn Williamson
Emily Kathleen Willis
Whitney Anne Wing
Jonathan Brady Wood
Lidan Xu

DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Molly Aldredge
Ashley Ann Anderson
Jacqueline Leigh Andros
Kelsey Sarah Ballif
Jonathan Ryan Barton
Anthony Christian Butler
Katherine Carlsen
Jillian Michelle Carr
Andrea Michelle Cerveny
Noah Dale Chamberlain
Benjamin I. Cook
Kelsey Renee Cropper
Angel Duarte
Sarah Price Edwards
Justin James Evans
Elizabeth Carolina Flores
Vera
Eleese Deulene Fluckiger
Scott A Funk
Kristina Gardner
Daniel Caleb Gore
Lisa R. Gurney
Kaeling Jacqueline Gurr
Kurt William Hepler
Colton Bryant Hicks
Brady Thayne Hodges
LeGrand Charles Hovey
April Lee
Kristen Andrea Orien
Lemmon
Lindsey Shea Luker
Benjamin R Luthi
Jennifer Kei Mabey
Jordan Thomas Mackay
Amanda Marie Manscill
Marissa Ann Masihdas
Colleen LaRue McDermott
Jonathan Ryan McPherson
John Earl Mrykalo
Michael James Murdock
Scott B Nelson
Laura Swee Ling Ong
Jordan Renee Pearce
Brianna Mickelson Peters
Alycia Marie Pringle
Gregory Adam Richens
Shanie Lee Rowley
Janel LaFollette Ruzzi
Brittany Lynn Scott
Laura Jane Scott
Zachary Todd Skabelund
William Frederick Strong
Kirsten Marie Taylor
Aaron Joseph Thomas
Philip Russell Thurston
Trent Alan Timmons

SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION

Danielle Margaret Peterson
Katelyn Rose Pitts
Samuel Peter Powell
Kenneth Warren Price
Angela Pusey
Drake A. Ranquist
Emily Rawlins
Brian Clark Ray
Hunter Scott Reynolds
Robert Miles Richards
Greg Robert Richins
Jacob Hyrum Ricks
Brandon Glen Roach
Kessia Robinson
David Alexander Romney
Kyle J Rowley
Carmody Sagers
Ryan Thor Sandberg
Scott Charles Schmidt
Timothy Terrell Schwarz
Sandra Ellen Shurtleff
Nyssa Lynn Silvester
Jeffrey Alan Skidmore
Rebecca Kate Smith
Jeremy Sookhoo
Jason Richard Starr
Chelsea Ann Stebar
Ryne Thomas Steinacker
Diane Stewart
Natalie Stewart
Sean Craig Stout
Evan Nelson Strobel
Karen Sullivan
Alexander John Swartwood
Kaitlyn SaraSwenson
Stephanie Ellen Swift
Dallin R Swiss
Sarah Ann Syphus
Houston Richard Tanner
Jane Cutler Tanner
Jordan Dexter Tanner
Kesler Williams Tanner
Margaret Anne Tata
Huon Lan Trinh
Katie Lyn Trump
Annette Dawn Walker
Jessica Ranquist Walker
Shun Yi Wan
Jenny Lynne Ward
Wade Andrew Webber
Tabitha Michelle Weed
Andrew Arthur Welch
Cynthia Ann West
Kaylie Clark Whitemore
Jessica Lauren Wilkinson
Elizabeth Ann Williams
Kendra Lynn Williamson
Emily Kathleen Willis
Whitney Anne Wing
Jonathan Brady Wood
Lidan Xu
AIR FORCE ROTC
Ethan D. Call
Ryan M. Fisher
Bradford E. Law
Andrew W. McQuay
Joseph B. Neary
Preston S. Plowman
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATE
Weston M. Thomsen

ARMY ROTC
David M. Bracero
Scott H. Cooley
Daniel A. Cox
Samuel P. Gunoe
Gabriel L. Hess
Charles C. Lambert
John D. Lund
Christian W. Martin
Andrew Jared McKee
Hyrum M. Palmer
Jose R. Sandoval
Aaron H. Williams
DECEMBER 2012 GRADUATES
Raul U. Balderas
Nathan A. Christiansen
Brad L. Cox
Eric L. Kunz
Tanner J. Meloy
College Convocation Schedule

FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 2013

8:00 A.M.

David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies  Auditorium, Joseph Smith Building
David O. McKay School of Education  George Albert Smith Fieldhouse
College of Fine Arts and Communications  de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center
College of Humanities  Marriott Center
College of Physical and Mathematical Sciences  Ballroom, Wilkinson Student Center

11:00 A.M.

Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering and Technology  George Albert Smith Fieldhouse
Chemical Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Electrical and Computer Engineering, Mechanical Engineering
Ira A. Fulton College of Engineering and Technology  Ballroom, Wilkinson Student Center
School of Technology
College of Family, Home, and Social Sciences  Marriott Center
Anthropology, Economics, Geography, History, Political Science, Psychology, Social Work, and Sociology
College of Fine Arts and Communications  de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center
Visual Arts
College of Nursing  Auditorium, Joseph Smith Building

2:00 P.M.

College of Family, Home, and Social Sciences  Ballroom, Wilkinson Student Center
School of Family Life
College of Fine Arts and Communications  de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center
Dance, School of Music, Music Dance Theatre Program, and Theatre and Media Arts
Marriott School of Management  Marriott Center

5:00 P.M.

J. Reuben Clark Law School  de Jong Concert Hall, Harris Fine Arts Center
College of Life Sciences  Marriott Center
**Commencement Committees**

**COMMEMCENCEMENT COMMITTEE**

Norman B. Finlinson, Chair  
Ronald Clark, Co-Chair  
Shauna Barrick  
Claire A. DeWitt  
Justin B. Durfey  
Cecelia A. Fielding  
Laura Holt  
Phyllis Jensen  
Curt Jolley  
James C. Kasen  
Jonathan Kau  
Arnold Lemmon  
Ray Lines  
Rick Moreno  
Shannon Openshaw  
Linda Palmer  
Karen Seely  
Coral Taylor  
Brandon G. Hatch,  
BYUSA Student  
Representative

**LINE MARSHALS**

Coral Taylor, Chair  
Jon Kau, Co-Chair  
Ken Alford  
Barry Allred  
Brooke Anderson  
Stacey Anderson  
Karianne Barney  
Duane Bartle  
Jenn Beck  
Ann Behling  
Heidi Blackham  
David Boone  
Tom Boyle  
Natalie Browning  
Jeff Bunker  
Celestial Burkhart  
Brian Chantry  
Laura Chapman  
Sum Chow  
Aloe Corry  
Neal Cox  
Kathryn Crandall  
Benjamin Dent  
Brady Dowling  
Shannon Dulaney  
Brian Edwards  
Maren Fischer  
Lauren Gammon  
Kim Glade  
Keith Gonzales  
Ryan Graham  
Stephanie Graham  
Janine Green  
Bradley Hansen  
Christian Hansen  
Sondra Heaston  
Nicole Herrera  
Shanlee Herrin  
Deborah Himes  
Katelyn Holmes  
Kennon Howlett  
Jessica Hudson  
Aubrey Jackson  
Holly Jenkins  
Kristen Jensen  
Lynn Jensen  
Camille Johnson  
Jolene Johnson

Ron Jones  
Ken Kuttler  
Karen Lambert  
Jennifer Langi  
Allie Larsen  
Kris Long  
Jared Ludlow  
Julie Luthin  
Estela Marquez  
Tim Morrison  
Rachel Munyan  
Riley Myer  
Kassie Nelson  
Tony Nisse  
Shawn Nissen  
Kent Norris  
Theodore Okawa  
Kalisi Palu  
Casey Peterson  
Rebecca Pike  
Keith Proctor  
David Rasmussen  
Alex Rogers  
Erik Rytting  
Annika Seegmiller  
Alyssa Sevilla  
Sheila Siggard  
Elizabeth Smart  
Brooke Smith  
Rebecca Smoot  
Shelley Stevens  
Katie Strobhn  
Christine Tanner  
Jenny Thornton  
Natalie Tripp  
Jenny Uyema  
Julie Valentine  
Allyson Washburn  
Abby Watson  
Lauren Webber  
Agnes Welch  
Linda Westover  
Michael Whitchurch  
Katherine Whiting  
Nathan Williams  
Lesa Withers  
Mary Jane Woodger  
Zoe Zelaya